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Peter Webster’s
Comment

There’s been quite a bit of publicity of late on
the Internet in various blogs and columns

about the installation of 250hp and 300hp
outboards on recreational boats as small as 19 feet
overall. 

Far be it for me to rain on any boat owner’s parade,
but somebody needs to point out that just as you can’t
put any sort of power you want in a road vehicle – just
because you want to – you can’t just whack a 300hp
outboard on the transom of any boat that you think
will at least hold the outboard up out of the water.

My concern is not for the boat’s owner, but the risk
being applied to other waterway users, the boats’
crews or family, when a boat is chronically
overpowered, performs badly at the high performance
level, and becomes positively dangerous once it starts
leaping from wave to wave. Yee-haw indeed!

Over the years, the writer has seen or been involved
in a number of boating accidents and several that
came out as a result of a pedestrian boat being driven
at speeds it was not designed to achieve or handle.
One incident that I vividly recall, occurred when a
well known runabout was driven way to fast out
through Sydney heads, getting sky-bourne off a steep-
to wave, before crashing back down into the
subsequent trough amid a huge splash, roaring engine
and matching bow wave. 

It was all a bit of a giggle at the time – it was a press
day, would you believe – but when the water cleared
and the spray settled we realised from our boat a
hundred metres or so away that the boat’s skipper was
just standing at the helm, looking quite shocked, but
from our vantage point his passenger was nowhere to
be seen.

There was a good reason. The passenger was lying,
in excruciating pain on the floor with not one but both
legs broken, one knee and a shoulder blade smashed,
and in great distress. Two of us jumped into the boat
to help - but what we needed was a team of
paramedics. This time, we did exceed the speed limit
getting him back to shore, helming the boat to run a
softly as it could, as the slightest jar or ‘bang’ shot
pain into his being to such an extent he would pass
out… It was not a good look, and the result of a
totally stupid piece of driving with a boat that was
foolishly overpowered.

However, it was not an isolated incident and over
the years the writer has observed at first hand
outcomes of this nature to remind us that boats are
really no different to automobiles; they ultimately rely
on the person at the helm. Cars don’t drive themselves
into trees or off cliffs, so driving a boat badly, or
operating one that you know is chronically
overpowered, is equally stupid.

For the record, there is ample documentation
available covering how to work out what is legally
allowable to power a given length of boat, whether it
is built in fibreglass or aluminium or composite’s in
between. Most boat builders can work it out in a few
seconds, so if you have any doubts, go back to the
original manufacturer and get his advice as to the
maximum recommended power you can put on the
transom of that boat.

Of course, the boat should have an Australian
Builders Plate on the transom showing the data for
that craft – but unfortunately, the Builder’s Plate
process has taken some serious hits in the credibility
department since the organisation that created it was
disbanded. Best bet is to go back to the original
builder – even if it was built many years ago. 

The basic formulas have not changed. 

The E10 Marine Problem
On page 70, the man Canberra annointed the marine

world’s “Clean Air Champion” Gary Fooks, expresses
a plaintive message to our readers to please, please
ignore Jamie Winterbottom’s new role on our
television sets promoting E10 fuel. 

In the advertisement, he reads from a script which
claims that the E10 is a “new and improved version”
of the bio fuel, which it isn’t. Furthermore, E10 is no
way suitable for marine use and does horrible things
to your fuel tank if it’s fibreglass, attracts
condensation if the fuel tank is made of either
aluminium or stainless steel. And if you have an older
outboard (say) pre-2000 model with any cork gaskets
under the bonnet, E10 will eat its way through those
gaskets with potentially catastrophic results. See more
on Page 70

Over Power At Your Peril
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Comment . . . than the advertisers, because no readers = no
advertising. For the painfully simple reason that one
begets the other. 

This is a change of ground-shaking, tsunami-like
proportions because it is the polar opposite of how
boating magazines have been produced and directed in
years gone by.

And it is already having a profound effect on the
type of editorial we are producing. 

This magazine is a good example of where we
believe we have to head at the moment. Editorial today
is as much about entertaining the readers, as it is about
testing boats or explaining how to put a prawn on a
hook.

Take this month, for example. We are checking out
the RAN’s latest warship, admiring wildflowers in the
outback, seriously contemplating stern drive power
plants, looking at imported boats from France and
New Zealand, chuckling over the extreme
“Thunderbolt” tourism thrill-boat out of Cairns with
four, 300hp Verado outboards, as we explore the best
30hp-40hp outboards for tinnies! Then we think about
Australia’s greatest explorer of Hume Highway fame,
and admire 12 pages of the latest 4WDs. 

One thing is definite: no one can accuse us of being
boring, or doing the same thing, month after month.

From my perspective, it’s a pretty exciting time to be
making a national boating magazine with such mixed
content. Having said that, considering the many
discussions my wife Mary (AB Subscription Manager)
has with our readers every day, and the numerous
conversations I enjoy each month from readers calling
in, I know there is a range of things we can do more
about, or packaged differently, and so on.

Most of these things we will pick up or change ‘on
the run’. Like the recent change we’ve made to how
we are doing our DIY support programs. We are not
going to have the DIY section every month (unless it is
something new and significant to write about) but in
future will be looking to do a more comprehensive,
detailed analysis in a major supplement once or
possibly twice a year. Instead of tantalising readers
with the DIY possibilities, we’ll be able to offer more
tangible and comprehensive support and information. 

The trailer boat fishing section we mentioned last

Australian Boating6

Continued over on Page 8

Letters to the Editor
‘Youse are all very slack’ in the letter-writing

department, or alternatively, completely happy with
the way things are going in her magazine. Much as my
ego would like to think we are doing such a
marvellous job on AB we don’t need input from our
readers who are clearly satisfied with the editorial mix
and the way things are going… Not!

But we do live in a very time poor world and I
recognise that most of us are too damn busy to sit
around writing letters to the editor so it’s not
something I’d expect you to do on a regular basis,
that’s for sure.

However, once every blue moon it would be good to
hear your thoughts on how boating and fishing
magazines should be assembled, what we should focus
on, what we should do less of – whatever – but I just
can’t believe we are doing such a wonderful job we
don’t need your input. We do. Feedback is the most
valuable intelligence we can get and these days our
subscribers (and by definition, their views on boating)
are the be all and end all of this business.

Years ago, before the GFC took out half the boating
industry, a magazine such as this would normally
gross between $30-$40K in ad revenue each month, so
the advertiser was king, and the magazines were
basically crafted to attract and keep their support. Not
anymore. Sure, we still work hard for our advertisers,
but it’s no longer a chicken and egg situation. Today,
our readers – that’s you guys and girls – are at the
head of the table and the editorial is now being crafted
to attract and keep our readers, more so than the
advertisers.

The reason is pretty obvious – because the
newsagency system is really struggling, and
magazines like ours are no longer printed or posted to
readers, it stands to reason that advertisers will only
invest in Australian Boating if we have a good
circulation, (pure numbers) the right demographic
(basically age and income) and can deliver the target
audience (committed boat owners). 

Ergo, we need lots and lots of readers who are happy
family boat owners, are they are now more important
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in a worst case situation. Thinking where it’s been
barrel rolled beam-to in seriously rough conditions, or
more likely, tripped over when the crew were
manoeuvring themselves into a position to affect a
rescue during a gale. I mention the latter because the
guys who skipper boats like this know exactly what
they’re doing, and they’re never willingly going to put
themselves in a beam-to situation in really heavy seas.
A roll-over will more likely be an inadvertent or
unintended consequence of being caught in three-way
seas and/or situations the skipper couldn’t foresee.

Obviously, the self-writing capability is an enormous
advantage in these worst-case scenarios, so we are
grateful for SafeHaven’s MD and Designer Frank
Kowalski’s comprehensive and informative response
to our questions, and trust it will answer them
satisfactorily for you – especially the guys in the
search and rescue movements who were looking for
further particulars. We are publishing SafeHaven’s full
working address and communication info so
Australian organisations can follow through with the
manufacturer themselves:

Australian Boating

Comment . . .
month and have now started, has been fraught with all
sorts of production problems over the past year or so,
but we are getting our act together pretty quickly now,
and this will continue as a formal section of the
magazine every month into the foreseeable future.

So the magazine is not set in stone and inflexible.
It’s a living, working, movable entity that is trying to
satisfy the disparate needs of thousands of Aussie boat
owners scattered across Australia in thousands of
different locations with thousands of different boats
and waterways… It’s a big ask, and a fabulous
challenge. But I’d still like your input, your thoughts
and your aspirations.

We know that many of you have been reading our
work for years – decades in many cases – and we also
know that most of you have very strong views about
what you like to read and see in the magazine.

I just want to make it plain as day that we respect
those views, we enjoy talking about them, and in view
of all the changes we’ve made in the last two or three
years, we would be thrilled to learn more about how
you think we are travelling. 

As you can see below, we’ve got several copies of
that marvellous book “False Flags” sitting here ready
to dispatch to the best couple of letters that come in on
this vital subject.

Self-Righting Boats
One of the videos we featured last month – the self

righting  Barracuda from Ireland, raised an amazing
level of interest not so much because it was self-
righting, but the speed and alacrity of the process of
turning back over, right way up. It was amazing. Many
readers wondered what the designers had done to
create the self-righting momentum so evident in the
video.

Because of the level of interest, we contacted the
SafeHaven people and sought their input on the
methodology that enables this patrol boat to self-right

Starting Now:  Write the Best Letter Of The Month to Australian Boating (AB) and
you could win this exceptionally interesting, 356 page, hard cover book by Stephen
Robinson detailing a unique chapter in Australian history in the 1940s, during
WW11, when German raiders roamed the Pacific and Indian Oceans. RRP $39.99
from good bookshops everywhere.  

Given the sweeping changes that have affected the boating world post-GFC,
we’d like to hear how boating has changed for you; for better or for worse? How
you react to magazines like this one, or Club Marine, or . . .  what YOU think we
should do to make AB more interesting. We’ve made many changes to how
magazines are produced in recent years - now it’s your turn to tell us what
you like, or don’t like, or want see more, or less of, in AB. Don’t hold back !
Emails to editor@ausboatmags.com.au.
(Pseudonyms and acronyms are fine to publish, but please include your
name & phone number in case we need to talk about or cross-check the
letter’s contents. Anonymous emails won’t get to first base - PW) 

Frank Kowalski
(Managing Director)
SAFEHAVEN MARINE
Ashgrove, Cobh, Co Cork
Ireland
Web site    http://www.safehavenmarine.com
E mail        info@safehavenmarine.com
Phone        00353 86 8054582
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Self-Righting, Capsize Recovery of
Safehaven Marine’s Pilot & SAR Vessels

Self-righting is achieved through a combination of a
very low vertical centre of gravity and the buoyancy of
the cabin to resist heel and cause instability of the
boat when inverted, causing it to right itself, (roll back
to upright).

Normally one would expect a vessel of this type: a
deep vee hull with a low VCG, to be stable up to 90
degrees, beyond this point (vanishing stability) the boat
would capsize and once capsized stay inverted. For our
self-righting pilot / SAR vessels when they heel over to
100 degrees the cabin becomes immersed and adds
buoyancy, just like the hull sides do from 0-40 degrees.

As the vessel continues to heel over, the cabin becomes
more immersed and continues to provide buoyancy
resisting capsize. 

Once past say 150-160 degrees the boat starts to
balance on its cabin with the deck mostly clear of the
water, and at this angle it is unstable and wants to fall
back over. Once at 180 degrees and completely inverted
the vessel is sitting mostly on its cabin.

Theoretically, in absolutely flat calm water, the boat,
depending on how much, if indeed any of the deck is
resting on the water, could balance upside down.
However, in reality there is never the likelihood of this
occurring (boats don’t capsize without waves) and any
small amount of disturbance by even small waves would
unbalance the boat - and once it began to roll, would roll
right the way over. What also has to be factored is that
again, in reality, any force big enough to knock a boat over
on to its side would impart so much energy and inertia,

that if it did roll past 100 degrees it would just keep rolling
over, so even if the righting curve was marginal, at (say)
120-180 degrees, it would still right itself. The caveat being
that there is no water ingress into the boat, therefore
another vital ingredient in self-righting is the boat’s
watertightness.

As such, we incorporate automatically closing vents for
the machinery room and accommodation. These
automatically close once the boat reaches 80 degrees and
prevent water from entering her.

Obviously windows need to be very strong, not just in
the thickness of the glass, but also in the window frame,
and everything about the internal fit out and engineering
(fuel supply, breathers and exhaust outlets) has to factor
that the boat might be inverted, and specially designed
and engineered for this eventuality.

We have undertaken manned self-righting tests, and I
myself have carried this out to experience the forces
involved and better understand the process, thereby being
able to better engineer my boats.

The event is quite violent in its recovery from 180-0
degrees, this taking only a couple of seconds, and without
being strapped into the seat with a full harness, serious
injury would be most likely.

The photo (left) of one of our vessels during extreme
sea trials puts into perspective the size of a breaking wave
that would, if hit beam on, capsize the boat.

By Frank Kowalski, 
(Managing Director & Designer SafehavenMarine)



Illegal fishing has detrimental impacts upon the
environment and communities worldwide. It

depletes fish stocks, damages ecosystems and
disrupts the livelihood of legal fishers. 

Yet, it hasn’t been until recently that more effective
controls have been established to combat fish stock
exploitation. This article will look at how both
International law and Australian national laws deal
with the threat of illegal fishing.

International Law
Illegal fishing has been recognised as an

international problem. Most illegal fishing occurs in
the oceans spanning between the countries of the
world, and the effects of such practices are not
confined to the areas where they occur. In turn,
enforcement actions have been developed at different
jurisdictional levels to counteract the damage. 

International recognition of illegal fishing practices
began with the United Nation’s Convention on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). It is the international
agreement that resulted from the third UN
Conference on the Law of the Sea, which took place
between 1973 and 1982. UNCLOS has designated
coastal state rights to adjacent seas by designating
areas into zones:

1. Territorial seas
2. Continental shelf
3. EEZ
4. Contiguous Zone
5. High Seas

Especially pertinent for deferring illegal fishing are
the arrangements of fishing ventures occurring in the
EEZs and high seas. EEZs extend 200 nautical miles
from the shore or baseline, and represent the area
within which coastal states have jurisdiction over all

resources. States are directed to prevent illegal
fishing in their EEZs and to seek permission before
fishing in other EEZs. The High Seas comprise all
waters not captured within the other four sections.

There is the expectation in UNCLOS that states
will actively participate in preventing overfishing in
the High Seas, however only flag states have
jurisdiction over their vessels in these waters.

Over the next decade, there was the introduction of
the following important developments:

1. 1991 FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible
Fisheries >  The purpose of the code of conduct was
to outline principles and international standards for
management, development and conservation of
fisheries. While it is voluntary, parts of the code are
based on important rules of international law, such as
UNCLOS.

2. 1993 FAO Compliance Agreement > This
agreement forms part of the 1995 FAO Code of
Conduct, and it is legally binding. It calls for flag
states to ensure all vessels carrying their flag are
authorized to fish on the High Seas. Authorisation is
dependent upon compliance with regional fishing
laws.

3. 1995 UN Fish Stocks Agreement >  This
agreement represents the implementation of
specifications in the 1982 UNCLOS on the
conservation and management of fish stocks.

Last, in 2001, the International Plan of Action–
Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing
(IPOA–IUU), became the first instrument to
exclusively target illegal fishing. 

It is purely voluntary, and lays out the foundation
for states to implement plans of action to combat
illegal fishing. There are currently twelve national
plans listed on the Food and Agriculture of the UN
site, one of which is Australia’s National Plan of
Action to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal,
Unreported and Unregulated Fishing (AUS-NPOA-
IUU; Aust DAFF 2005).

Australia’s National Law
Australia has sovereign rights over the

conservation, use and management of fisheries within
the Australian EEZ – also known as the Australian
Fishing Zone (AFZ). There are twenty-three
Commonwealth fisheries established in the AFZ. 

Australia has bilateral agreements with
neighbouring countries relating to access and use of
resources within the AFZ or contiguous waters.
These include:

Legal Waves
Looking at how

the law interfaces
with  today’s 

boatowners and 
fishermen.

By Katherine Hawes*
“The Fish Lawyer” from

Aquarius Lawyers, Sydney

What Laws Exist To Combat Illegal
Fishing On The International level And
Within Australia?

10 Australian Boating
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l Indonesia > The 1974 memorandum of
understanding (MOU) regarding the Operations of
Indonesian Traditional Fishermen in Areas of the
Australian Fishing Zone and Continental Shelf
designates an area of Australia’s AFZ within which
Indonesian fishers can continue their traditional
practice of fishing for particular species.
l Papua New Guinea > The Torres Strait Treaty

determines sovereignty and boundaries for taking
certain spaces and sets out cooperative action for the
management and conservation of fisheries. It also
recognises the traditional practices of Indigenous
peoples. This treaty is legislated in the Torres Strait
Fisheries Act 1984 (Cth).
l New Zealand > The South Tasman Rise

Arrangement is used as a management and
conservation tool for responsible fishing of orange
roughy. It encompasses parts of the AFZ and High
Seas from the undersea ridge from the south of
Tasmania to the Southern Ocean.  

Australia’s fisheries are managed by the
Commonwealth and/or state and territory
governments. Fisheries that overlap jurisdictions are
managed according to Offshore Constitutional
Settlements, which specify that state or territory laws
have jurisdiction for waters up to three miles from
the coast, and Commonwealth laws apply to waters
extending up to 200 nautical miles.

On the national level, the conservation and
management of fisheries is legislated in the Fisheries
Management Act 1991 (Cth) which designates AFZ
and fishing-related offences. The Australian Fisheries

Management Authority is the primary agency
responsible for fisheries management and
enforcement of Commonwealth legislation. All other
marine and inland fisheries are managed by state or
territory governments through their own legislation.
For example, the Fisheries Management Act 1994
(NSW) is a comprehensive statute which lays out the
law in NSW for the management of all fisheries, as
well as the penalties for breaking the law. One
example is section 16 which makes it an offence to
possess or sell prohibited size fish. The penalty is
$22,000 and/or six months’ imprisonment for a
natural person, or $110,000 for a body corporate. 

Conclusion
The management of illegal fishing has made great

strides in recent years on both the international and
Australian national levels. There has been increased
cooperation between countries, as well as between
the different levels of government within Australia.
This has led to a multi-dimensional management
approach – one which has proven to be much more
effective at combating the problem. There is still,
however, more work to be done to further reduce the
incidence of illegal fishing. 

*With over 20 years’ legal and business experience,
Katherine Hawes is the founder and principal solicitor of
Aquarius Lawyers. Katherine is a Personal Business
Lawyer who specialises in offering a wide range of
packages for your business including e-business advisory
and digital defence. For more info please
see www.digitalagelawyers.com.au

AB

The Geelong Star - one of the most controversial trawlers on the eastern seaboard. 
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Australia has the third largest marine
jurisdiction in the world, a vast ocean

territory that contains important natural and
biological resources. The oceans separate us from,
and connect us to, the rest of the world.

They supply food, play a significant role in
determining our climate, and are fundamental to our
national identity. Protecting our oceans is of
paramount importance and Australia is signatory to
several international agreements and conventions to
establish a network of marine reserves aimed at
looking after marine resources.

In 2012 the Australian government declared a
network of marine reserves to conserve our marine
environment. In 2014, we were asked to co-chair a
review of the reserves, with the results released this
September.

We looked at five marine regions (North, North-
West, South-West, Temperate East and the Coral Sea)
but not the South-East network which had been
established in 2007. Of the 40 reserves administered
by the commonwealth government, we recommended
changes to 26.

Australian Boating

The review was established to address stakeholder
concerns about how the reserves were zoned – and
what activities were allowed in each zone – as well
as ensuring that zoning decisions were informed by
the best available science.

One of the strong messages we received was that
people were tired of the process – having been
asked about the same concerns when the reserves
were declared. But the opportunity to raise concerns
and suggest solutions was quickly taken up.

We held more than 260 meetings with more than
650 people between February and August 2015,
considered 13,124 written submissions, the vast
majority from individuals, and received 1,859
responses to an online survey.

What has changed?
The primary goal of the National Representative

System of Marine Protected Areas (NRSMPA) is to
create a system of reserves that is comprehensive
(includes the full range of ecosystems within and
across each bioregion), adequate (ensures ecological
viability and the integrity of populations, species

The Story Behind Australia’s
Marine Reserves, And How We
Should Change Them
by Colin Buxton* and Peter Cochrane*

Photo courtesy of Tourism & Events Queensland
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Coral Sea. This means the overall proportion of no-
take across the 40 reserves drops marginally from
36% to 33% – the same level as the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park.

n An 81% increase in the area zoned as Habitat
Protection Zone (HPZ) – an additional 450,000
square kilometres – rising from 24% to 43% of the
estate; and add more conservation features in the
HPZ – (from 192 to 272 of the 509 conservation
features).

n A 27% increase to just over three quarters (76%)
of the overall area of the estate receiving a high level
of protection under Sanctuary Zone, Marine National
Park Zone or Habitat Protection Zone; all these zones
prohibit activities such as seabed mining and fishing
that damages the seafloor.

n The total area zoned as Multiple Use Zone is
halved, from 36% to 18% of the estate.

n Protection for the coral reefs in the Coral Sea is
improved (three additional reefs – Holmes, South
Flinders and Wreck – zoned as national park, and all
34 reefs zoned as sanctuary, national park, or habitat
protection, and notably improving protection of the
reefs of the Marion Plateau).

n Our proposed zoning in the Coral Sea to decrease
national park zones and increase habitat protection
more strongly reflects zoning in the adjacent Great
Barrier Reef, effectively increasing the area of GBR
green zones.

Clearly these changes do not support claims that the
recommendations will “trigger a devastating loss of
threatened marine life”. Nor do they represent “huge
cutbacks to marine hotspots”, or “expanded mining”.

On the contrary, they represent a significant
improvement to biodiversity included in no-take and
other highly protected zones, and better conservation
of key features such as southern coral reefs of the
Coral Sea.

Who will this affect?
Commonwealth waters, starting at 3 nautical miles

(about 5.5 km) from the coast, are generally beyond
the safe reach of most recreational fishers and the
direct influence of coastal communities.

Nonetheless, there were some areas of particular
significance to the recreational fishing, charter fishing
and dive tourism sectors such as the Perth Canyon
and the Coral Sea, which were adversely affected by
the reserves’ proclamation in 2012. The review

and communities) and representative (reasonably
reflects the biodiversity of the marine ecosystem).
This will ensure our marine ecosystems stay healthy
for generations to come.

Zoning allows us to regulate activities within
marine reserves without detracting from their
conservation value. These zones range from no-take,
which doesn’t allow any resource extraction (such as
fishing or mining), through to multiple use and
special purpose zones, where certain uses are, or may
be, allowed, subject to an assessment of their
potential impacts.

What is allowed and not allowed in Australia's
marine reserve zones?

Sanctuary Zone (SZ)
Strict nature reserve (IUCN Protected Area

Category Ia) managed primarily for scientific
research or environmental monitoring

Marine National Park Zone (MNPZ)
National Park (IUCN Protected Area Category II)

managed to preserve its natural condition and the
prohibition of extractive activities such as mining and
fishing

Special Purpose Zone (SPZ)
Managed resource protected area (IUCN Protected

Area Category VI) managed to provide for specific
activities that are not generally allowed in MUZs
(usually for socio-economic reasons) or that exclude
activities that may generally be allowed in MUZs (eg
mining).

Multiple Use Zone (MUZ)
Managed resource protected area (IUCN Protected

Area Category VI) managed to ensure long term
protection and maintenance of biological diversity
with a sustainable flow of natural products and
services to meet community needs

Habitat Protection Zone (HPZ)
Habitat/species management area (IUCN Protected

Area Category IV) managed primarily, including (if
necessary) through active intervention, to ensure the
maintenance of habitat or to meet the requirements of
specific species

Source: Colin Buxton

We made seven major recommendations:

n Put more conservation features such as seafloor
types, canyons, reef, slope and shelf in no-take
protection (from 331 to 352 of the 509 primary
conservation features recognised in the reserves).

n Increase the area of no-take zones in four regions,
but reduce the area of no-take zones to 41% of the Text continued over on Page 14
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recommendations accommodated almost all of these
concerns through local solutions developed in close
consultation with users and their representatives.

The guiding principles of the marine reserves
include that zones are based on specific activities,
and socioeconomic costs should be minimised.

We were particularly mindful of the socioeconomic
importance of fisheries, especially to regional
communities. Australia has been globally
acknowledged for its management of fisheries. For
instance, we recognised Marine Stewardship
Certification (MSC) of tuna longlining in the Coral
Sea and the Northern Prawn Fishery in our
consideration of these two valuable fisheries.

We assessed the risk that certain fishing methods
such as prawn trawling, longlining and midwater
trawling posed to marine habitats using the most up-
to-date scientific information and understanding.
Along with historical catch records, we used these to
develop recommendations on zoning in the marine
reserves.

For commercial fisheries that operate in
Commonwealth waters, we consulted with users and
industry peak bodies and found solutions that
reduced impacts on these fisheries while improving
the protection of conservation features. The outcome
is that displacement of commercial fishing, and
therefore adjustment cost to taxpayers (if any) is
lower.

Due to the importance of energy security, the
original reserve network design was constrained by
largely avoiding areas of oil and gas prospects and
leases. Where marine reserves and prospects co-exist
the zoning is generally multiple use.

The review recommended several departures from
this constraint. Much of the Bremer reserve in WA,
an area where large fish, mammals and seabirds are
known to aggregate, is proposed as a no-take national
park, despite high petroleum prospects. Similarly, we
recommended that mining and exploration activities
be excluded from Geographe Bay.

In the North we proposed more protection in
several reserves by extending areas under habitat
protection and national park where prospects are low.
We also recommended a significant extension of
national park at the head of the Great Australian
Bight, a well-known site where whales gather.

By-and-large the ports and shipping sectors are not
affected by marine reserves. Safe passage of ships is
guaranteed under the law of the sea. However, we
proposed changes to the Dampier Marine Reserve to

Colin Buxton -
Adjunct Professor,
Fisheries Aquaculture and
Coasts Centre IMAS,
University of Tasmania

Peter Cochrane -
Adjunct Fellow Fenner
School of Environment
and Society, Australian
National University

**The Authors. . . 

Reproduced by permission from The Conversation where this report was first published on 3/10/2016. We
support and thank them for their excellent ‘Creative Commons Attribution NoDerivatives editorial licence’ which
is specifically designed to spread newly acquired academic knowledge through the wider community. 

Text continued from Page 13 include a Special Purpose Zone for an area where
there is existing high intensity port and shipping
activity.

Finally, Indigenous groups and representatives also
participated in the review. We recommended that
Indigenous communities should be encouraged to
explore future socioeconomic opportunities from
activities in reserves in or near traditional sea
country. These activities could include Indigenous
rangers monitoring and managing marine reserves.

Where to from here?
We believe the review struck a considered, science-

based and robust balance of marine user interests,
while improving the protection of key conservation
features. Its recommendations address almost all of
the major areas of contention raised during the
review.

There is no loss of area under conservation
management (reserve outer boundaries are
unchanged), more of the estate is more highly
protected, yet the displacement of commercial
fisheries has been reduced through careful zone
adjustments.

The review provides a strong foundation for future
generations to benefit from the conservation,
appreciation and sustainable use of the marine
reserves – as long as it is effectively managed and
adequately resourced.

AB





It takes a fairly remarkable design to get the
AB home team excited, but we can’t

remember when a new craft has stimulated so
much interest as this striking 30 footer from
the Jenneau stable in France has created.

What makes this cruiser so interesting is
that it finally offers Australian boatowners the
long overdue cruiser that sits somewhere
between the end of trailerboats (at around
7.6m) and the beginning of the deep water
Riviera type of cruiser (around 11.0-12.0m)
and finally plugs the hole in the crucial 28’-31’
range with a truly inspired design out of
France. 

This cruiser is like a breath of fresh air in
the world of powerboat cruiser design, with
so many innovations and features it is quite
exceptional in its concept and execution.

In particular, check out the video and
observe the brilliant seating arrangement in
and around the dinette, and observe the way
the seat squabs and backs fold backwards
and forwards to create true multifunction
operation – whether the boat is cruising along
and the crew want to look forward, or they’re
sitting around the saloon table enjoying a
formal evening meal, or sunbathing in the
rear cockpit, the lounges move accordingly. 

Note too, the seriously clever way the rear
lounge slides back and forth from the
transom, something we’ve never seen before,
but when you think about it, is a terrific idea –
especially if you then open the big sliding
doors and flip over the seats of the dinette
facing into the cockpit.

It’s this sort of design innovation that has

AB: New For 2016

Jenneau’s Innovative 
NC9

Australian Boating 16
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been sadly lacking in Australian craft, and it’s
the reason why this Jenneau NC9 (NC stands
for “new concept” and the “9” is the LOA in
metres) is going to cause such a stir in
Australia.

Design touches include the sliding door
next to the skipper, and the steps up to the
skipper’s raised helm position, typical of the
attention to detail the French design team
have put into this cruiser.

In a quite embarassing example of how
easiy twin cabins can be installed in a 30
footer, the designers here have created the
same accomodations we’d normally expect to
find in 36 footers - and this is complete with
the very popular island bed in the master
suite. 

Powered by the trusty Volvo D-4 with the
Duo-prop sterndrive, the rig has plenty of get
up and go, but it does it all with 25-30L/ph

Click on pic to start video

https://youtu.be/hTKDx5TAsTU?list=PL-sEUUiix3e-C3EJY8P6b8mzQeluP-BtW
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The Jenneau NC-9 is an exquisite cruiser, with a breathtaking attention to design and fitting out that far exceeds all but the
very best in Australian custom building. Considering this is a production cruiser, the concept, detail and finish is even
more remarkable.  Thankfully, too, it is DESIGNED to work beautifuly with an affordable SINGLE diesel sterndrive and bow
thruster. Imagine a week long break on the NC9 in the Whitsundays, Broken Bay, Rotto, Port Stephens . . . . 
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Jenneau NC9 . . . . 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Length overall ....................................9.43m / 30’9”
Hull length ..........................................9.12m / 29’9”
Hull beam ..........................................3.15m / 10’3”
Light displacement ......................................4830kg
Standard keel draught..........................1.15m / 3’8”
Fuel capacity ....................................................300L 
Water capacity..................................................160L
Cabins ....................................................................2
Motor........................................Volvo D4-260hp DP
CE Category ............................................B-8 / C-10
Designers..................................Jeanneau Design / 

......................................................Garroni Design

cruising fuel efficiency. With the standard
bow thruster, manoeuvring will be a breeze,
and by taking the combination of fuel
efficiency, the seaworthiness and steering
efficiency of the sterndrive, this Jenneau
promises to be an extremely competent
coastal cruiser. 

Importantly too, it’s not a flybridge cruiser
and will work easily with all our road canals
and bridges on waterfront and canal estates
around Australia.

For further information, specs and
demonstration info, call the Northside Marine
team on   

NORTHSIDE MARINE PTY LTD
2294 Sandgate Road,
Boondall, Queensland, 4034.
Contact: David Choveaux
Ph: 07 3265 8046
Em: davidc@nsmarine.com.au
Web: www.nsmarine.com.au

AB
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These are fast-changing times. More than ever,
families have to be mindful that some things are just
plain fraught with problems, or are unjustifiably
expensive. Or doomed to failure. Knowing who to
trust, situations to avoid and projects that work, is a
key element in going forward with confidence. 

As much as anything else though, it is having
someone minding your back; having a reference
source you can trust to clear the air, and get the facts. 

Peter Webster has been doing this for years. Half
the industry loves him, the other half would like to
bury him. He’s controversial, opinionated and only
knows one way to tell it. 

But when you are trying to decide whether an
$19K Mercury is better than a $18k Yamaha, or you
need to check the facts about that ‘great value’ 1980s
cruiser  . . or whether that ol’ Compass 29 is worth
refurbishing, or compare a Quintrex to a Sea Jay . . .
who better to call?

As a subscriber, you can call PW for a yarn, or
email him anytime you need another opinion. In
turn, if he doesn’t know, he’ll say so - but he’s got the
contacts, the people, the real experts he calls on to get
the sort of back-up you need when that decision has
to be  made. 

It’s the AB difference. 

Subscribe . . to AB’s
independent thinking,
experience. . . and care.

Just $61.00 for 12monthly issues

Phone Orders: You can phone your order
through to Mary Webster (07) 5502 8233
during office hours for complete peace of
mind, security wise - and usually be set-up
within the hour, with a unique Subscriber
number, and instant access to the latest
magazine(s) and the entire SEA Library.

Australian Boat Mags Pty Ltd
ABM 34 167 221 114

11 Tomah Street, Pacific Pines, 
Queensland 4216

P  (07) 5502 8233

E  subs@ausboatmags.com.au
W  www.australianboatmags.com.au

Introducing AB to first time
readers . . .
You’ve heard about it, possibly seen our web
site, or a mate has talked about “the new
Australian Boating”  - but you are still unsure
about reading a magazine like AB on a screen.
Let us a help: we’re happy to give you the first
issue, just to help you get your head around the
new way. Just email Mary at
subs@ausboatmags.com.au - and she’ll
organise the intro-mag asap. Same day, usually. 

For start-up AB readers who like
what they see, but are still not
quite convinced . . .
We know reading on a screen takes a bit of
getting used to. It IS different to print, we get
that. We also know it takes 3-4 issues to get
used to it, and up to half a dozen issue to like it.
So here’s the deal:  Purchase the next SIX
issues of Australian Boating for just $12, and
let’s grow again together. Same team, same
editorial integrity - and now with video, too. 
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AB-TV
New from March
#232, a terrific
international round-
up of what’s new and
exciting in the world
of boats, engines
and the top power &
sail sporting events. 

Boat Tests
You can believe. Backed by 40 years experience boating in all
conditions, in all sorts of boats around Australia. 
DIY Boatbuilding Projects
Love ‘em. Can’t get enough. One of the great fundamentals of
the Australian way of life - building your own boat - in ally,
composite GRP, timber. Whatever suits you best. 
Plate Ally Projects
Few people have PW’s experience and knowledge in this vital
boat building sector. Editor and principal author of the reknown
Plate Alloy Boats of Australia series, his work continues in AB.

AB
Australian Boating

� The Latest (GREEN) Outboard Prices & Specs Database

AB May #234  AUD $11.95

WHAT TO EXPECT:
MMaakkiinngg  TThhee 

TToopp  EEnndd  DDrreeaamm
AA  RReeaalliittyy

The FACTS:
TORQEEDO Electric Outboards Get Serious

at www.australianboatmags.com.au

                                                             AB’s               Electronics 
 TToday

                AB’s                ENGINE ROOM
                            
Go Fishing

With Aaron ConcordAluminium - Composite GRP - Timber/Ply 

AB’s

DIY
@Home

            AB’s                     4WDs Trailers 
 & Towing

with
Peter Webster

              
AB’s

               
Ebb &
 FlowFlow 

With

Neil 
Dunstan

We live in YOUR boating 
& fishing world . . .

Outboard Database
The only database of its kind in Australia - and used

throughout the industry as the principle source of accurate data
covering weights, emissions info, engine specs, and bench mark
prices. Updated monthly by the AB team. 

Click on pic to
see video

http://www.ausboatmags.com.au/media/streamingVideo/257-ssx.mp4
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‘Thunderbolt’
New For 2016 - Raging Thunder’s Sensational Re-Powered RIB in Cairns FNQ 

Australian Boating 25

Yes, it’s all smiles in Cairns with a 300hp
Mercury FourStroke Verado quad-repower
lifting a well-known tourist attraction to a
new level of excitement.

The 15 metre, 12 tonne Thunderbolt is
now faster, more manoeuvrable, and just
white-knuckle exciting . . . with its four new
FourStroke supercharged Verados giving it
a top speed of some 40 knots and the
ability to “turn on a dime”.

The quad repower – the first of its kind
ever done in Queensland – is the proud
work of Gus Bonner and the crew of Aussie
Marine.

“I had some sleepless nights over the
engine positioning as it was quite a
technical job getting the four engines
correctly positioned to work together to
deliver the maximum performance. So when
the first run went as clean as a whistle I was
pretty relieved,” he laughed. “It couldn’t
have gone better”.  

And Gus wasn’t the only one smiling.
Thunderbolt’s owner mentioned it was “the
smoothest commissioning of any of the
boats in his operation”.

Built originally with two diesel in-board
engines, Thunderbolt was later fitted with
four 250hp (non-Mercury) outboards. These
engines limited manoeuvrability and left the
driver wrestling with two sets of controls.

“The boat had been really hard to handle,”
Gus said. “But by fitting the engines in the
correct position and using Mercury
technology, we’ve fixed all of that and the
driver is raving about the huge
improvement.

“Previously, in a turn, the outside engines
would lift out and over-rev. That doesn’t
happen now, even though the Verados have
a tighter turning circle. 

“The two inside engines are master
engines which control the two on the

An extreme tourist RIB with a
difference - a 4 x 300hp

supercharged Verado difference!



outside. So if an outside engine lifts and
starts to cavitate, the engine on its inside
automatically holds the revs down, and all
four engines can be controlled through just
one handle if required.

“I think the driver said it was 150,000
percent better – which is a fair bit,” Gus
laughed.

Another huge improvement is Mercury’s
Trim Control which lets the driver quickly
and easily raise and lower all four engines
when Thunderbolt is faced with the waves
often found around Fitzroy Island and other
local destinations.

“In the first trial we ran 15 pitch four-blade
Evolution propellers and reach 68 km/h
before we hit the limiter, so then we put on
the 17 pitch and reached 75 km/h at 6,250
rpm,” Gus said.

“That’s more than 40 knots for a boat that
weighs 12 tonnes, so I think all those
tourists are going to have smiles on their
faces as well.”

Gus had no hesitation going with Mercury
and the legendary Verado. “Put it this way,
in my experience if Mercury does
something, it does it well. There’s 75 years’

experience behind this technology.
“The Verados are quieter, they have the

power, they have an intercooler, and there’s
no valve adjustment needed which is a big
plus to reduce maintenance when you’re
running and engine for 2,000 hours every 18
months,” Gus said.

Supercharged with charge air cooling and
electronic boost pressure control, the six-
cylinder, 300hp Mercury FourStroke Verados
feature sequential multi-port electronic fuel
injection and are designed to run on regular
87 octane fuel.

They provide outrageous power that’s
beautifully balanced with refined
performance, fuel economy and an excellent
driving experience.

Which is why Gus took the opportunity to
show off the repowered Thunderbolt. 

“We took a potential customer out on the
boat, someone who’s already tried the two
major competitors to Mercury, and he was
astonished on how much quieter the 300
Verados were,” Gus said. “He was so
impressed he called the following day to put
in an order for three brand new 350
Verados!”

Australian Boating26



Thunderbolt is owned by Raging Thunder
Adventures, a premium adventure tourism
provider in Far North Queensland. Along
with the opportunity to go white water
rafting, hot air ballooning, coral reef diving,
canyoning and island hopping, adventure-

seekers can now go on a white knuckled
extreme ride on this 15 metre RIB, powered
by four new 300 HP super charged Mercury
Verado outboards.

AB
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N e w  F o r  2 0 1 6  -  T h e  N e x t  G e n  R A N  W a r s h i p s

((AAllmmoosstt))  IInn
TThhee  NNaavvyy

During Builder 
Sea Trials, the 
AWD  destroyer
Hobart is in the
hands of  its 
civilian Captain,
Nick Woods, 
seen here 
during 
the Hobart’s 
first trial 
run from the
shipyard.  
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Dogged by controversy from the very earliest days of the proposal to
replace the ageing Adelaide class frigates back in Y-2000, the final decision
to build three ‘air warfare’ destroyers (Hobart, Brisbane and Sydney) wasn’t

concluded until 2007 when the controversial order was finalised. Based on a
Spanish design, the project has been plagued by design delays, cost

increases, corporate wrangling and political in-fighting at the highest level . .
. but here we are, finally, with the first of the three sisterships undergoing

sea trials, to be followed by Brisbane in 2018, and Sydney by 2020. Although
she won’t be handed over to RAN until 2017, we reckon #39 is going to be a

very fine ship indeed, and worthy of the name “Hobart”. 



The first of three next-generation
warships from the Air Warfare

Destroyer (AWD) Alliance has
successfully completed sea trials off the
coast of South Australia.

The Builder Sea Trials, completed on the
weekend, included testing the ship’s hull,
propulsion and navigation systems.

HMAS Hobart was built at Techport,
Australia’s premier naval industry hub in
Adelaide, South Australia, which is also
expected to be where 12 Shortfin Barracuda
submarines will be built by French
shipbuilder DCNS for the Royal Australian
Navy.

AWD Alliance General Manager Lloyd
Beckett said the second phase of advanced
trials would take place early next year when
the combat and communication systems of
Hobart were ready for testing.

“It’s the culmination of years of design and
procurement, construction and outfitting,

system testing, training and equipment
activation,” he said.

“It gives me an enormous sense of pride in
seeing our hard work culminate in a
successful trial period at sea.”

Hobart is more than 140 metres long, has
a top speed of more than 28 knots, a range
of about 5000 nautical miles and room for
more than 200 crew members.

It carries a range of weapons, detection
and electronic warfare systems onboard,
which include an Aegis threat tracking
system, SPQ Horizon Search Radar, 48
vertical launch missile cells, a 5" gun for
coastal operations and two quad launchers
of anti-ship HARPOON weapon systems.

The AWDs will also be equipped with anti-
surface, anti-submarine, and naval gunfire
capabilities.

Hobart has surface launched torpedoes, a
Phalanx short-range air and surface defence
system, NULKA missile decoy system, front-

30 Australian Boating

(Almost) In The Navy. . .
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There is something quite special about ships of
this kind; created for something we all don’t ever
want to happen again - but necessary to help
ensure it doesn’t. Here, Hobart runs through the
basic sea trials off Adelaide, in a process that will

take some months to complete. Anyone who has
ever purchased or built a boat can at least begin
to understand the complexity of what the crew
has to achieve to bring something like the
‘Hobart’ up to speed and working efficiency. 

Click on pic to start video

https://youtu.be/N4lDG64rcyQ
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General characteristics (as designed)

Type:                                 Air warfare destroyer

Displacement:                  6,250 tonnes (6,150 long tons; 6,890 short 
                                          tons) full load
Length:                              147.2 metres (483 ft)
Beam:                                18.6 metres (61 ft) maximum
Draught:                            5.17 metres (17.0 ft)

Propulsion:                       Combined diesel or gas (CODOG) arrangement
                                          2 × General Electric Marine model 7LM2500-
                                          SA-MLG38 gas turbines, 17,500 kilowatts 
                                          (23,500 hp) each
                                          2 × Caterpillar Bravo 16 V Bravo diesel 
                                          engines, 5,650 kilowatts (7,580 hp) each
                                          2 × controllable pitch propellers

Speed:                               Over 28 knots (52 km/h; 32 mph)
Range:                               Over 5,000 nautical miles (9,300 km; 5,800 mi) 
                                          at 18 knots (33 km/h; 21 mph)
Complement:                    186 + 16 aircrew
                                          Accommodation for 234

Sensors and                     Aegis combat system
processing systems:        Lockheed Martin AN/SPY-1D(V) S-band radar
                                          Northrop Grumman AN/SPQ-9B X-band pulse
                                          Doppler horizon search radar
                                          Raytheon Mark 99 fire-control system with two
                                          continuous wave illuminating radars
                                          2 × L-3 Communications SAM Electronics X-
                                          band navigation radars
                                          Ultra Electronics Sonar Systems' Integrated
                                          Sonar System
                                          Ultra Electronics Series 2500 electro-optical 
                                          director
                                          Sagem VAMPIR IR search and track system
                                          Rafael Toplite stabilised target acquisition sights

Electronic warfare           ITT EDO Reconnaissance and Surveillance 
& decoys:                         Systems ES-3701 ESM radar
                                          SwRI MBS-567A communications ESM system
                                          Ultra Electronics Avalon Systems multipurpose
                                          digital receiver
                                          Jenkins Engineering Defence Systems low-
                                          band receiver
                                          4 × Nulka decoy launchers
                                          4 × 6-tube multipurpose decoy launchers

Armament:                        48-cell Mark 41 Vertical Launch System
                                          RIM-66 Standard 2 missile
                                          RIM-162 Evolved Sea Sparrow missile
                                          2 × 4-canister Harpoon missile launchers
                                          1 × Mark 45 Mod 4 5-inch gun
                                          2 × Mark 32 Mod 9 two-tube torpedo launchers
                                          Eurotorp MU90 torpedoes
                                          1 × Phalanx CIWS
                                          2 × 25mm M242 Bushmaster autocannons in 
                                          Typhoon mounts

Aircraft carried:               1 x MH-60R Seahawk

mounted as well as towable sonar systems
and a flight-deck suitable for a helicopter
similar to an MH-60R Seahawk.

Over the coming months, further progress
on the AWD Project will be demonstrated
when the second destroyer HMAS Brisbane
enters the water following its launch in
December. Hull consolidation of the third
destroyer, HMAS Sydney, is expected to take
place in August 2017.

The Hobart-class destroyers are part of the
most complex defence project in Australia's
history – an $8 billion collaboration between
ASC, Raytheon Australia and the Australian
Department of Defence.

Raytheon Australia Managing Director
Michael Ward said he looked forward to the
continued success of the destroyers when
the advanced combat systems were tested
next year.

“Raytheon Australia is responsible for the
design, delivery and integration of the AWD
Combat System which comprises 10 major
subsystems and more than 3500 major
pieces of combat system equipment,” he
said.

“This sophisticated combat system
contributes to making AWD the most
advanced and lethal warship ever operated
by the Royal Australian Navy.”

The AWD Alliance is scheduled to deliver
Hobart to the Department of Defence in June
2017 following the completion of further sea
trials.

AB 

For all the popular scuttlebut and media
commentary sledging Australian shipbuilders,
few people have the vaguest idea about what
is involved in building a warship of this
sophistication. It ain’t easy!
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28 September 2016, Monaco: The 37-foot Aston
Martin AM37 powerboat made its world debut at the
Monaco Yacht Show today, marking the luxury British
brand’s entry into the nautical world. The new day-
cruiser is offered in two versions with the AM37S
expected to reach speeds of 50 knots. 

The AM37 is the result of two years of research and
development, challenging the status quo of the
nautical world and combining the best in innovative
technology and bespoke craftsmanship. The AM37 was
a true team effort, bringing in the most experienced
Aston Martin designers to style and create a truly
unique product. Aston Martin’s master craftsmen who
worked on cars such as One-77, Aston Martin Vulcan
and the new DB11, provided their automotive
experience, which was reinterpreted onto the boat with
outstanding results. 

Aston Martin’s EVP & Chief Creative Officer, Marek
Reichman and his design team collaborated closely

with naval architect Mulder Design to ensure every
element of the project was carefully considered.
Sharing creative expertise and specialist skills,
Quintessence Yachts engineered the Aston Martin
design into an innovative powerboat for the yachting
world.

Reichman commented: "AM37 is a pure translation
of the Aston Martin DNA into an entirely new maritime
concept. The powerboat reflects our values in terms of
power, beauty and soul. The most important attribute
for Aston Martin is the design language and
proportion, we have transferred this DNA into AM37. It
was important to us when considering this project to
make sure that the boat design was as beautiful and
timeless as our cars, the AM37 is a striking boat with
fantastic proportion and elegance."

The AM37 is a day cruiser that can be transformed
into an overnight berth by transforming the table into a
comfortable bed. The cabin is well appointed with
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The Very New Aston Martin AM37 Completed 



mood lighting and air-conditioning. With a refrigerator,
microwave oven and coffee machine - and a lavatory
on board, absolute comfort is guaranteed. Crafted from
the finest leathers, elegantly laid out rear seating is
available for up to eight people. 

The exterior of AM37 features dynamic proportions
in a design that is simple, yet immaculately executed.
The boat is set apart by the attention to detail in every
element of its design. The wraparound windscreen has
been created from a single piece of sculpted glass
fluidly draped over the AM37’s foredeck. With extreme
double curvature it sets a new industry standard.
Sliding deck technology allows owners to cover the
cockpit of the boat completely at the touch of a button.
The three lightweight carbon panels, operated by the
AM37 key, fold under the aft deck when the cockpit is
uncovered. An electro-hydraulic carbon fibre bimini
top is stowed under the engine hatch when not in use
and, extending from the aft deck, a swim platform
allows for easy access to the water.

At the helm, the AM37’s carbon fibre dashboard
echoes styling elements from Aston Martin’s most

advanced sports cars. It includes fine leather with
functional features, such as the steering wheel, throttle
handles and joystick in polished metals.  The boat’s
navigation, control monitor and entertainment systems
are all integrated, with advanced multimedia functions. 

CEO for Quintessence Yachts, Mariella Mengozzi
said: "It’s been an exciting journey and we have
relished partnering with Aston Martin on such a
special project that blends craftsmanship with
futuristic technology – the perfect mix for this unique
powerboat. We took on the challenge to create a true
revolution on the water and an extraordinary
powerboat, and I’m delighted to present the AM37, a
new way of experiencing life at sea".

The 37-foot model is available in two versions - the
AM37 with an estimated top speed of 45 knots and a
choice of two 370 hp Mercury diesel or two 430 hp
Mercury petrol engines.  And the AM37S version with
an estimated 50 knots derived from its twin 520 hp
Mercury petrol engines.

AB
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It goes without saying that a
historical book review about

Australia’s greatest explorer in a
national boating magazine is
unusual, but there is a vital ‘hook’ to
this situation that makes it of great
interest to Australian boat owners.

There wouldn’t be a reader who
hasn’t driven along the Hume
Highway, the single most important
highway in Australia connecting
Sydney to Melbourne, and as you
can see on the attached chart, it is a
highway that today closely follows
the route originally surveyed by
Hamilton Hume back in 1826. 

Hume was a well-built young man
with a penchant for exploration, and
even by his late teens, had developed
an outstanding reputation within the original colony
of New South Wales, for his extraordinary
knowledge of the Australian bush and his unique
ability to not just get along with the indigenous
people, but to earn their respect, friendship and
assistance. On several dire occasions, the local
aboriginal people’s natural ability to find water, or the
way forward through seemingly impenetrable bush
were instrumental in keeping his exploration teams
alive in this strange new land.

Of the many forays he made into the bush looking
for water and grazing country for the settlers arriving
from the UK to build the new colony, Hume’s first
trip south, below what we now call the Bulli
escarpment, and on southwards, across the
Shoalhaven River, discovering the Crookhaven
estuary, Jervis Bay and then go on to discover the
Clyde River and all the points between what is now
Batemans Bay, back to Sydney.

He was also deeply involved in the passage west
through the “Blue Mountains” and, and whilst most
of us were taught this road across the Great Dividing
range was originally explored by “Blaxland, Lawson
and Wentworth” in fact, we now know they only got
half way, before being forced back by the ruggedness
of the terrain. The really tough part of the journey
was subsequently surveyed and opened up by
Hamilton Hume. 

His biggest mission though, was to establish the
track from Sydney right down to Port Phillip Bay, an
expedition he led with one Captain Hovel, giving rise
to the legendary status of explorers known as “Hume
& Hovell” in our primary school history books. 

These two famous explorers we supposed to have
worked seamlessly together (according to the original
British-based history) but this was far from the truth.
Again, as we now know, the (Naval) Capt. Hovell

would have certainly perished on the
expedition without Hume’s bushcraft
and direction.   

Author Rob Macklin has brought
the fascinating history of the very first
day’s of Australian settlement to life,
and in so doing, he recreates an often
disturbing insight into the life and
times of our first settlers. 

History has been poorly written
about Hume, because our initial
(English) history was viewed through
the prism of the early 19th century
British ruling classes so they were very
reluctant to acknowledge that a young
man born and bred in Sydney, was the
colony’s leading explorer - and he was
opening up thousands of acres of
wheat, sheep and cattle country in new

territory for the inbound settlers. 

A Modern Perspective. . . . 
Having ‘explored’ so much of the area south of

Nowra, through Crookhaven, Jervis Bay, down to
Batemans Bay and beyond over the years, I found it
was fascinating to ‘join’ Hume as he scrubbed-bashed
his way south from Sydney through tough bush terrain
that had never seen a white man before. How easy it is
to forget there were no bridges over the rivers, no roads
to follow, and how daunting it must have been to
contemplate impediments like the sheer cliffs of the
Bulli escarpment from the coastal plains below.  

Similarly, the trek south to Port Phillip is particularly
evocative as so many places are discovered – literally –
that we know so intimately today as we drive down the
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Hamilton Hume
- Our Greatest Explorer
is available from
Hachette Publishing and 
wherever good books are sold.
Hachette 352 pages, RRP $32.99
ISBN  978 0 7336 3405 5 (paperback)
Published July 2016.  
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10 Quick Facts About Hamilton Hume

1. This is the FIRST biography of our greatest
explorer.

2. It is the life and times of Hamilton Hume
(born 1797) so covers the first 80 years of the
colonisation of Australia. But it is ‘Australian
history’ as opposed to ‘the British history of
Australia’ usually taught in our schools.

3. The expedition for which Hamilton Hume is
best known – the journey with William Hovell from
Sydney to Port Phillip – was a struggle from the
first time they encountered the Murrumbidgee.
Three times Hovell wanted to turn back and twice
tried to rouse the six convict members of the party
to mutiny.

4. Unique among explorers, Hume greatly respected
and cooperated with the Aboriginal people. He had been
friends with them since his boyhood. They assisted him
in his endeavours in contrast to the understandable
aggression they showed to the other intruders who held
them in contempt.

5. Hume’s association with Surveyor-General Thomas
Mitchell led to his ordering his staff to choose Aboriginal
names for geographical features and districts wherever
possible.

6. As Deputy leader to Charles Sturt, Hume guided the
expedition that discovered the Darling and opened up
western NSW to settlement.

7. Blaxland, Wentworth and Lawson did not cross the
Blue Mountains. They only reached halfway. Surveyor
Evans and William Cox continued in their track, but it fell
to Hume to discover the best way over.

8. The book reveals for the first time the ‘bushranger
revolution’ that rebelled against the British class-ridden
society of the colonial era.

9. The anti-Chinese ‘riots’ of the gold rush in Hume’s
Yass-Young district are revealed as far more murderous
than is generally known.

10. The Hume Highway is a fitting memorial; his Yass
home ‘Cooma Cottage’ is a National Trust treasure open
to the public.
AB

DIsclosure: Robert Macklin, the author of
“Hamilton Hume, Our Greatest Explorer”  is
a brother-in-law of AB Editor PW. This
excellent book was inspired by an earlier
publication “Currency Lad - The Story of
Hamilton Hume”  researched and written by
PW’s father, the late  R.H ‘Bob’ Webster,
and published in 1982. 

four-lane
Hume Highway.  

However, in terms of impact, it is Macklin’s
thorough record of the treatment of the early
aborigines by the settlers, the military and police
trying to keep order in a colony of convicts, that is so
insightful and frankly, very sad. Partly because
Macklin doesn’t make an issue of it at all; he just
notes the history as it has been recorded, leaving it to
the reader to mentally monitor the growing
indigenous death toll from just the incidents covered
in the book, that occurred in and around Hume’s life
in the early 1800s. 

Hume was one of the rare white people that
respected the indigenous inhabitants, and as a result,
his exploratory work in the bush where no white man
had ever been seen (indeed, the aborigines commonly
thought the ‘white men’ were ghosts or returning
spirits) were enhanced by his involvement with the
indigenous people – and he met and worked with
many separate tribes in his travels through south
Eastern Australia. 

This book is a long overdue tribute to Australia’s
greatest explorer – and for boat owners and
fishermen, a great read and highly recommended.  
- PW



                AB’s        
ENGINE ROOM

Modern sterndrives
have many 

advantages and
benefits too often

overlooked by
designers, boat

builders and
boatowners.
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this can create a “pendulum effect” that is potentially
catastrophic if the boat leaves the water.

In simple terms, imagine a 19 foot (brand) GRP
runabout with 2 x 300hp V6 outboards (the one that’s
doing the rounds of the internet at the moment will do
nicely) going out through one of the east coast barred
river entrances with an outgoing tide, and having to
push up and through a curling wave that lifts the boat
right out of the water as it breaks through the other
side of the crest. Unless the boat is very skilfully
driven and well balanced, the transom will drop like a
stone, lifting the nose up and creating that “Venus
rocket” position most sensible skippers will do
anything to avoid.

You don’t have to be an engineer to work out that
having a block of concrete that weighs 500-600kg,
mounted about 900 mm behind the boat, and roughly
600mm above the waterline, to appreciate this is a
boat with a serious balance problem. 

Despite the advent of very sophisticated, high
horsepower outboard motors in comparatively

light packages, these dynamic power plants have
only dominated the world of recreational boating
in the last decade or so – in fact, mainly since the
advent of the modern four stroke outboard.

Of course, we have had big horsepower outboards
for many years, with two stroke outboards producing
up to 300hp in the 1980s, but it’s only in
comparatively recent times that the engineers have
achieved the reliability that have allowed these big,
high output outboards to be used in larger, off shore
capable powerboats, or just high performance
powerboats looking for a more dramatic performance
envelope.

But even with the advent of the new, reliable, and
very powerful four stroke outboards, there are some
drawbacks that become more obvious as they get
(physically) bigger. For example, twin V6 outboards
can weigh as much as 600+kg, and that is a serious
concern in many craft. Without appropriate design,

Sterndrives: 
When Reliability,

Economy, Safety &
Longevity Really Matter

Continued on Page 41
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Three of the most popular sterndrives in
Australia would include (top) the

Yanmar’s turbo 6BY diesel with their ZT
350 leg, then the Audi-based MerCruiser
V8 turbo diesel with the Bravo 2 or 3 leg

- and the new 6.2L 350hp (petrol) V8
MerCruiser which blitzs the other two,

on a ‘hp per dollar’ basis. 

The Yanmar 6BY with the
ZT350 leg

The MerCruiser 350hp V8 turbo
diesel with the Bravo Three leg

The new MerCruiser 350hp V8 6.2L (petrol) with
the Bravo Three leg
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Above: Volvo’s  long serving six cylinder turbo diesel linked to
their latest Duo Prop drive has been a wonderfully reliable
combination. The writer installed the original 150hp version
back in 1972, and in typical Volvo fashion it has grown slowly
and steadily in sophistication - and power output - ever since. 

Below: Historic photo of Jim Wynne with his most famous
invention, the modern stern drive unit as taken up by Volvo
Penta In the late 1960s.



How much better would the very same boat be, with
our 500-600kg block of concrete sitting right down
inside the boat, about 400 mm ahead of the transom,
with the bulk of the weight right along the centre line,
along the bottom of the hull.

In essence, this is what the designers, naval
architects and trained, experienced boatbuilders are
talking about when they refer to the boat being
designed to be well “balanced”. 

Clearly, in the above example, the boat with the
weight inside the hull, on the keel, is going to be
infinitely better balanced than the alternative example.

A Little Bit of History
These big, modern four stroke outboards are really

an invention of the 21st century, and didn’t exist back
in the 1970s, 1980s or even the 1990s. In fact, for the
record, the first of the modern “big” four stroke
outboards was the Honda BF 90, which was released
in Australia in 1996, followed by its big brother, the
130hp Honda in 1998.

Before then you could get two stroke outboards with
up to 225hp  from Johnson, Mercury and Chrysler
outboards, but they were all very thirsty, smoky, and
not as reliable as you might think, which is why most
offshore fishermen insisted on having two of them –
for safety’s sake. 

The further back in history we go, the more
unreliable the outboards became. They were pretty

good by the end of the 1980s and going into the
1990s, but back in the 1960s and 1970s, outboards are
anything but reliable, and more to the point, their
horsepower was measured in ponies – and relatively
small numbers of them. 

A 150hp outboard from the 1980s wasn’t producing
150hp at the propeller at all, as the power rating was
measured off the flywheel for the split-second the
motor, screaming its head off, touched 150hp on the
dynamometer before it disintegrated. Yes, I’m
exaggerating some, but you get the drift.

The engines were also very lightly built, and had a
life expectancy of only 150 hours or so, so for
anybody looking for serious power that was going to
be vaguely economical and reliable at the same time
with an engine that would (hopefully) last a year or
more, the only choice in the 1960s – 1970s was a
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Continued on Page 42

STERN DRIVES . . . Continued from Page 38 There is a sort of weird irony here - Australia’s top
cruiser builders - Riviera and Maritimo - reckon they
can’t build smaller cruisers in the 7.8-10.5m range
economically, yet we are witnessing an explosion in
imports from high wage EU countries in this 7.8-
10.5m class shipped here from Europe! Almost all of
them are based on diesel sterndrive powerplants,
they are beautifully finished - and built to the much
higher (EU) specs than we have in Australia. (This is
the very handsome Jeanneau NC-9 now being
distributed in Queensland by Northside Marine)



sterndrive.

The Automotive Connection
It’s common knowledge that just about every

sterndrive that ever was, or is, was derived from an
automotive powerplant. The exception is basically the
Volvo Penta TD diesel series which they claim was
unique to the marine industry - and it was when it was
first released in the early 1970s. However Steyr diesels
from Austria also developed a very sophisticated diesel
just for marine use too, quite a few years later. 

This was never the case for Mercury’s hugely
popular MerCruiser sterndrives. 

These engines have been proudly pulled off the
production line from several GM plants for decades,

and carefully adapted for marine use. They started
with the very famous ‘long six, long stroke’ Chevrolet
engine that powered the legendary 150 – 165hp
MerCruiser sterndrive in one form or another, for
decades. Similarly, they pulled down various V8
blocks from the automotive engine production lines to
build the first V8 MerCruiser sterndrives – thousands
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One of the most influential advocates for sterndrives
in modern bluewater fishing craft, was the late John
Haines. He used them extensively in many of the
larger production Haines Hunters and later, Haines
Signatures. He always maintained that his sterndrive
equipped craft were ‘better balanced for better
handling, and especially so offshore”. This is the HS
702 Walk Around with the 150hp Volvo diesel
sterndrive. 

STERN DRIVES . . . Continued from Page 41



of these sterndrives have gone on to sell throughout
the world. I don’t think anyone would doubt that
MerCruiser has built more sterndrives than any other
company on the planet.

Ironically though, they didn’t invent the sterndrive.
That accolade goes to none other than Jim Wynne, a
highly regarded 1950s and 1960s race boat driver and
engineer who could see how he could achieve higher
horsepower in his boats with a better drive system
than the inboard engines and outboards of that time. 

Curiously, Wynne couldn’t get support for his
concept in America but convinced a Swedish company
called Volvo Penta that his invention had a long-term
future in the marine industry. And no doubt to
Mercury Marine’s considerable annoyance back in the
States, they found themselves having to compete with
those pesky Swedes with an invention from an
American engineer they’d knocked back. Worse, the
Swedes knew how to establish international patents,
and it was many years before MerCruiser was able to

get around them and establish their own  sterndrive leg
– and decades before they could break the lock the
Volvo patents contained on the “duo prop” principle.

Nevertheless, Mercury Marine understands their
domestic (U.S.) market like no other marine company,
and the combination of an extraordinary level of

marine expertise (derived in no small way from
Mercury’s considerable investment in powerboat
racing at all levels from the 1960s to the 1990s) and
American made GM-based engines, led to an
amazingly successful sterndrive-based boom period
for the American recreational boating industry (read
Bayliner, Sea Ray et al) in the 1970s and 1980s.

Giving credit where it is due, Volvo Penta didn’t
muck around either, and from the mid-1960s onwards,
embraced the same principle of adapting automotive
engines into their Volvo Penta sterndrives. Many of
their four cylinder petrol engines came from Renault,
whilst most of their sixes came from Ford Detroit,
which is where they also sourced their V8s (petrol)
when they became all the rage in the late 1980s.

In more recent times, Volvo have concentrated on
their own diesel engine range together with a very
extensive line-up of gearbox and drive systems. This
has been driven by two lines of thought – firstly, the
cost of fuel (petrol) in Europe and many parts of the

world that pushed commercial boat operators into a
diesel environment. 

Secondly, the writer suspects it was tacit recognition
that they were really going to struggle trying to beat
the Americans at their own game on their home turf -
with Ford-sourced V8 petrol engines shipped from
Detroit to Sweden, and shipped back to the ‘States as a
Volvo Penta sterndrive 

From the early part of this century, MerCruiser and
Volvo Penta have thus concentrated on their strengths.
Whilst they both had petrol and diesel sterndrives to
offer, MerCruiser’s petrol range still wins that sales
race hands down, and Volvo Penta’s ongoing research
and development work in diesels, mated to their IPS,
forward facing, prop-pulling drive systems (now
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Continued on Page 48

Above & Right: Taken in 1975, these photos show
the author’s 5.5m Nova Tribune which was powered
by a sweet little 130hp Volvo Penta sterndrive. It ran
on the smell of an oily rag - but delivered 27-28 knot
performance in this deep vee, GRP half cab. Given the
standard of fit-out and finish of this Nova, the writer is
always mindful of how little progress we’ve made in
GRP design and finish in the 40 years (!) hence. It’s
hard to think of any really substantial changes . . . .

Right: This was our first sterndrive, and the boat
that made us realise how much more usable
space the sterndrive gave us (vital with 4 kids) in
a pocket cruiser just 18’ (5.5m) long. 
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Above: The  4.3 L MerCruiser MPI V6 in a Stacer
569 Coral Runner, as part of Mercury’s push for
sterndrives to become available in the Quintrex
and Stacer brands a few years ago.
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Facing Page: The troubled diesel Quintrex project we
ran with F&B was an experience for everyone
involved. Although the project was considered
unsuccessful by Quintrex, in hindsight it’s easy to see
how the new big Quinnies were developed from this
project. There was no doubt real potential in this boat,
but it needed at least 170-200hp and the little
Cummins diesel only produced 120hp at WOT. With
hindsight, the 220hp Mercruiser V6 would have been
perfect - and would have fitted easily. 

Centre Left: This Is a 350 HP V8 MerCruiser in a
Kiwi Cresta craft, a typically clean, elegant
installation of this very smooth and quiet
engine.
Above: The MerCruiser 220hp V6 was installed
in many Signatures under the late John Haines’
watch because he really liked them – but when
he took on the Suzuki franchise, there was a
falling out between Haines and Mercury, and
they stopped installing sterndrives overnight. 



specifically targeting larger boats with very big hp
engines and drive systems) has been extremely
successful internationally. We can see this first hand,
with the Riviera fleet dominated by green engine
rooms and IPS drive systems.   

The Australian Market Today
The sterndrive market in Australia today is very

small, as it was knocked around really badly by the
GFC and the subsequent downturn in the boating
industry in 2008 – 2012. 

Volvo Penta itself in Australia, was hit badly by a
number of cruiser manufacturer company failures
(especially the original multi-million dollar Riviera
Marine collapse), forcing them to sell down their
unique marine warehousing and sales complex they’d
only just finished, before pulling back to share office
and warehouse space with the Volvo trucking Division
based in Wacol, Brisbane. Despite the success of the
Volvo diesel and IPS drive combination that has
proven a real hit with Riviera Cruisers (particularly),
Volvo Penta has been virtually out of the recreational
trailer boat market in recent years, and seems content
to leave what little business is there to Mercury,
Yanmar and Steyr. 

Volvo Penta still dabbles in the commercial
sterndrive market, but Yanmar has taken hold of that
sector’s sterndrive demand by the ‘short and curlies’
and what’s left, is usually mopped up by the Mercury
Marine reps pushing their Verado and big block
FourStroke outboard range.  

Interestingly, the very success of Mercury’s Verado
range – with their distinctive, small block,
supercharged engines, in addition to Mercury’s more
recent 150hp FourStrokes, has really squeezed their
own V6 and V8 MerCruiser sterndrives out of favour
in the commercial world. 

The most obvious contender for the Top Diesel
Playmaker in modern times is Allan Foster’s Power
Equipment, the Australian distributor for Yanmar
diesels, and arguably, by far the biggest player in
commercial diesel engines. They have a wide range of
diesels suitable for anything from water pumps,
generator systems, yacht auxiliaries, fishing boats,
tugs, ferries, military equipment, etc. 

Of most interest here, is Yanmar’s range of BMW
and Toyota  sourced diesel engines for their
sterndrives, although it hasn’t always been that way.
Yanmar used the MerCruiser Alpha, Bravo Two and
Bravo Three sterndrive legs for many years, and it is
only in comparatively recent times that they’ve
‘locked-in’ their own sterndrive legs. 

It’s widely recognised that Yanmar has a very firm
grip indeed on the recreational diesel boat market,
especially where trailerboats are concerned. Their 6LY
diesel sterndrive enjoys almost legendary status.

Yanmar has been releasing progressively bigger and
more impressive diesels in the last couple of years,
with a superb new 440hp unit coming into Australia in
the next few months, along with a greatly enhanced
range of small diesels with sail-type drives targeting
the on-going re-power market for yachtsmen, many of
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STERN DRIVES . . . Continued from Page 43

Continued on Page 50

Interesting to note that the big void in Australian 7.5-
10.0m cruiser production is now certain to be filled by
offshore boat builders, with the rapidly growing French
cruiser manufacturers Jenneau and Beneteau leading
the charge - pushing ahead with diesel sterndrives in a
big range of craft (including this latest, stepped hull

Beneteau GT34 - nice!) but they are only doing what
many other boatbuilders (SeaRay, Bayliner, Wellcraft,
Fibrafort, etc., have been doing for years. However, the
French seem to have come out of the re-starting
blocks since the international GFC crisis faster than
any other country.  
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MerCruiser’s stern drive specialist in Queensland, Dallas
Hersey with the superb Audi-based 496kg 4.2L, 335hp V8 turbo
diesel he’s just supervised being installed in a Noosa Cat 3500
destined to live – and work hard – with the Mandurah WA
volunteer rescue people. The performance of the Noosa Cat
with two of these V8 diesels was outstanding, the craft
reaching top speeds close to 40 knots at wide open throttle
(WOT) and having a capacity to handle rough seas and storm
conditions like few other craft. Stern drives are particularly
useful in SAR  work, because they have the flexibility to go
into shoal areas where conventional shaft drives could be very
restricting. Further, they allow the skipper the very necessary
ability to alter the trim (through the drive legs) of the Noosa
Cat to ensure it’s running at the best trim settings, regardless
of the load which can easily vary in a rescue mission as they
never quite know what they’ll be doing next, or how many
people they’ll  have to bring back.



Right and Right Below: ‘Dusty
Rover’ is a 7.6 metre plate
aluminium long range cruiser
designed by Marcel Maujean and
built by his business, Cairns
Custom Craft  before being fitted
out and developed by ADM Marine
on the Gold Coast. It was, and still
is, a remarkable craft that still
holds the mantle of being the best
25’ - 26’  sports cruiser the writer
has ever used.  It was one of the
early installations of the  silky
smooth 6LY Yanmar turbo diesel
developed around the famous
LandCruiser engine of that time –
and with a heap of upgrades in its
technology, remains basically
unchanged to this day. Do it
again? In a heartbeat, as this is
one of the best marine engines the
writer has ever used, in the best
25’  (7.6m) Aussie hull in either
GRP or plate aluminium.
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Fisherman & BOATOWNER Performance Graph 

            Fuel Consumption            Performance Data
R/Min            L/ph       G/ph          N.Mpg     Knots      Kms     Range

1,100             1.32        0.28       (anchored, for freezer compressor)

1,000             2.89        0.63              8.7           5.5         10.1         951 
1,500              4.99        1.09              6.5           7.1         13.1         711 
2,000             16.5        3.61              2.3           8.5         15.7         257
2,500              27.3        5.97              2.2          13.3        24.4         241
3,000             33.6        7.35              2.6          19.5        36.1         290
3,250              39.6        8.67              2.7          23.5        43.5         297
3,500             46.8       10.24             2.6          26.8        49.6         286
3,780             57.6       12.61             2.3          29.3        54.2        254
Range: Nautical Miles, Calculated on 95% of the tank’s 510L capacity

Cairns Custom Craft / 300 hp Yanmar Diesel 

4 Bladed Quicksilver 21” Pitch stainless steel propeller 18.25” Dia.

Above: Here is something you don’t see very often – the full
performance data of a fully equipped, long range, 3.5 tonne ocean
going sports cruiser with its 300 HP Yanmar diesel.
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whom are having a wonderful time re-birthing the
family’s yacht with new rigging, upgraded sail plans
and replacing the original diesel auxiliary. 

But Power Equipment and Yanmar don’t have it all
their own way, either. Rob McIntyre runs a very lean,
efficient operation in Brisbane where he distributes the
growing Steyr range of Austrian built monoblock
diesels – the choice in many areas of the Australian
Army and RAN. The Steyr diesels are very
competitive with the relevant Volvo Penta and
MerCruiser sizes, and utilise MerCruiser’s reknowned
sterndrive legs – mostly the Bravo Two or Three. 

McIntyre has an interesting sideline in that he re-
manufactures Steyr diesel/drive combos that are
back-traded by the government departments using
them, when they reach a particular age, or a set
number of engine hours – or whichever comes first.
McIntyre’s team then rebuilds them and puts them
back out to market with extensive warranties and a
very big saving on the brand-new cost.

In short, we have four major players to choose from,
with MerCruiser on top of the leaderboard for volume,
largely based on their recreational sales of petrol
sterndrives for renovations and rebuilds, with Yanmar
on top of the diesel sterndrive market, with a firm grip
on the commercial side of things. 

Volvo Penta are locked-in to the huge Riviera
account with their big diesels and IPS drives, and
don’t seem that interested in recreational sterndrives,
whilst Steyr keeps plugging away, providing genuine
competition and keeping MerCruiser honest with
diesels most people ‘in the know’ acknowledge are
invariably ‘best in class’. 

Certainly the ADF agree - they’ve been specifying
Steyr diesels in our military for some years now - and
the all-new Thales Hawkei protected vehicle contract
that commences production early next year (for a
1,100 units) are all based on Steyr’s unique
monoblock turbo diesel.  

Why Bother with a Sterndrive? 
It’s a good question, and their attraction varies from

year to year, price to price. At the moment outboard
motors are costing the earth and it looks like the going
to increase even further when the local distributors sell
down the stock they bought when the the Oz dollar
was a $1.05-$1.10 to the greenback, before falling
back down to the current mid $0.75 cent range. 

Right now, both MerCruiser and Volvo Penta have
V6 fuel injected, petrol sterndrives producing 170-
250hp which are, in the writer’s opinion, considerably
better value for money then outboard motors of
equivalent horsepower – and the difference is not
small.

However, it’s not that simple, is it? Buying a

sterndrive boat from one of our popular GRP
boatbuilders is almost impossible, because they all
dropped the sterndrive models from their range, or so
they say.  . .  

In truth, that is actually bull dust – as the whole lot
of them have sterndrive tooling ready to go with a bit
of ‘spit and polish’. But they do NOT want their
dealers or consumers pushing them for sterndrives
which they cannot finance or afford to purchase, or,
(heaven forbid!) build for stock. It is so much simpler
to have dealer somewhere clamp on an outboard and
say “Sorry, we can’t do sterndrives!”

For readers who would like to consider the option of
a diesel sterndrive – and there are some very good
reasons why that should be considered,
notwithstanding their high cost of purchase initially –
the only real boating option is to arrange a custom
plate ally build, or take on a do-it-yourself project
from someone like Mark Bowdidge at BMD design.
This is not nearly as complicated as it sounds.

Australia is blessed with at least a dozen or more
really good professional plate aluminium boat builders
who can easily do a world-class job on a diesel
powered sport fishing craft, or cruiser, or trailerboat -
and deliver the job within a specified budget in a
specific time. It really is as simple as contacting one of
half a dozen practising naval architects, and in exactly
the same way you build a new house with your
architect, you can build any sort of boat you’d like.
Better still, in all probability it’ll be one of the best
investments you’ve ever made, as professionally built
craft like this sell well, regardless of the economic
circumstances of the day. 

The DIY alternative goes without saying, and there
are literally hundreds of projects being built around
Australia by private people having the time of their
lives, building that dream boat in their own time, in
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STERN DRIVES . . . Continued from Page 44

Continued on Page 52

Facing Page: Here is another very special long-
range cruiser where the diesel sterndrive was
the only serious option that would deliver the
combination of performance, economy and the
critical one, the RANGE  to reach those far
corners of remote northern Australia. 
This superbly equipped platey was built for John
and Barbara Wicks by AMM in Brisbane, and ran
a 285hp Steyr diesel sterndrive with a Bravo Two
MerCruiser drive leg. It has been a very
successful combination. Note too, how the
cockpit’s engine box and the carefully designed
and railed fishing platform across the transom
has been integrated into the ergonomics of the
overall design. Clever, and a great use of the
spaces involved. 
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their own space, at their own tempo, and always
within their budget.

Given that we cannot buy the diesel powered
recreational craft and take advantage of the amazing
new Euro diesel engines and drives coming from
Europe at the moment, this is another dreadful mistake
the boating industry is making, and a continuing
reason for the growing popularity of doing your own
thing at home.

Time Out: We’ll have more on these developments
in the months ahead but right now we can say keep
your eye on both the Volvo and Yanmar brands for
developments that have the potential to change the
way we go boating in the future.

Working With a Sterndrive
It’s not easy working with a sterndrive in an

environment where the boat designer hasn’t really
designed the boat for a sterndrive – and the writer is
not being facetious. Curiously, the boats we had back
in the 1970s, having been largely designed around a
sterndrive, were far better to fish and cruise than later
outboard versions that had been converted when a
sterndrive was shoe-horned in to the stern of the boat.

The Americans realised this decades ago, and
developed beautiful, sexy sun lounges and fully
padded and lined cockpits where there was an engine
buried in there somewhere – but it didn’t really matter
where – can somebody pass the sun block ? 

Joking aside, the American boatbuilders used the
sterndrive box or cover as part of the cockpit, and this
is a concept Australian boatbuilders still struggle to get
their heads around, with the result that most people
think a sterndrive is a pain in the wotnot and they’re
better off with an outboard transom.

And yes, in some circumstances they are! But there
are others where the sterndrive box has been integrated
into the cockpit and transom area to such an extent it
works better than the outboard version.

For years, the writer has shown that you can get
more effective, usable workspace in a sterndrive
cockpit than you can with outboards; we’ve included
several examples with this report. However, I’m sure
readers will quickly realise that the examples deal with
real boats that have very little in common with
production GRP craft we see at the boat shows. 

Here in lies the basis of the difference; several of the
boats shown on these pages (like the red Dusty Rover,
or the Wick’s AMM Southern Cross) are boats in
another league to those seen in the boat shows. These
are craft designed for a very specific and uniquely
Australian purpose: basically, to go where no man has
gone before – I kid you not – and look after the live-
aboard crew for what could be several weeks at a time.

This means that the boat has a totally different game
plan to its day boat counterpart. It must have a deep
freeze and refrigeration, toilet with holding tank,
specialised electrics, auxiliary power, live-aboard
storage, the ability to travel at least 600-700 nautical

STERN DRIVES . . . Continued from Page 50
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DIY and Project building some of the very
latest hulls created by several top Aussie
architects is the best way to invest in a
high quality, state of the art design 
with whatever power the customer wants -
and in sportsfisherman like this BMD
PT 32, by Mark Bowdidge, that is 
invariably a diesel sterndrive or
twin outboards. 



miles without refuelling, and so on. The constraints of
outboard power units become very apparent as the ‘to
do’ list for one of these long range cruisers is finalised.

For many readers, the dream is still to go north, to
explore Australia’s more remote regions and catch that
giant barra in one of our unique Northern Australian
rivers.

It’s a splendid dream and it’s one that has driven the
writer and many, many readers for a very long time;
it’s a dream that never ends, because achieving it, only
stokes the fires to do it again, only better . . . . in a
different place and time. Sigh!

Conclusion
Petrol sterndrives today are superb power plants.

Smooth, quiet, extremely safe, reliable, and with
today’s solid state ignition and fuel injection, they are
surprisingly economical - and invariably the cheapest
horsepower money can buy. I wouldn’t buy a petrol
sterndrive to go through the Kimberley, but I would
certainly purchase one of the new V6 petrol
sterndrives for that sensational 6.4 m composite

fibreglass BMD “Cruise Control” (think of it as a
2016 version of the 1970s Savage ‘Bluefin’ or Haines
Hunter 213C, etc) Mark Bowdidge is going to design
for me one day, when I have the time (and the shed) to
build this special composite weekend cruiser for our
retirement pleasure! 

Diesel sterndrives will always be in demand for
commercial fishing, taxis, small ferries and tourism
craft. Anyone running more than a genuine 300-400
engine hours p.a. should be running diesel and saving
money. 

Boatowners who appreciate the inherent safety of
diesel and the peace of mind it provides (as distinct
from petrol) need to think diesel. 

Then there is the range issue. No other engine
combination can deliver the range (and economy) of a
well matched and propped diesel. Nothing else even
comes close. 

And the issue of longevity and reliability is another
big tick for the diesel combinations. 

Finally, for folk contemplating ‘that’ long-range,
trailerable cruiser to take around Australia doing the
nautical greybeard safari, or the folk with the
Kimberley glint in their eyes and a deep seated
passion to escape . . . . a well matched, carefully
propped and professionally installed diesel is indeed a
beautiful thing . . . .

AB, 2016

One of the author’s favourite craft, Darren
Brand’s BBB Marine’s muscular 7.6m hardtop
sportsfisherman was designed by Kiwi nav-arch
Alan Walker, and like any good plate ally project
in this league, is available in outboard or
sterndrive configurations, with a ready to drive-
away-and-fish conclusion in 20-24 weeks. 
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Australian Sailing.  “To medal in every class is a
real achievement and we’re extremely proud of
this hard-working, talented group of sailors and
the wider team who have supported them.”

The Paralympic success comes on the back of
sailing’s successful Olympic campaign where
Australia won a Gold and three Silver medals in
Rio.

“We really benefited from the success of our
Olympic team,” said Paralympian Liesl Tesch.
“The knowledge and insights they were able to
provide us really helped us in Rio.  The entire
Australian Sailing Team is an amazing unit that
works together well and are deserved of the
success we’ve all shared.”

Looking at the combined results, Australia’s
sailors brought home a total of seven medals -
three Gold medals and four Silver medals across
the Olympic and Paralympic Games,  the most
medals ever bagged by sailing.  Prior to this
Australia had won a combined five medals in
London and five medals in Sydney.

“Great results across both the Olympic and
Paralympic Games are testament to the program
we have in place to identify, grow and support
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A Golden Edge:  The Australian Para Sailing  

Australia Won Medals In All 3 Paralympic

Australia’s Paralympic Sailors have been
welcomed home from Rio on Thursday by the
sailing community at the Cruising Yacht
Club…

Australia’s Paralympic Sailors have been
welcomed home from Rio on Thursday by the
sailing community at the Cruising Yacht Club of
Australia. Amongst those celebrating the most
successful Paralympic Sailing Team were several
sailing and sporting icons, including Olympic
Gold Medallist Tom Burton and Olympic Silver
Medallist, Lisa Darmanin.

Australia’s Paralympic sailors bagged three
medals across the three Paralympic classes,
including two Gold and a Silver.  Daniel
Fitzgibbon and Liesl Tesch became the first
Paralympic sailors across the globe to defend
their Olympic title, taking Gold in the SKUD18
class, while Colin Harrison, Russel Boaden and
Jonathan Harris also won Gold in the Sonar
Class.  Tasmanian Matt Bugg took the Silver
medal in the 2.4mR event.

“This has been the most successful Paralympic
sailing team ever,” said Matt Allen, President of



sailing talent,” said Matt Carroll, CEO of
Australian Sailing.   “Our program has been
developed and refined over several years now,
and we’re happy that we are seeing the results of
our carefully planned program.”

Australia has won medals in all three
Paralympic sailing classes, with Matt Bugg
taking the Silver medal in the 2.4mR class
overnight.

Going into the final day of competition, the
Aussies had secured Gold in both the Sonar and
SKUD18 classes, but the medals were still wide
open in the 2.4mR class.

An overnight protest saw Australia’s Matt Bugg
disqualified from race 10 in the 2.4mR and as a
result he moved from 1st to 3rd overall coming
into today’s final race. With the standings, Bugg
had to protect the Bronze from USA sailor, Dee
Smith who was only two points behind. He was
also a long shot at moving up in either Silver or
Gold, but had to have 10 places between he and

the competitors from Great Britain and France.
Bugg got caught up in a start line incident with

USA’s Smith, and was back in the fleet in the
early stages of the race, but sailed well to move
back up into first place by the third mark
rounding. He eventually crossed the finish line in
first place, then the nervous wait began to see
where France and Great Britain would finish.
France crossed the finish line in fourth, while
Great Britain finished back in 13th place –
enough to move Bugg up into the Silver medal
position.

“I’ve done it pretty tough this week,” said Bugg.
“I didn’t get a lot of sleep last night (after the
protest) and I really went into this race in a tough
position. I can’t be too disappointed with the
result.

“I had a good experience in London and I saw
my team mates up there getting a gold medal
and I decided that’s what I wanted. To come here
and get a Silver is an achievement and I’m really
happy with that.“
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 Team in Rio, 2016

Sailing Classes
Australia’s Matt Bugg had to settle for Silver after a
start line incident - but he was happy to come back for
the Slver. A top effort. 



In the Sonar class our Aussie crew of Colin
Harrison, Russell Boaden and Jonathan Harris
sailed today’s final race after wrapping up the
Gold yesterday with a race to spare. The Aussies
were jubilant with their Gold medal winning
victory and reflective of the future ahead, with
sailing not included on the Paralympic schedule
for Tokyo 2020.

“The Games is what it’s all about and it’s nice
to crack it at the big one,” said Harrison.

“It’s a good one to win,” said Boaden. “The first
Paralympics (Sonar class) was won by an
Australian team, and it’s nice that the last was
won by an Australian team too.”

When asked about what the future held,
Boaden responded “We’ll get back to Australia
and look at what the options are and make a
decision from there. If sailing was included in
Tokyo, we would have stayed on, but now we go
back to ‘normal’ lives.”

Australia’s back to back Paralympic champions
in the SKUD18, Daniel Fitzgibbon & Liesl Tesch
also enjoyed their final race, crossing the finish

line in second place. The Aussies wrapped up
the Gold medal with two races to spare yesterday
after a dominant display all week.

It was business as usual today” said Tesch.
“We keep the same processes day in day out,”

said Fitzgibbon. “Although I felt nervous even
though we’d won it already .To race on that race
course – the most difficult one in the world, to get
the scorecard we had and to be retiring at the
end of it, is a fairytail for me.”

“I want to thank Liesl for the journey,” said
Fitzgibbon. “We’ve had the highs and the lows,
and the wins and all the losses. But what a way
to retire! We couldn’t do better than that!”

It’s really important to get sailing back into the
Paralympics, said Tesch. “We are getting more
and more people involved and building the
numbers in international competition. It’s really
important we get sailing back in to 2024!”

There was Australian elation at the Marina da
Gloria on Friday (16 September) as the
Paralympic gold medals were wrapped up in the
Two Person (SKUD18) and Three Person
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A Golden Edge:  The Para Sailing Team

Australia’s back to back Paralympic Gold Medal
champions in the SKUD18, Daniel Fitzgibbon & Liesl
Tesch.
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Keelboat (Sonar) with a day to spare.
Daniel Fitzgibbon and Liesl Tesch in the

SKUD18 were yet again on fire as they took two
bullets from two races to seal the first ever
Paralympic title defence in commanding fashion.

Reflecting on their victory in the SKUD18,
Fitzgibbon said: “We can adapt to everything, we
can deal with craziness and deal with instability
and come out on top.”

With the gold medal sewn up, the fight is on for
silver and bronze. Canada’s McRoberts and Gay
hold the silver medal position at present after a
2,6 day to finish on 31 points. One point back are
Great Britain’s Alexandra Rickham and Niki Birrell
who scored a 4,5.

In the Sonar, Colin Harrison, Russell Boaden
and Jonathan Harris enter the final race with a
healthy 24-point lead and a guaranteed gold
medal that ensures Advance Australia Fair will
ring out on Flamengo Beach twice come the
medal ceremony.

The Australian win was largely helped by their
nearest rivals at the start of the day, USA,
faltering. Current world champions Alphonsus
Doerr, Hugh Freund and Bradley Kendell were
within reach of the gold at the beginning of play,
but with a disappointing eighth and discarded
tenth they fell too far back to challenge for the top
step on the podium.

The Americans hold on to second with 43
points, but their North American neighbours and

training partner, Canada, are just one point
behind on 44.

Fresh off the water Harrison described the
feeling as “just elation”. “It’s been a long time
coming and it feels great to get there,” he said.
“There’s a lot of emotion.”

It was looking like the Australian anthem could
be played three times as Matt Bugg came ashore
with a four point lead in the One Person Keelboat
(2.4 Norlin OD). However, he was later
disqualified from the final race, demoting him to
third and promoting Great Britain to the top spot.

The decision also moved France’s Damien
Seguin from a guaranteed Paralympic medal, to
a guaranteed Paralympic silver medal. Seguin
and Lucas will battle it out for gold on the final
day of competition.

Tesch said there would be plenty of
celebrations in the Australian camp after their
double-gold success – but they would be on hold
until the competition has finished.

“It’s awesome to have the Sonar boys in the
gold medal position as well, but we really got to
hold it together for Matt Bugg to give him all our
energy and support to get him over the line,” he
said.

AB
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Aussie crew of Colin Harrison, Russell
Boaden and Jonathan Harris victorious in
the three person Sonar.
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Following on from the
work we started years

ago, firstly with
‘Genesis’, then ‘Dusty

Rover’ (left) which was
the first dedicated video
production platform we

built. And a vertical
learning curve which

we’ll be using again as
we develop AB-TV in the

light of the latest
circumstances and

technologies i.e. drones,
Go-Pros, etc. 

AB-TV
An evolving section of
the magazine devoted

to the development and
refinement of marine

video journalism.  

electric outboards, and Torqeedo have the
runs on the board with these conventional,
‘hanging off the transom’ tiller-steer electric
outboards - as distinct from the Minn Kota,
WaterSnake, MotoGuide type which more
often than not, are pulling off the bow, not
pushing from transom - plus being steered
and guided by sophisticated GPS-based foot
controls or remote systems. 

Torqeedo are concentrating on making
electric outboards in a conventional sense,
packaging the models with a host of user
friendly aids (like time to go, optimum
performance settings, etc) all of which add
considerably to the effectiveness of these
silent runners. 

For more info, talk to Jason at Power
Equipment in Melbourne on (03) 9709 8500 or
email
jason.hodder@powerequipment.com.au
AB

The Torqeedo Launch In
Melbourne 

Gather half a dozen of Australia’s best
boating scribes on the shores of Port Phillip
Bay in a brisk winter’s morning - and set ‘em
loose in a variety of small craft including
yaks, tinnies and inflatables, and mayhem
will quickly follow!! 

No, just kidding. In fact, a very informative
time was had, as Power Equipment’s
Torqeedo expert, Jason Hodder, did a fine job
setting out the many advantages of the
Torqeedo electric outboards - and was
deservedly proud of the mixture of boats he’d
assembled on the day. 

As you will see in the video they produced
of the guys trialling the Torqeedos, the
results are impressive. 

There’s no doubt a growing future for

Click On Pic To Start Video

https://youtu.be/0oVWE6bOC5M
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Aussie Outback
Springs To Life After
Record Rains

By Andrew Spence 

RECORD rainfall in the driest state on
the driest continent is breathing life into
one of the most ancient landscapes on
earth.

Parts of the South Australian Outback
and Flinders Ranges have received
record rains, greening the desert, filling
Lake Eyre, bringing long-dry waterfalls
back into flow and causing wildflowers to
bloom in areas normally known for arid
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5th of October, 2016

Wildflowers near Roxby Downs. Picture: Ruth Shepherd.

Parachilna Gorge, Flinders Ranges. Picture Tim LIndner
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peaks and dusty plains.
Tourists are being urged to head for the

remote region to experience the once in a
generation conditions.

“It’s absolutely beautiful. This rain we’ve
had, you won’t see it again for another 40
years. It was like this in ’74 and
everywhere you look it’s just green,” said
Lyall Oldfield, who owns the Marree Oasis
Café, motel and caravan park.

The Outback town of Marree is about
700km north of Adelaide, the capital city
of South Australia, and is one of the
closest towns to Lake Eyre, Australia’s
biggest lake.

Although it is normally dry, Eyre is the
thirteenth biggest lake in the world when
full and, being 15m below sea level, is the

Wilpena Pound in the Flinders Ranges. Pictures: Tim Lindner.
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lowest geographical point in Australia. The
9500sq km lake fills only about four times a
century – the last time it was full was 1974.

Marree has recorded its wettest September
since 1949 following consistent rain through
the winter months. The small township is at
the start of the famous Birdsville and
Oodnadatta tracks, which Oldfield said were
open and accessible despite the rain. 

Oldfield has lived in the Outback for almost
70 years and said the lake level was the
fullest it had been since the late 1980s and
could reach the heights of 1974.

He said the desert wildflowers and birdlife
attracted to the lake including pelicans and
stilts were also amazing.

“The big bonus on top of it compared to ’74
is the fact that there’s no rabbits because
they were such an environment disaster,” he
said, referring to the successful eradication
of the introduced species.

“Now they’re gone the country is green and
there’s bush everywhere.”

Water from local storms and wet season
rains in outback Queensland also feed into
the lake through a network of rivers that
drain into a basin covering a sixth of
Australia – about the size of Spain. These
waters are expected to continue to flow for
several months

“We could have the inland sea next year
the way it’s going,” Oldfield said.

About 200km south, the 540 million-year-
old Flinders Ranges is also experiencing a
bumper season. The region is known for its
rugged red ranges, gnarled gum trees and
stony creek beds.

But the wet winter has set creeks and
waterfalls running, helping the region spring
to life with flowers and greenery.

Parachilna is a tiny town in the heart of the
Flinders Ranges and is among 75 South
Australian weather stations to record its
wettest September.

The nearby Angorichina Tourist Village has
been hosting a steady stream of visitors,
including a number of Dutch and German
guests.

Proprietor Dave Scicluna said it was one of
the best years for flowers and wildlife for two

decades.
He said the abundant wildflowers included

molly daisy, hop bush and Sturt’s desert pea
– the South Australian floral emblem.

“It’s the first time in 20 years I’ve had to re-
tune my whipper snipper and get the
lawnmower going,” he said.

“It’s green, there’s water flowing in the
creeks and there’s wildflowers - the Blinman
Falls are beautiful at the moment.

“The wildlife is brilliant at the moment too.
The emus have got young ones, there are
kangaroos everywhere and almost every doe
kangaroo’s got a joey in the pouch.”

Scicluna has lived in the Flinders Ranges
for 32 years and said he expected to be busy
with tourists for at least another month.

“Until we hit half way through November,
it’s going to be absolutely beautiful,” he said.

“We’re not quite in the desert but we’ve got
all different colours flowing through our hills
at the moment and running water through
the creeks and that’s unusual.”

The town of Port Augusta is known as the
Gateway to the Outback and is home of the
Australian Arid Lands Botanic Garden.
Manager Cherie Gerlach said the cooler
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Water from local storms and
wet season rains in outback

Queensland also feed into the
lake through a network of

rivers that drain into a basin
covering a sixth of Australia –
about the size of Spain. These

waters are expected to
continue to flow for several

months . . “We could have the
inland sea next year the way

it’s going ” 



winter and steady rainfall spread evenly over
several months meant this year’s wildflower
season was later and longer than usual.

“We’ll have more people over the next
month than we might have had because
knowing it’s a good year people will be out
looking for them,” she said.

“It’s a wonderful year to be in the Flinders
Ranges and the Outback, there’s no doubt
about it.

“We’ve had a high number of people
coming through from further north who have
commented on the green year.

“The flowing creek beds through the
Flinders and the waterfalls are definitely

worth getting out and having a look at over
the next month or two before they dry up. “

Arid Recovery is a large fenced
conservation reserve near Roxby Downs, a
mining town about 260km north of Port
Augusta.

While it hasn’t received the rainfall of some
other Outback areas, Arid Recovery Office
Science and Education Officer Kimberley
Solly said it had been an excellent season
for poached egg daisies, paper daisies and
native hollyhocks.

“It’s not just the annuals that have come
up, all the perennials like the blue bushes
are flowering as well,” Solly said.

However she said the popular Sturt’s
desert pea had been elusive this season
following a strong showing in the area in
2015.

Flinders Ranges pictures courtesy of Tim
Lindner/Born Free Photography

Lake Eyre courtesy of Julie Fletcher
Photography

AB
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Emus in the Flinders Ranges. Picture: Tim Lindner.

Lake Eyre. Picture: Julie Fletcher Photography.



ABM’s 27 Popular Boat Tests
$19.95, 240 pages 

Plate Alloy Boats of Australia
$19.95, 320 pages 

Fishing The Hinchinbrook Wilderness
$9.95, 70 pages 

Boat Renovations & MakeOvers
$14.95, 156 pages
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240 Pages Of Invaluable Info & Performance Data

ABM’s 27 POPULAR TRAILER

BOATTESTS

Including
Arvor  
Bar Crusher  
Cairns C. Craft
Cruise Craft
Dominator
Haines Hunter
Horizon
Kevlacat
Noosa cat
Quintrex
Seafarer
Signature
Southwind
Sportfish
Stacer
Streaker
Whittley

$19.95

� ‘Mud Maps’ You’ll Need� Best Baits & Lures

� Best Fishing Techniques

� Vital Fishing, Boating and Exploring Info To Get You Started In This Unique World

� Where to Find Them

Australian Boat Mag’s 2014 Edition

FISHING THE HINCHINBROOK 
WILDERNESS

         F&B’sB’s BOATRenovationsions 
& MakeOveeOvers Book 2

Asset!

Hundreds of TipsʼnʼTricks for trailerboat owners who want to know how the professionals do it !

� Build Your Own
Fibreglass ICE CHEST -
That Works!

� How To Turn A Tinnie
Into A Top Fishing Rig 

� Fixing That Rotten Old
Transom

� Dealing With ‘Soft’ Or 
Spongy Flooring

� Fibreglassing At Home - 
The Tradies’ Secrets!

� Rebuilding A Southwind
SF21 Cuddy

� Renovating A 40 Year 
Old DeHavilland Trojan

� Converting A Cuddy To A
Centre Console

� Haines Signature 1850L
Makeover

� Replacing Old Stringers
& Bearers

Save Thousands $$S

By Learning How To Do 

Your Own Boat Maintenance!

� Turn A Bargain Into A Valuable

$AUD
14.95

PL ATE AL LOYBoats Of Australia  Australia   
- BOOK 7.5 - AUD $19.95

� FAQs About � Desals � Gen Sets � Paints & Finishes � Outboards � Diesels � Toilet Systems
� Latest Architect ALLY KITS& PLANS � Working With The Builder � The Documentation

CCoolllleeccttoorr’’ss  EEddiittiioonn



Trailers, Towing & Rooftopping
$14.95, 136 pages

ABM’s Sportfishing
$19.95, 170 pages 
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� The LATEST Towing Rules & REGULATIONS � Rebuilding
An Old Trailer To Pass Rego � Why The Rhino Roof 

Topper Loaders Work So Well � Braking Systems That Work 
An Australian Boat Mags Publication

AALLUUMMIINNIIUUMM  TTRRAAIILLEERRSS::  AArree  TThheeyy  BBeetttteerr  TThhaann  SStteeeell??  

    

TRAILERS,TOWING
 & Rooftopping   

BOOK 4
2014-15

$19.95

� Safe Trailerboating - With The Family In Tow! 
� The  Secrets Of A Successful  

Beach-launching Set-up
� TIPS For Hassle-Free 

Trailer Boating   

(Putting The FUN
back into 

trailerboating ! )

FULL DETAILS: How To Stop Boat ‘Twist’ on Multi-Roller Trailers

� Good News:

TThhee  BBIIGG  FFoorrddss
AArree  BBaacckk!!

Trailerboat To The

KIMBERL EY
- The inspirational adventures of two separate trailerboat expeditions

The Secrets Of A Fabulous Outrigger System
ABM’s  Sportfishing

BOATS, TECHNIQUES & TACKLE
� The Anatomy Of A Sportfishing Boat  � The Latest Terminal
Rigs & Techniques  � Why Downriggers Make Such A Difference 
� Muscle-up For The New Jigging Techniques!

$19.95 Next Up:
ABM’s Project Boats:

THE LOGBOOK
Amazing new publication - a compendium
of all the F&B-ABM Project Boats since the
early 1990s; an encyclopeadia of fitting out
ideas, clues, strategies and techniques. 
Invaluable guide and reference for anybody
with a DIY or refurbishment project.
Available (online only) mid-year 2016.

How To Order? Easy. Just email Mary on
subs@ausboatmags.com.au with the
order detail and your phone number for
her to call you back for the credit card
info. Easier still, just ‘phone Mary on
(07) 5502 8233 and we’ll take the
details all down over the ‘phone - it
couldn’t be simpler, safer or faster. 

Trailerboat To the Kimberley
$19.95, 110 pages 
SEE full previews/contents of all books at
www.australianboatmags.com.au
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**Gary Fooks is a well known consultant to the marine industry and government specialising in sensitive environmental issues. He is now
the officially appointed marine “Clean Air Champion’’ for the Federal Government’s Department of the Environment, liaising with industry
and co-ordinating the introduction of the new Emissions Legislation on behalf of the boating trade and boating consumers. 

by Gary Fooks* October 2016

12 October 2016

E10 = More B.S. 
In the wake of the current Qld

Government TV campaign it’s timely to
warn readers again – E10 and boats don’t
mix. 

If you want to turn the page and read about
the sweet kiwi Buccaneer 605 Exess I won’t
blame you. Just remember - never, ever buy
E10 for your boat. And that’s coming from
the most “greenie” boating writer known to
Australia.

What concerns us here at AB is that some
boat owners will see the latest Government
advertising and start to believe that it’s now
ok to use E10.  It is not, and nothing has
changed. 

The TV add is fronted by racing driver Mark
Winterbottom who tells us “In the ten years
since E10 was introduced in Queensland it
has evolved” and more to the point - not -
“Today, it’s better designed …”

I found the claims hard to believe as the
only advances made in bio fuels is butanol –
a biofuel that is closer in characteristics to
regular gasoline and without the nasty side
effects of ethanol.  

Dupont and BP have a test plant in the UK
so it’s a decade away from being produced
in Australia. 

But maybe I missed something. So I asked
the Minister’s media officer for specifics. How
has E10 been better designed and how has
it evolved? 

She referred me to the Department who
gave me nonsense, and referred me back to
the Minister’s office who ignored me. The
nonsense was this: 

More cars can now use E10 (probably true
but that doesn’t mean the fuel has improved,
just the cars). A fuel standard for E10 was
introduced in 2008.  Also true, but both
before and since 2008, E10 was made by
mixing 10% ethanol with regular petrol that
already met a fuel standard. So nothing has
changed. No new design. No evolution.

So I’m making the brave call here and now.
The Queensland Government E10 campaign
is false and misleading advertising.  I wonder
if the ACCC would agree with me?   

Why is the government backing this BS
(Brave Story)? In Qld, the renewed ethanol
mandate was forced on Labor, with its thin
majority, by the Katter Party.  Bob Katter is
nuts on ethanol because it’s good business
for some farmers while feedlotters are
strongly opposed.

It has got nothing to do with the
environment.

So to readers in other states, apologies for
such a one-state issue, but this could easily
spread to other states, especially NSW. 

AB’s Outboard 
World & Database



Ethanol-blended E10 fuel sales were about
1 per cent of fuel sales in 2013/14 but under
the Katter 2015 mandate will have to make
up at least 30 per cent of petrol available for
sale in Queensland from January 2017.
Clearly consumers don’t want E10. Petrol
companies can make it widely available, and
even make the fuel I want hard to find, but
they still can’t force it on motorists.

So now the knee-jerk reaction has been to
come up with a misleading advertising
campaign to try to trick more consumers into
buying E10.

What’s wrong with E10? Glad you asked: 

Solvent properties
Ethanol is s super solvent.  So it will

release any deposits on the walls of old fuel
tanks, blocking filters, as many petrol stations
soon found out. E10 also dissolves fibreglass
(GRP) fuel tanks and the type of fuel line
commonly found on boats. These dissolved
chemicals are in solution, so they pass
through the very best filters, going on to
destroy the inside of the engine.

Engine manufacturers will mostly tell you
that their outboard can cope with E10. What
they don’t tell you is that it will not cope with
a fuel system that is dissolved by E10 - so
warranty voided, and yes, we know of cases
of destroyed outboards. 

The solvent properties also mean don’t
ever spill E10 when refuelling. It will craze gel
coat or strip paint before you have time to
wash it off.

Phase separation
This is a particular problem for marine

applications. The ethanol (C2H60) attracts
water from the moist air. It is hygroscopic just
like brake fluid. This heavier water/ethanol
separates and sinks to the bottom of the fuel
tank. No amount of mixing, shaking or
additives will re-mix the fuels.  

The ethanol layer builds up at the bottom of
the tank until eventually the fuel pickup sucks
in near pure ethanol. Now we have E100
going into a fuel system and outboard that
can barely cope with E10, with catastrophic
results.

By that we mean not only engine failure but
a weakening of the entire fuel system,
leading to fuel leaks and a fire hazard. 

Lower energy = poor value 
Ethanol has lots of octane, but that is all

about pre-ignition and has nothing to do with
energy. High octane does not mean zoom!

Ethanol has about 30% lower energy per
litre (calorific value) than petrol - so 10%
ethanol (E10) should give you 3% less
energy or 3% less km per tank. So to be
value for money E10 needs to be $0.04
cents per litre (“cp/l”) (3%) cheaper. But it’s
not. At $0.03 cp/l cheaper than regular petrol
you are being ripped off.

Besides none of my family cars, boat,
mower, chainsaw or generator can cope with
E10.

The bottom line for my family is that we are
paying a “Katter Tax” of $1,200 a year.  The
ethanol mandate means that to avoid E10
we have to pay an extra $0.15 cp/l to $0.20
cp/l on every tankful to buy premium fuel.
With E10 taking over the 95 octane pumps
that forces us to buy the most expensive 98
octane fuel. 

So we are all losing. Who wins? Some
farmers – mostly sugar cane farmers in Qld
and grain crops in NSW.

The biggest winners are the fuel giants,
who have had a windfall from consumers
buying the profitable premium fuels.  

AB
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Honda                  2.0      BF2.3DK2 SCHD     $1,234     4c      57          1     -           13.6         s       3             20.8        304.0
Yamaha premix   2.0      2CMHS                  $900        2c      50          1     -           16.5                     0                         
Mercury                2.5      M                            $1,249     4c      85          1     5A       19.0         s        3             25.5        434.1
Mercury                2.5      M                            $913        2c      74.6       1                 13                        0             277.1      399.4
Parsun                 2.5      T2.5BMS 2C          $775        2c      74.6       1                 16                        0                           
Parsun                 2.6      F2.6MBS 4C          $899        4c      72          1                 18            s      3            29.8        134.5
Suzuki                  2.5      DF2.5S                   $1,182     4c      68          1     -           14           s        3             4.0          367.8
Tohatsu                2.5      MFS2.5A S             $1,494     4c      85.5       1     -           13.0         s      3             24.1        382.1
Tohatsu                2.5      M2.5A2 S               $894        2c      74.6       1     -           12.5                     0             305.3      150.0
Yamaha               2.5      F2.5BMHS             $1,349     4c      72          1     -           16.7         s        3             24.1        393.0
Yamaha premix    3.0      3AMHS                   $1,099     2c      70          1     -           16.5                     0                         
Mercury                3.3      M                            $972        2c      74.6       1     4A       13                        0             277.1      399.4
Evinrude              3.5      E3R4                      $1,580     4c      87          1     -           18.4         s      3             27.7        468.8
Mercury                3.5      M                           $1,503     4c      85          1     5A       13.0         s      3             27.7        468.8
Tohatsu                3.5      MFS3.5A S             $1,527     4c      85.5       1     -           19.0         s      3             24.1        382.1
Tohatsu                3.5      M3.5A2 S               $925        2c      74.6       1     -           12.5                     0             305.3      150.0
Tohatsu                3.5B    M3.5B2 S               $1,029     2c      74.6       1     -           13                        0             280.2      150.0
Parsun                 3.6      T3.6BMS 2C          $720        2c      74.6       1                 16                        0                           
Evinrude              3.5      E4R4                      $1,769     4c      123        1     -           26.0         s      3             24.3        468.9
Mercury                4         M                            $1,750     4c      123        1     5A       25.0         s      3             24.3        468.9
Mercury                4         M                            $1,505     2c      102        1     0          20                        1             221.9      236.2
Parsun                 4         F4BMS 4C             $1,195     4c      112        1                 24.5         s       3             21.8        339.9
Suzuki                  4         DF4AS                   $1,684     4c      138        1     6A       25           s        3             19.1        268.0
Tohatsu                4         MFS4BD S             $1,693     4c      123        1     5A       26.0         s      3             24.7        354.4
Tohatsu                4         M4C S                    $1,411     2c      102        1     5A       19                        1             204.0      258.4
Yamaha               4         F4BMHS                $1,559     4c      139        1     6A       27            s      3             22.5        290.9
Yamaha premix    4        4ACMHS                $1,468     2c      83         1     5A       21                        0             332.3      598.3
Honda                  5         BF5DK2 SB            $2,195     4c      127        1     3A       27.0         s        3             23.1        189.0
Mercury                5         M                            $1,839     4c      123        1     5A       25.0         s      3             24.3        468.9
Mercury                5         M                            $1,599     2c      102        1     4A       20                        1             221.9      236.2
Parsun                 5         F5BMS 4C             $1,245     4c      112        1                 24.5         s      3            21.8        296.5
Suzuki                  5         DF5S                      $1,777     4c      138        1     6A       25            s      3             19.1        268.0
Tohatsu                5         MFS5BDS              $1,746     4c      123        1     5A       25.0         s      3             24.7        354.4
Tohatsu                5         M5BDS                   $1,536     2c      102        1     5A       19                        1             204.0      258.4
Yamaha premix   5        5CMHS                  $1,782     2c      103        1     5A       21                        0 
Yamaha               5        F5AMHS                $1,789    4c      139        1     6A       27            s      3             22.5        290.9
Evinrude              6         E6R4                      $2,020     4c      123        1     -           26            s      3             24.3        468.9
Mercury                6         M                            $1,943     4c      123        1     5A       25.0         s      3             24.3        468.9
Mercury                6         M lite                      $2,059     2c      169        2     -           26                        0             306.1      225.5
Parsun                 6         T6BMS                   $1,495     2c      169        2     -           26                        0 
Suzuki                  6         DF6AS                   $1,996     4c      138        1     6A       25            s        3             19.1        268.0
Tohatsu                6         MFS6B S                $1,851     4c      123        1     5A       25.0         s      3             24.7        354.4
Tohatsu                6         MFS6BSUL(Sail)    $1,900     4c      123        1     5A       25.0         s      3            20.7        263.0
Tohatsu                6         M6B S                    $2,013     2c      169        2     6.7A    26                        1             220.9      377.3
Yamaha               6         F6CMHS                $2,019     4c      139        1     6A       27            s      3             22.5        290.9
Honda                  8         BF8DK2 SHD         $3,749     4c      222        2     6A       42.0        s        3             18.5        317.0
Mercury                8         M                            $3,157     4c      209        2     6A       38.0         s      3             20.7        144.4
Mercury                8         M lite                      $2,113     2c      169        2     -           26                        0             306.1      225.5
Suzuki                  8         DF8AS                   $3,259     4c      208        2     6A       39.5        s        3            17.6        196.0
Tohatsu                8         MFS8A3 S              $3,080     4c      209        2     6A       37.0         s      3             20.0        296.4
Tohatsu                8         M8B S                    $2,040     2c      169        2     -           26                        1             220.9      377.3
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Make                       HP             Model                    RRP    4-stroke               Cylinders  Weight                      ABM      Emiss        Emiss.
                                                                                2-stroke Capacity                        (Kg) Green*                  Star   HC+NOX            CO 
                                                                                Carb/Inject (cc’s) Amp/hr  Compliant Rating                (g/kw/hr)(g/kw/hr)

Notes: Shaft length - representative models shown use the following convention where
possible. Up to 10hp, short shaft. 10hp to 150hp, long shaft. Over 150hp, extra long
shaft. Up to 18hp, tiller steer. 20hp and over - forward steer. Readers are advised to
make sure they check the latest prices with their local dealers, before making a purchase
decision - and please note, freight costs will vary according to the location of the dealer. 

*Where the s confirms the
outboard meets the proposed
Australian Emissions Standards;
see www.blueskyalliance.com.au
for more details. 



Yamaha               8          F8FMHS                $2,979     4c      212        1     6A       40            s      3             20.4        288.3
Evinrude              9.8       E10RG4                 $3,000     4c      209        2     6A       37            s      3             20.7        144.4
Suzuki                  9.9       DT9.9S                  $2,412     2c      284        2     2.5A    33                        0                         
Suzuki                  9.9       DF9.9S                  $3,443     4c      209        2     6A       37.0         s      3            17.6        196.0
Tohatsu                9.8       M9.8B S                 $2,188     2c      169        2     6.7A    26                        1             195.0      150.0
Tohatsu                9.8       MFS9.8A3 S          $3,147     4c      209        2     6A       37.0         s      3             20.0        296.4
Mercury M           9.9       M Super                 $2,150     2c      247        2     6A       41.0                     0             180.9      287.2
Mercury                9.9       M                            $2,971     2c      262        2     8A       35                        0             323.2      533.4
Mercury                9.9       M                            $3,350     4c      209        2     6A       38.1         s      3             20.7        144.4
Mercury               9.9       ELCommand Thrust     $4,448     4c      209        2     6A       43            s      3             20.7        144.4
Parsun                 9.8       T9.8BMS                $1,575     2c      169        2                 26.0                     0 
Parsun                 9.8       F9.8BMS                $2,095     4c      209       2                 38.0         s        3             13.6        104.2 
Yamaha               9.9       F9.9FMHS             $3,199     4c      212        2     6A       39.9         s      3            18.6        267.7
Yamaha premix    9.9       9.9FMHS               $2,709     2c      246        2     6A       36                        1             249.6      408.4
Honda                  10        BF10DK2              $3,899     4c      222        2     6A       42.0         s      3             18.5       317.0
Evinrude              15        E15RL4                  $3,540     4c      351        2     12A     52            s      3             18.4        150.7
Honda                  15        BF15D3 LHD         $4,299     4c      350        2     6A       46.5         s      3             15.5        172.6
Mercury                15        M L super               $2,232     2c      294        2     6A       42                        1             173.5      270.3
Mercury                15        ML                          $3,156     2c      262        2     6A       35                        0             323.2      533.4
Mercury                15        15ML                      $3,779     4c      351        2     11A     52\           s        3             18.4        150.7
Parsun                 15        T15BML 2C           $1,995     2c      246        2                 37.5                     0                           
Parsun                 15        F15BML 4CT         $2,750     4c      323        2                 51            s      3            16.0        221.3
Suzuki                  15        DT15S                   $2,679     2c      284        2     2.5A    33                        0                         
Suzuki                  15        DF15AS                 $3,918     4i       327        2     6A       44            s      3             17.1        59.9
Tohatsu                15        MFS15CL              $3,858     4c      351        2     12A     52.0         s      3             16.8        155.6
Tohatsu                15        M15D2 S               $2,601     2c      247        2     6.7A    37                        1             180.9      287.2
Yamaha premix    15       15FMHL                 $2,952    2c      246        2     6A       36                        1             249.6      408.4
Yamaha               15        F15CMHS              $3,869     4c      362        2     10A     50            s      3             22.3        229.0
Tohatsu                18        M18E2 S                $2,601     2c      294        2     6.7A    37                        1             173.5      270.3
Honda                  20        BF20DK2 SHD      $4,399     4c      350        2     6A       46.5         s      3             16.6        182.0
Mercury                20        20ML                      $4,575     4c      351        2     11A     53.0         s      3             18.4        150.7
Suzuki                  20        DF20AS                 $4,323     4i       327        2     6A       44.0         s        3             17.1        59.9
Tohatsu                20        MFS20CL              $4,114     4c      351        2     12A     52.0         s      3             16.8        155.6
Yamaha premix    20       20DMHL                $3,599     2c      395        2     6A       48                        1             201.9      200.4
Yamaha               20        F20BMHL              $4,749     4c      362        2     10A     53.7         s      3             14.6        311.1
Evinrude E-TEC    25       E25DTSL               $6,530     2di     576        2     56A     64.4         s      3             16.4        139.8
Mercury                25        ML EFI                   $5,390     4i       526        3     15A     71            s      3             14.9        279.4
Parsun                 25        T25BML                 $2,865     2c      496        2                 53                        0 
Parsun                 25        F25BML FES         $4,195     4i       498        2                 68            s      3             12.8        152.0
Suzuki                  25        DF25AS                 $5,364     4i       490        3     14A     62            s      3             16.5        34.0
Tohatsu                25        MFS25B (EFI) L    $5,312     4i       526        3     15A     82.5         s      3             16.1        226.3
Tohatsu                25        M25C3 L                $3,384     2c      429        2     6.7A    52                        1             160.7      194.0
Yamaha premix    25       25BMHL                 $3,456     2c      395        2     6A       48                        1             201.9      200.4
Yamaha               25        F25DETL               $5,709     4c      498        2     10A     79            s        3             14.6        230.5
Yamaha p.blend   25       NMHL                            $3,839     2c      395        2     6A       48                        1             201.9      200.4
Evinrude E-TEC    30       E30DTSL               $7,420     2di     576        2     56A     64.4         s      3             16.4        139.8
Honda                  30        BF30DK2 LHDT    $6,123     4c      552        3     10A     70.5         s      3             13.5        215.0
Mercury                30        EL GA EFI              $6,146     4i       526        3     15A     71            s      3             14.9        279.4
Mercury                30        MLH                       $3,235     2c      430        2     6A       48                        1             164.2      202.9
Parsun                 30        T30BML 2C           $2,895     2c      703        2                 75.1                     0 
Suzuki                  30        DF30AQHL            $5,966     4i       498        3     14A     71            s      3             16.5        34.0
Suzuki                  30        DT30L                    $3,290     2c      499        2     2.5A    57.5                     1                         
Tohatsu                30        MFS30B (EFI) L    $5,312     4i       526        3     15A     82.5         s      3             16.1        226.3
Tohatsu                30        M30A4 L                $3,384     2c      429        2     6.7A    52                        1             164.2      202.9
Yamaha premix    30       30HMHL                $3,500     2c      496        2     6A       54.5                     1             237.6      425.6
Yamaha p.blend   30       30DETOL               $6,229     2c      496        3     6A       66                        1             237.6      425.6
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Make                       HP             Model                    RRP    4-stroke               Cylinders  Weight                      ABM      Emiss        Emiss.
                                                                                2-stroke Capacity                        (Kg) Green*                  Star   HC+NOX            CO 
                                                                                Carb/Inject (cc’s) Amp/hr  Compliant Rating                (g/kw/hr)(g/kw/hr)



Yamaha               30        F30LHA                 $6,500     4i       747        3     16A     101          s      3            15.6        131.7
Evinrude E-TEC    40       E40DPGL              $9,660     2di     864        2     81A     109          s      3             15.2        66.5
Honda                  40        BF40DK2 LRTL     $7,899     4i       808        3     17A     98.0         s      3             13.2        74.5
Mercury                40        ML                          $7,245     4c      747        3     6A       93            s      3             13.0        185.4
Mercury                40        ELPTO                   $6,059     2c      644        2     18A     78                        1             142.2      192.3
Mercury                40        MHL Lite                $4,821    2c      697        3     11        69                        1             142.2      192.3
Mercury                40        ELPT EFI bf           $8,028     4i       995        4     18A     120          s      3             14.2        188.9
Parsun                 40        T40BML 2C           $3,495     2c      703        2                 75.1                     0                           
Suzuki                  40        DT40L                    $4,291     2c      696        2     18A     76.0                     1 
Suzuki                 40        DF40ATL               $7,815     4i       941        3     19A     104          s        3             14.6        73.7
Tohatsu                40        M40D2 L                $4,519     2c      697        3     11A     85                        1             153.0      150.0
Tohatsu                40        MSF40A                 tba           4i       856        3     21A     95            s      3             13.6        212.0
Tohatsu TLDI       40        MD40B EPTOL      $8,373     2di     697        3     23A     93.4         s      3             16.1        96.6
Yamaha premix    40       40XWTL                 $5,579     2c      703        2     6A       80.7                     1             196.6      364.8
Yamaha               40       40VETOL               $6,499     2c      698        3     6A       88                        1             167.5      329.7
Yamaha               40        F40FETL                $8,098     4i       747        3     15A     90.4         s      3             15.6        131.7
Evinrude E-TEC    50       E50DPL11             $10,250   2di     864        2     81A     109          s      3             15.2        66.5
Honda                  50        BF50DK2 LRTL     $9,049     4i       808        3     17A     98.0         s      3             13.3        99.1
Mercury                50        ELPTO                   $7,257     2c      967        3     16A     93                        1             140.1      411.0
Mercury                50        ELPT EFI               $8,290     4i       995        4     20A     112          s      3             14.2        188.9
Mercury               50        ELPTEFI (B.Ft)     $8,618     4i       995        4     20A     120          s      3             14.2        188.9
Suzuki                  50        DF50ATL               $8,893     4i       941        3     19A     104          s      3             14.6        73.7
Tohatsu                50        M50D2 EPTOL      $6,962     2c      697        3     11A     85                        1             167.8      387.0
Tohatsu               50       MSF50A                 tba           4i       856        3     21A     95            s      3             13.6        212.0
Tohatsu TLDI       50        MD50B EPTOL      $8,551     2di     697        3     23A     93.5         s      3             16.1        96.6
Yamaha premix    50       50HETL                 $6,949     2c      703        2     6A       87                        1             167.5      329.7
Yamaha               50       50HETOL               $7,699    2c      698        3     6A       86                        1             167.5      329.7
Yamaha               50        F50LHB                 $8,880     4i       996        4     17A     111           s      3             15.1        128.7
Evinrude E-TEC    60       E60DPGL              $11,240   2di     864        2     81A     109          s      3             13.4        66.5
Honda                  60        BF60AK1LRTL      $9,999     4i       998        3     18A     110          s      3             13.3        99.1
Mercury                60        ELPTO                   $7,624     2c      967        3     16        99.5                     1             140.1      411.0
Mercury               60        ELPTO C.Thrust      $8,188     2c      967        3     16A     109                      1             140.1      411.0
Mercury                60        ELPT EFI               $8,651     4i       995        4     20a      112          s      3             13.0        161.4
Mercury               60        ELPTEFI C.Thrust   $9,108     4i       995        4     20A     120          s      3             157.9      298.1
Parsun                 60        T60FEL                  $6,750     2c      1141      3     (tba)    119                      0 
Suzuki                  60        DF60ATL               $9,381     4i       941        3     19A     104          s      3             14.6        73.7
Tohatsu                60        M60C EPTOL        $8,995     2c      938        3     11A     115                      1             157.9      298.1
Tohatsu                60       BFT60A                 tba           4i       998        3     22A     110          s        3             13.3        99.1
Yamaha               60        F60CLB                 $8,600     4i       996        4     17A     111           s      3             15.1        128.7
Yamaha premix    60       E60HMHDL           $7,592     2c      849        3     6A       102                      1             168.2      319.4
Yamaha               60       60FETOL               $8,459     2c      849        3     6A       105                      1             168.2      319.4
Suzuki                  70        DF70ATL               $10,690   4i       1502      4     27A     156          s      3             12.4        60.3
Tohatsu                70        M70C EPTOL        $9,045     2c      938        3     11A     115                      1             151.4      291.2
Tohatsu TLDI       70        MD70B EPTOL     $11,994   2di     1267      3     23A     143          s      3             12.4        134.7
Yamaha               70       70BETOL               $8,959     2c      849        3     6A       105.5                   1             168.2      319.4
Yamaha               70        F70LA                    $10,412   4i       996        4     17A     118          s      3             11.2        108.0
Evinrude E-TEC    75       E75DPL11             $13,100   2di     1295      3     81A     145          s      3             12.3        69.8
Honda                  75        BF75DK2 LRTL     $11,999   4i       1497      4     35A     162          s      3             12.3        103.1
Mercury                75        ELPT EFI               $11,422   4i       2061      4     35A     163          s        3             11.8        170.0
Mercury                75        ELPTO                   $9,182     2c      1386      3     18A     138                      1             122.9      401.5
Mercury Opti        75       ELPT                      $9,777     2di     1526      3     60A     170          s      3             13.3        127.5
Parsun                 75        T75FEL                  $7,050     2c      1141      3               119                      0 
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Make                       HP             Model                    RRP    4-stroke    Cylinders Weight ABM  Emiss           Emiss.
                                                                                2-stroke Capacity                        (Kg) Green*                  Star   HC+NOX            CO 
                                                                                Carb/Inject (cc’s) Amp/hr  Compliant Rating                (g/kw/hr)(g/kw/hr)

Notes: Shaft length - representative models shown use the following convention where
possible. Up to 10hp, short shaft. 10hp to 150hp, long shaft. Over 150hp, extra long
shaft. Up to 18hp, tiller steer. 20hp and over - forward steer. Readers are advised to
make sure they check the latest prices with their local dealers, before making a purchase
decision - and please note, freight costs will vary according to the location of the dealer. 

*Where the s confirms the
outboard meets the proposed
Australian Emissions Standards;
see www.blueskyalliance.com.au
for more details. 



Tohatsu                75       BFT75A                  tba           4i       1496      4     35A     166          s        3             12.4        135.7
Honda                  80       BF80ALTRL           $12,499   41      1496      4     35A     165          s      3             12.3        103.1
Suzuki                  80       DF80ATL                $12,774   4i       1502      4     27A     155          s      3             12.4       60.3
Mercury                80       ELPT EFI               $12,151   4i       2061      4     35A     163          s      3             11.8        170.0
Yamaha               80       F80LA                    $12,116   4i       1596      4     25A     172          s      3             16.2        102.0
Evinrude E-TEC HO 90       E90HSL                 $17,610   2di     1726      V4   133A   167          s      3             12.8        122.8
Honda                  90       BF90DK2 LRTL     $12,999   4i       1496      4     35A     163          s      3             12.3        103.1
Mercury                90       ELPT EFI               $13,402   4i       2061      4     35A     163          s      3             11.8        170.0
Mercury                90       ELPTO                  $10,688   2c      1386      3     18A     138                      1             122.9      401.5
Parsun                 90       T90FEL                  $7,595     2c      1141      3     (tba)    119                      0 
Suzuki                  90       DF90ATL                $13,672   4i       1502      4     27A     155          s      3             12.4        60.3
Tohatsu                90       M90A EPTOL         $9,799     2c      1267      3     11A     135                      1             147.7      286.0
Tohatsu                90       BFT90A                  tba           4i       1496      4     35A     166          s        3             12.4        135.7
Tohatsu TLDI       90       MD90B EPTOL     $12,249   2di     1267      3     23A     143          s      3             12.4        134.7
Yamaha               90       90AETOL               $10,179   2c      1140      3     10A     122.5                   1             161.4      432.5
Yamaha               90       F90LA                    $13,152   4i       1596      4     25A     170          s        3             16.2        102.0
Honda                  100     BF100ALTRL         $13,499   4i       1496      4     35A     166          s      3             12.3        103.0
Suzuki                  100     DF100TL                $15,475   4i       2044      4     40A     182          s      3             13.9        56.0
Mercury                100     ELPT EFI               $14,252   4i       1732      4     50A     181          s      3             15.4        336.0
Yamaha               100     F100LA                  $13,928   4i       1596      4     25A     172          s      3             16.2        102.0
Evinrude E-TEC    115     E115DSL                $18,120   2di     1726      V4  133A   167          s      3             12.8        122.8
Honda                  115     BF115DK1XD        $15,499   4i       2354      4     40A     217          s      3             13.8        75.6
Mercury                115     ELPT EFI               $14,742   4i       1732      4     50        181          s      3             15.4        336.0
Mercury                115     ELPT EFI               $15,518   4i       2061      4     35A     163          s        3             11.8        170.0
Suzuki                  115     DF115TL                $15,999   4i       2044      4     40A     182          s      3             13.9        56.0
Tohatsu                115     M115A2 EPTOL     $12,314   2c      1768      4     27.5A  164                      1             199.6      150.0
Tohatsu                115     BFT115A                tba           4i       2354      4     40A     217          s        3             13.0       80.2
Tohatsu TLDI       115     MD115AB EPTOL    $15,849   2di     1768      4     40A     173          s      3             13.0        80.2
Yamaha               115     F115LB                  $15,199   4i       1832      4     35A     171          s      3             11.8        204.9
Evinrude E-TEC    130     E130DSL               $18,780   2di     1726      V4  133A   177          s      3             12.8        122.8
Yamaha               130     F130A                    $16,134   4i       1832      4     35A     171          s      3             11.8        204.9
Honda                  135     BF135A4 LD          $16,299   4i       2354      4     40A     217          s      3             13.8        75.6
Evinrude E-TEC HO135      135HSL                    $21,120   2di      2589       V4   133A    190           s        3              15.2         114.2
Mercury Verado     135     L                             $18,840   4i sc  1732      4     70A     231                      2             15.4        336.0
Mercury                135     L EFI                      $17,021   4i       2980      4     60A     206          s        3             13.8        115.2
Suzuki                  140     DF140ATL              $16,680   4i       2044      4     40A     179          s      3             13.9        56.0
Tohatsu                140     M140A2 EPTOL     $12,795   2c      1768      4     27.5A  164                      1             167.3      355.3
Evinrude E-TEC    150     E150DSL               $21,630   2di     2589      V6   133A   190          s      3             15.2        114.2
Evinrude E-TEC    150     E150DHSL             $22,690   2di     2589      V6  133A   190          s      3             15.2        114.2
Honda                  150     BF150K2 LD          $18,499   4i       2354      4     40A     217          s      3             13.8        75.6
Mercury                150     L EFI                      $19,379   4i       2980      4     60A     206          s      3             13.8        115.2
Mercury                150     PRO XS L              $17,314   2di     2507      V6   60A     195          s        3             14.2        107.6
Mercury Verado     150     L                             $20,460   4i sc  1732      4     70A     231                      2             15.4        336.0
Mercury                150     L                            $20,296   4i       2980      4     60A     206          s        3             14.5        160.1
Suzuki                  150     DF150TL                $19,753   4i       2867      4     44A     215          s      3             14.1        85.9
Tohatsu               150     BFT150A                tba           4i       2354      4     40A     220          s        3
Yamaha               150     F150LB                  $19,599   4i       2670      4     35A     223          s      3             14.4        140.2
Evinrude E-TEC    175     E175DPX1            $23,730   2di     2589      V6  133A   190          s      3             15.2        114.2
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Footnote: Readers are reminded that all the outboard data, and the prices Australian Boat Mags has published here, are as accurate as
we can make them at the time of going to press. The database is derived from various sources in Australia and overseas, and regularly
spot-checked for accuracy. We maintain the lists on a monthly basis, but from time to time, an ammendment will come in too late to make
the cut for the following issue, so the published prices and specs can be as much as 5-6 weeks behind the ‘street’ figures. Do Not Rely
On Them To Make A Purchase Decision! Always check with your local outboard dealer to get the latest ‘deal’, ‘package’ or price before
deciding which one to buy - and don’t forget to clarify whether the ‘price’ includes the propeller, throttle, gearshift and appropriate
cables, the engine gauges, and installation charges. 
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Make                       HP             Model                    RRP    4-stroke    Cylinders Weight ABM  Emiss           Emiss.
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Honda                  175     BF175 AK2XD      $21,749   4i       3471     4     60A     272          s      3            11.9        105.2
Mercury                175        175ProXS           $19,312   2di     3032      V6   60A     229          s        3             15.1        92.8
Mercury Verado     175        XL                       $21,367   4i sc  1732      4     70A     239                      2             12.1        278.8
Suzuki                  175         DF175TX            $22,244   4i       2867      4     44A     215          s      3             14.1        85.9
Yamaha               175         F175LA               $22,599   4i       2785      4     50A     219          s      3             11.0        169.9
Evinrude E-TEC    200        E200DPX            $25,380   2di     2589      V6  133A   190          s      3             15.2        114.2
Evinrude G-2        200HO   E200XH G2        $31,340   2di     3400      V6  133A   244          s      3             12.2        48.7
Honda                  200         BF200A6 XD      $23,749   4i       3471      V6   60A     272          s      3             11.9        105.2
Mercury Verado    200         L4                        $22,835   4i sc  1732      4     70A     239                      2            17.7        119.8
Mercury Verado     200        XL6                     $22,414   4i sc  2598      6     70A     294                      2             15.1        278.2
Mercury Verado     200 (Pro)L                          $23,107   4i sc  2598      6     70A     288                      2             18.6        124.2
Mercury Opti        200        XL                       $21,244   2di     3032      V6  60A     225          s      3             15.1        92.8
Suzuki                  200         DF200TX            $25,163   4i       3614      V6  54A     263          s      3             12.9        200.4
Suzuki                  200         DF200 ATX         $24,046   4i       2867      4     44A     215          s        3             14.1        85.9
Tohatsu                200         BFT200A            tba          4i      3471      V6   60A     270          s        3             11.9        105.2
Yamaha               200         LFL200XA          $23,216   4i       3352      V6  45A     274          s      3             12.7        199.9
Yamaha               200         F200XB              $23,999   4i       2785      4     50A     227          s      3             7.4          196.6
Evinrude G-2        225        E225X G2           $32,150   2di     3279      V6   133A   253          s      3             11.9        46.7
Evinrude G-2        225HO   E225XH G2        $33,050   2di     3279      V6º  133A   244          s      3             12.6        57.5
Honda                  225         BF225AK2 XD    $26,249   4i       3471      V6   60A     272          s        3             11.9        105.2
Mercury Opti        225        XL PRO XS        $24,460   2di     3032      V6   60A     229          s      3             15.1       92.8
Mercury Verado     225        XL                       $25,428  4i sc  2598      V6   46A     303                 2            18.6        124.2
Suzuki                  225         DF225TXX          $26,799   4i       3614      V6   54A     263          s      3             12.9        200.4
Tohatsu                225         BFT225A            tba          4i      3471      V6   60A     270          s        3
Yamaha               225         LF225XCA          $25,797   4i       4169      V6   70A     253          s      3             10.4        219.8
Evinrude G-2        250        E250X                $34,680   2di     3442      V6   133A   253          s      3             11.9        46.7
Evinrude G2         250HO   E250X                 $35,490   2di     3400      V6   133A   253          s        3             12.2        48.7
Honda                  250         BF250AXD         $28,740   4i       3583      V6   60A     272          s      3             13.2        91.7
Mercury Opti        250        250 XL PRO XS $27,428   2di    3032      V6   60A     229          s      3             15.1        92.8
Mercury Verado     250        XL                       $28,501   4i sc 2598      V6   46A     303                      2             18.6        124.2
Mercury Verado     250        XLPRO               $30,720   4i sc 2598      V6   46A     303                      2             18.6        124.2
Suzuki                  250         DF250TX            $28,102   4i      3614      V6   54A     263          s      3             12.9        200.4
Suzuki                  250SS    DF250APX         $30,018   4i      4028     V6   54A     274          s      3             12.9        200.4
Tohatsu                250         BFT250A            tba           4i      3471      V6   60A     284          s        3
Yamaha               250         F250XCA            $28,776  4i      4169      V6   70A     253          s      3             10.4        219.8
Evinrude G-2       300         E300XU              $39,920   2di     3400      V6 133A     258          s        3             12.6        57.5 
Mercury Verado     300        XL PRO              $32,838   4i sc 2598      V6 133A     303                      2             15.1        278.8
Mercury Verado     300        XL                       $32,529   4i sc 2598      V6   46A     303                      2             18.6        124.2
Suzuki                  300         DF300APX         $33,912   4i      4028      V6  54A     274          s      3             12.9        200.4
Yamaha               300         F300XA              $31,578   4i      4169      V6  70A     253          s      3             10.4        219.8
Mercury                350         XL                       $37,264   4i sc 2598      V6  50A     365                      2             18.6        124.2
Yamaha               350         FL350XCB          $40,110   4i      5330      V8  50A     365          s      3             9.2          216.1
Mercury                400         R XL                   $40,990   4i sc 2598      V6  50A     365                      2             18.6        124.2F

Footnote: All prices are correct as at 12/6/16 with the exception of Tohatsu who declined to advise up to date
prices. If this situation persists, we’ll check them manually asap. 
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Make                       HP             Model                    RRP    4-stroke               Cylinders  Weight                      ABM      Emiss        Emiss.
                                                                                2-stroke Capacity                        (Kg) Green*                  Star   HC+NOX            CO 
                                                                                Carb/Inject (cc’s) Amp/hr  Compliant Rating                (g/kw/hr)(g/kw/hr)

Notes: Shaft length - representative models shown use the following convention where
possible. Up to 10hp, short shaft. 10hp to 150hp, long shaft. Over 150hp, extra long
shaft. Up to 18hp, tiller steer. 20hp and over - forward steer. Readers are advised to
make sure they check the latest prices with their local dealers, before making a purchase
decision - and please note, freight costs will vary according to the location of the dealer. 

*Where the s confirms the
outboard meets the proposed
Australian Emissions Standards;
see www.blueskyalliance.com.au
for more details. 



The AB Web Site - Home Ot The AB SEA Library & Definitely Worth Checking Out



What the. . ! 
Compared to a printed mag like the old

F&B, reading AB on a screen does take a
couple of issues to get used to.

About 3-6 Issues, Usually

We totally get it. So here’s a solution:

If you have a mate or relative who used to get F&B or the printed
Boatmag, we’ll give them a FREE issue of Australian Boating (AB)
to get them started, then SIX issues for $12 to help them adjust to

reading AB on a tablet, PC or one of the new ‘smart’ phones.  

How? Easy - just phone Mary on (07) 5502 8233 or email her
on subs@ausboatmags.com.au with the recipient’s full name
and email address - and she’ll do the rest, starting the very next

issue for them.  

AB
Australian Boating

� The Latest (GREEN) Outboard Prices & Specs Database

AB May #234  AUD $11.95

WHAT TO EXPECT:
MMaakkiinngg  TThhee 

TToopp  EEnndd  DDrreeaamm
AA  RReeaalliittyy

The FACTS:
TORQEEDO Electric Outboards Get Serious

� The Latest (GREEN) Outboard Prices & Specs Database

� Haines Hunter’s
Renewed Focus on
Family Boating

� MMoorree  DIY Reports
FFrroomm  AAllll  OOvveerr
AAuussttrraalliiaa

� New, Sweet Mercury 
8 & 9.9hp FourStroke
Portable Outboards

� Multihulls & Foils
- The New Frontier

AB
Australian Boating

AB July 2016 #236 AUD $11.95
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MakoCraft 5.4 Hardtop Cat
Emerges . . .

. . With Single or Twin Engine Options

Narva’s Awesome New Marine
FLOODLIGHT

� The Latest (GREEN) Outboard Prices & Specs Database

� Aaron Previews The 2016
Lure & Fly Show

� More From 
The Cybernet!

� History On Display
At SA’s ‘Aquafest’

� Riviera’s Gala
Festival & Their
New 4800 Sports
Yacht

AB
Australian Boating

AB June 2016 #235 AUD $11.95

OOuurr  PPrroouudd  SSaaiilliinngg  TTeeaammss::  

““WWee’’rree  RReeaaddyy  FFoorr  RRiioo!!””
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          ABM’s        trailerboatfisherman
AB’s monthly trailer boating & fishing section 

P-96

P-80

P-107

P-120

P-112

October  2016
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AB   FIELD   TEST

BBuuccccaanneeeerr
660055  EExxeessss

Can’t say we were surprised. Kiwi boatbuilders are good. Damn good,
actually. Whether it is in ‘glass or ally, they always seem to come up

trumps with boats that do the job, and do it really well. This is a good
example - just take a look at this pic. Note the ally trailer with load

sharing suspension. The smooth, sleek lines. Admire the s.s. bows in
the excellent canopy, and the integration of the rod rack.  .  . the

anchor locker . . . everything is just right. There’s nothing to fix, buy
or bolt-on - just turn the key, and go boating . . the Bucaneer way. 

Ten out of ten, no less. 



Black Pearl, Fi-Glass, etc., have long
been established in New Zealand, along
with some of the world’s best custom
composite craft built for wealthy game
fishermen and cruising boat owners.
Kiwi boatbuilding in any material is
invariably a very high standard, so we
were expecting good things from this
month’s test of the Buccaneer 605
Exess cuddy cabin trailer boat. (Over)

It’s been quite a while since we had the
opportunity of testing one of New
Zealand’s top GRP trailerboats. The
Kiwis make a whole raft of very well built
plate aluminium boats, and brands such
as Surtees, Extreme, Mclay, White
Pointer, Stabicraft, etc, are often as well
known in Australia as many local
brands. Kiwi fibreglass boat building
brands such as Rayglass, Buccsneer,
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We were not disappointed. Beautifully set up by
Whitewater Marine here on the Gold Coast with a
150hp Evinrude, it turned out to be everything
one could expect in a 19 footer – and then some.

Design
As you can see in the accompanying

photographs, the 605 Exess follows familiar lines,
based around two berths in the cabin, helmsman
and passenger seats on GRP boxes, a really
nicely laid out cockpit with the movable rear
lounge on a clever GRP seat box.

The transom area has been well designed. It
offers good access to the cockpit (and back to
the ground or water) with a folding ladder cleverly
built in to the mini platforms on either side of the
outboard; carefully positioned lockers to port and
starboard for the live bait tank and spare locker
(for fenders, cold drinks, bait) and a nicely
moulded ‘drop’ in the transom wall to facilitate the
crew crossing in and out of the cockpit over the
transom.

Storage abounds – with excellent side lockers
for life jackets etc., complete with rod racks for
convenience. 

Moving forward to the helm, the port side
passenger seat is a back-to-back arrangement
over another GRP locker, whereas the helmsman
has a single chair (on another locker) that is
adjustable for and aft.  The helm arrangement is
straight forward, but well done, with well placed
instruments and the throttle/gearshift

arrangement.
Externally it’s sleek with nicely rounded edges

(literally) and looks very much like a 2016
arrangement – sleek, not to say sexy, and very
today.

Construction and Finish
This is definitely the Buccaneer’s strong suit.

It’s one of the best built GRP boats the writer has
seen in years. In its core, there is an inner liner
stretching from the transom through to the stem,
and it is, quite frankly, almost a work of art. Sure,
we have seen plenty of inner liner mouldings
before, but students of boatbuilding should study
the flawless workmanship the Buccaneer R&D
people have achieved with this inner moulding.
The end result is a boat that will still be beautiful
in decades to come, easily cleaned and kept in
pristine condition for years, especially if it’s given
the occasional buff and fibreglass polish.

But it’s more than just style – the Buccaneer
605 uses injection foaming between the inner
liner and the hull, pouring foam flotation between
them to create an extremely strong bond,
insulation against noise and a degree of rigidity
that will stand this boat in good stead for years to
come.

Of particular note to the writer was the extremely
high level of finish in the little things – the
recessed grab rails, the laid teak strip on the
coaming, the way everything in GRP was
beautifully radiused so there are no hard edges at all.
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Performance and Handling
No surprises here – the 150hp Evinrude took

off like a scalded cat, and jumped onto plane
within two boat lengths, and went on to record a
top speed of 40.1 knots, (that’s nearly 60 k/ph)
and certainly enough for family boating, or to
handle social or even serious waterskiing, and
very useful offshore when the Buccaneer is taken
out with two or three keen fishos and all their
tackle and gear. 

In truth, I have no doubt whatsoever the power
could be pulled back to 115hp, and the boat
would still perform beautifully, especially if there
was only a couple going boating with no interest
in skiing or tubing. This would still deliver 30+
knots on its ear, and for many people, that’s more
than enough. And this is almost entirely due to
the ‘plank’ running along the bottom of this vee-
bottomed hull which is the main reason this rig
planes so easily – and runs so economically.
(Check the pic of the transom – it’s easy to see
the running ‘plank’).

Note the performance tabulation here-in, and

observe that at its sweet spot (3,800 rpm) it was
only using 25.4 L per hour for a slippery 27.9
nautical miles of performance – and that is very
economical boating.

Application
In two words: family boating! The Buccaneer

605 has mum, dad and a couple of kids written
all over it. It’s safe, flexible, fast, and suitable for
just about every water-born activity you can think
of, but especially just anchoring off that quiet little
beach and setting up the picnic either in the boat
or on the sandy beach.

I also liked it for multi-function (lake, inshore,
offshore) fishing, and whilst it’s family orientation
is patently obvious, it’s also a very useful fishing
rig with the rear lounge GRP locker becoming the
icebox. It has an extremely good, deep and fully
plumbed live bait tank, the teak capped
coamings, and heaps of storage for all the stuff
one needs for a serious fishing trip out on the
blue water.

Again, make no mistake – it might have a
family-first ranking, but it is easily capable of
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Cockpit set-up is gorgeous for families
and fun tow sports like tubing and wake
boarding - but it can be stripped back in

minutes to create a red hot fishing
cockpit - especially as the lift-out tow
pole can be swapped for a bait board.

Flexibility is the name of the game today
- and the Buccaneer 605 is definitely

very “fit for purpose!” 
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safely running wide to the offshore reefs, and
would be very pleasant trolling for pelagics out
and back.

Conclusion
With a rec. retail around $80K (as maxi-

packaged here) the Buccaneer 605 is at the
higher end of the price spectrum for craft of this
size, but it is still extremely good value and
competitive with the local GRP players such as
Cruise Craft, Signature, et al.

Of interest, Whitewater Marine’s Clinton White
was keen to explain how this could be packaged
right down into the low $60s, by backing down on
some of the test boat’s features and fittings. 

For example, it had a beautifully designed and
built stainless steel bowed canopy (see pic)
which was worth heaps and could be done for
less money in other materials . . . And the 150hp
outboard could be pared back to 115hp, and still
offer exciting performance – and in New Zealand,
the Buccaneer 605 is commonly sold with a
single 90hp installation. I wouldn’t recommend
that for general family use, but it could be a very
clever way of building up a beautiful 6.0m boat
for a retired couple who were quite happy with 24

to 26 knot performance. 
So there are lots of options here, and clearly,

the best way to explore them is to give Clint a
ring, please mention our thoughts on the craft,
and he’ll be only too happy to come up with a
very personally packaged Buccaneer 605 price
structure.
AB
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         Fuel Consumption          Performance Data
R/Min            L/ph       G/PH         Nm/litre    Knots      Kms     Range
1,000              2.3         0.50             1.73          4.0          7.4          273
1,500               4.5         0.98             1.75          7.9         14.6         275
2,000              9.0         1.97             0.97          8.8         16.3         153
2,500              16.0        3.50             0.61          9.6         17.7          94
3,000             19.7        4.31             1.09         21.5        39.8         109
3,500              23.1        5.05             1.04         24.2        44.8         164
3,800             25.4        5.56             1.09         27.9        51.6         179
4,000             30.3        6.63             0.96         29.1        53.8         151
4,500              37.3        8.16             0.87         32.6        60.3         155
5,000             49.4        10.8             0.74         36.8        68.1         117
5,500 WOT     59.4        13.0             0.67         40.1        74.2         106
Propeller            3 Blade stainless steel 15P Viper 
Range: Nautical Miles, Based on 95% of the 165L tank  ie 157 litres

Buccaneer 605 Exess / 150 hp Evinrude V-6 2-Stroke

Buccaneer 605 Specifications
L.O.A.                                                        6.460 m
Hull Length                                              6.050 m
Beam                                                        2.290 m
Deadrise                                                  22.5 deg
Bunk Length                                            1.920 m
Fuel Capacity                                              165 L
Hull Weight                                                960 kg
Total on road weight                               1670 kg
Max hp                                                        200 hp
Max engine weight                                    239 kg
Price as tested                 $82,990.00 Tow Away
Base model, E-Tec 115    $69,990.00 Tow Away 
Full fibreglass construction and foam filled built to
NZ boat building standard and NZ Coast Guard
Approved.Buccaneer Boats have been built in
Hamilton NZ for over 40 years.



Make no mistake about this – it’s the
engineering of the ribs (the “pressing” of the
ribs against the sheets of ally) that provides
the structural strength in these small craft,
and by definition, if the welding and
engineering is not up to par, then the
consequences can be fairly dire. 

However, let it also be noted that Australia
leads the world in the way we manufacture
tinnies from really light aluminium sheets,
and structural failures are remarkably few and
far between.

Engine Selection
When tinnies do fail, it’s usually for a

number of fairly obvious reasons. For
example, grossly overloading a tinny can
have a detrimental affect on the floor under
the pressed ribs, and apply oppressive
pressure to the welds on the structure. 

Given that aluminium is wonderfully
malleable, this same characteristic can work
against it being heavily overloaded especially
if it’s done in such a way that the load is
simply put on to the bottom of the boat.

However, this is so obviously stupid, even
the most naïve boatowner quickly realises
that there might be a good reason for that big
dimple or ripple that’s emerged under his
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P-2 4.3 Tinny: THE OUTBOARDS

Last month, we took a long and careful look
at the very wide range of craft available in

the 4.2/4.4m class, focussing on 4.3, but
without being naively locked into a
mathematical figure ie, if the right 4.4 came
along with the needed attributes, we’d just as
happily look at that as we would a 4.2.

Coincident with our study of  boats in this
class, we paid a lengthy visit to the Brisbane
Boat Show, just to make sure that we were on
the pace with the available range of craft, and
can happily report that we didn’t find any
surprises, or craft that took our breath away.

There are good reasons for this of course,
not least of which is the serious limitations
imposed on any designer having to work with
the pressed tinny concept. This is the type of
construction Australians have pioneered,
where aluminium ribs are literally pressed
into and up against wobbly thin sheets of
aluminium that might only be 1.2mm thick on
the topsides and maybe 1.66m on the bottom.
Without the ribs to support them and provide
the structural strength, the craft would be
ridiculously floppy and quite useless in the
water.

Introducing the first of several reports we’re going to publish about
one of the biggest selling classes of boats in Australia – 4.3m open
boats. AB is going to purchase a new 4.3m boat to embrace tinny
fishing, exploring, swimming, diving and relaxing along the East

Coast of Australia. Buying another 4.3m tinny has presented a new
series of challenges. Join us on our journey through tinny land, as

we make one of the toughest decisions in the market. 

Part 2 Of Our 2016-17 Challenge:

Setting Up The Best
4.2-4.4m Tinny Combo
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Above: F&B’s reknown skipper Ruth Cunningham at the helm of the Stacer with the Honda 40
4-stroke on the transom, and (below) the 30 hp Mercury 4-stroke.  The Stacer 429 was the perfect
‘mule’ or test bed for the series of engines we trialled between 2007- 2010. Ruth went back to the
chandlery world in 2013, but with partner Gordon Richmond, remains close to the AB team. 



foot, and it doesn’t take too long even for youngsters
to work out the strengths – and the weaknesses - of
the pressed tinny format. 

A more serious problem with tinnies of this kind, is
that they are frequently overpowered, and thus
generate hull forces and stresses that exceed the
boat’s engineered capacity to withstand such stress
and pressure.

Put in a very simple perspective, if you put a 60hp
outboard on a boat rated for 20, the most obvious
thing that will happen is that the boat will be driven
through the water with much greater force than it was
designed to deal with; hitting the water at high speed
(or at speeds in excess of the tinny’s ability to cope)
is not that much different from driving the tinny into
a brick wall.

One of the other problems concerning
overpowering is the little known and understood
impact of the tinny twisting or ‘wracking’ under the
additional pressure or force of the big outboard.

Even experienced tinny owners are rarely aware of
the wracking factor in their tinnies, because it’s only
seen in a physical sense fairly rarely – again, usually
when the boat is working in a following sea that is
probably too much for the tinny’s safe use.

On a number of occasions, the writer has (under
test circumstances, with a powerful camera boat
standing by), deliberately driven tinnies downhill or
before the sea, pushing the boat into the back of the
subsequent wave so hard the tinny almost came to a
stop. When that happens, it’s quite easy to see how
the “ripple” of the wave pressure, literally runs down
each side of the boat.

On one particular occasion we were doing this, we
were trying to figure out how we could capture it on
film, and although we could repeat it fairly easily, it
proved to be one of those issues that remain as a
challenge for the cameramen amongst us, mainly
because the conditions you need to film this affect,
are usually so rough and wet, it’s a diabolical
situation for a cameraman to work – and keep the
camera dry and focussed!

Nevertheless, it does happen and we’ll keep trying
to capture this affect on film so that we can share it
with our readers, so owners can more easily
understand why it’s so important to balance the new
rig with the right horsepower on the transom, and to
ensure the chosen engine is not overly heavy.

Tinnies are incredibly durable, practical, easy to
handle and immensely safe boats, but nevertheless
they are still boats, and you’re still working in a
seaway – and it behoves the good skipper to treat the
sea with the respect it deserves, especially

acknowledging that tinnies are actually very small
boats to use in a seaway.

This is one of the reasons why the writer is
pedantic about the choice of hull shapes – I’ll forever
believe that the ‘properly’ formed dinghy shape with
a pointy bow, a proper forefoot and a nicely shaped
hull is a better option than the more trendy vee-
bowed punt style boat with the million and one
variations of curved or rolling chines. 

These boats are all fine in flat water, and they can
be designed in such a way that they do provide a
genuine boost in the safety department if anglers are
going to stand on casting platforms in these small
craft. This shape does allow the designer to carry the
boat’s hull shape a long way further forward so the
angler standing on the casting platform actually has a
reasonable amount of boat underneath him, providing
the necessary buoyancy (read: “stability”).

This of course is in pure conflict with the best hull
shape for rough water – again, the traditional dinghy
shape wins hands down, especially if it’s been
designed properly with sufficient shape and strength
in the shoulders to provide the necessary lift whether
the boat is driven head on into the sea and the choppy
conditions, or is running away or ‘before’ the sea.
Many would argue this is a more difficult
circumstance for small craft. 

At this point, when the dinghy is running downhill
in the sort of chop that can easily spring up at
Westernport, Port Phillip, Pittwater, Moreton Bay etc,
it’s terribly important to make sure the boat is able to
provide the spring-back buoyancy needed should the
boat be driven too far into the wave ahead of the
boat. And when the choppy water is seriously rising
to small wavelets breaking on the top, it’s even more
important that the boat’s shoulders provide sufficient
lift to make sure the bow rises to the wave, rather
than just ploughs straight through it.

We’ll have a look at some of the handling issues in
Part Three of this series next month. 

Suffice to say here that obtaining a balanced power
unit for the selected boat is critical to the whole
process.

Choosing The Engine
Well, if we thought choosing the boat was going to

be hard, selecting an engine is even harder.
Fortunately, AB publishes Australia’s only outboard

database which shows the complete range of
available 30-50hp outboards. Once again, we pay
tribute to the excellent work of AB’s Gary Fooks in
maintaining this invaluable database. 

Although it looks the same each month, in fact as
the keystroke operator, I’m here to vouch that there’s
scarcely a month that goes by when we haven’t
changed a couple of dozen figures. The changes tend
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to come in waves from all the manufacturers as the
Aussie dollar changes its relative value. But it’s up-
dated every month, and accurate within 2 or 3 weeks,
so this provides us with a wonderful resource for this
month’s debate:  Which is the best outboard engine
for a 4.3m tinny?

In order to get a little closer to the target here,
we’re going to put ourselves back into the picture as
buyers, because we are not that different to our
readers, in that what we want to do with the craft is
virtually identical, albeit we’ll do it (hopefully) more
often than our readers and in many cases, on a
professional basis ie, travelling to places to prepare
reports utilising said craft. 

This is terrific because it brings the boat’s usage
over a 12 month period up to anybody else’s work
over 3-5 years, so we can accelerate the learning
curve involved. 

Back to square one – choosing the engine still
raises all the same sorts of issues our readers have to
consider.

The Price
We know that we all have to be concerned about

the environment and we all want to do our bit to
enhance the environment rather than spoil it.

Right up front readers have to make one of the
most fundamental decisions about a matter

confronting us all; are we prepared to pay more
money to get a greener, cleaner outboard motor? 

Disappointingly, this is the first off, fundamental
question. Like everybody else, we’re hurting about
$$$ too, and note with some alarm that according to
the AB database, the cleanest and greenest engines in
these categories are a great deal more expensive –
and by a considerable margin in some of the
brackets.

This really sticks the knife in, doesn’t it? 
On the one hand, we all want to do the right thing,

but on the other hand, if it’s going to cost $3,000-
$4,000 more to buy a clean, green 4-stroke outboard
compared to a 2-stroke “dirty” outboard, then the
issue becomes more than a little confused and
depressing.

30hp Class
In the 30hp class, the Evinrude 30 is currently the

most expensive at $7,420, Honda BF30 is the
‘cleanest’ and $6,123 and whilst the Parsun T30 2-
stroke is just $2,895, several other old-style 30hp
2-strokes are down there, too. 

The Suzuki DT30L has been brought back into the
market to compete with the Parsun at $3,290,
alongside the good old Yamaha 30 Premix Classic
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Few would disagree that the Yamaha tiller arm
set an entirely new standard when it was first

introduced - and remains the benchmark for
ergonomic excellence to this day.

Continued Over Merc spread, on Page 98
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          HP / kW     30 / 22.5

 Displacement     26.3 / 430

         (CID/CC)

Cylinder Config     I-2

Full throttle RPM      4750-5500

 Fuel induction      Loopcharged 

                             (1 carb)

           Starting      Electric, Manual

          Steering      RemoteTiller

    Shaft length      15" / 381 mm 

                             20" / 508 mm

Gearcase ratio      1.92:1

      Dry weight      51 kg *Lightest model 

Emissions Star      1

             Rating

Bore and stroke    68 x 59 mm

 Trim positions      5

    Oil Injection      Pre-mix

Choosing The Best 4.2-  

Mercury 30hp 2-stroke

Footnote: 

This pair of Mercury 30’s really sums up the dilemma facing
would-be tinny buyers - and the hundreds of existing owners
contemplating a new outboard for their trusty tinny. 

On the left, weighing in at 51kg, and costing around $3,235 r.r. the
long serving, ultra-reliable Merc 30 2-stroke has powered thousands
of tinnies for decades. It would  be a brave (or very stupid) man who
could say that this outboard is ‘no good’ anymore. Old technology?
Sure - but value for money? Outstanding - especially for fixed income
or self funded retirees who might do 60-90 hours p.a. in local waters.
Only one star for its poor 164.2 gm/hr noxious emissions output. But
it is considerably lighter than its 4-stroke cousin, and will offer the
same or better performance - especially one-up. 

On the right, weighing in at hefty 78kg, and costing around $6,146
r.r. the ultra smooth, amazingly quiet, supremely engineered, fuel
injected Mercury 30 Fourstroke. Three stars for its clean 14.9gm/hr
noxious emissions output. Obviously, miles ‘cleaner’ operation. 

In the end, we all have to make the basic decision: Can we afford,
or justify, the greatly increased cost of the environmentally friendly
outboards? Importantly, too - keep firmly in mind that we probably
won’t have a choice sometime late in 2017, when these affordable,
albeit smokey 2-strokes will no longer be sold in Australia. Decision
time is coming sooner than many expect. (-PW)
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           HP / kW    30 / 22.4

     Engine type     Inline 3

   Displacement     32.1 / 526 (CID/CC)

      Full throttle     5250-6250

  Fuel induction     2 valves per 

             system     cylinder, single 

                             overhead cam 

Alternator amp     15 amp / 186 watt

               / Watt

    Recom. fuel     87% octane / up to 

                             10% ethanol

       Recom. oil     Mercury FourStroke 

                             Oil 10W-30

             Engine    Low oil pressure

         protection     Over-rev

           operator     Overheat

warning system    Sensor failure

            Starting     Electric (turn-key)

                             Manual

           Steering     RemoteTiller

     Shaft length     15" / 381 mm

                             20" / 508 mm

 Gearcase ratio     1.92:1

       Dry weight    172 lbs / 78 kg*

*Lightest model    available

Emissions Star     3

  Bore & stroke     2.40 x 2.36"/ 61x60 mm

             Ignition     CDI w/electronic 

                             spark advance

     Fuel system    Electronic Fuel 

                             Injection (EFI)

Cooling system     Water-cooled with 

                             thermostat

     Trim system    Gas assist Power 

                             Trim

 4.4m Tinny Outboard

Mercury 30hp FourStroke



Continued Over Merc spread, on Page 98

which is still only $3,500. 
That’s a huge cash difference between the ‘top’ of

the market Evinrude and the entry level Parsun 30,
and it makes the whole issue very hard to handle,
doesn’t it? 

Are these old-style 2-strokes really going to
damage your local waterway? Are the 2-strokes
we’ve all used for decades, that bad? 

By definition, these old-style 2-strokes are all
“dirty” engines, with the Yammy 30hp pre-mix
producing 237.6 grams of toxic emissions, compared
to the 30hp 4-stroke Honda that only produces 13.5
grams. Again this is an enormous difference, and
points the way that we’ll be going in the long term
future.  

Another significant factor in the purchase equation
is the vital issue of the outboard engine’s weight on
the transom, and there is no doubt about it: the lighter
the better by every measure ie performance, handling
and safety.  

The lightest engine in this class is the Mercury EL
Light which at 48kg, is much lighter than all the
others, and it’s also one of the cheapest at $3,235 rec.
retail. 

Compare this to the top of the line Yamaha 30 4-
stroke, which weighs in at 99.6kg, and costs a
healthy $6,229.

With this much scope in the difference between the
top and bottom  outboards in just the 30hp class, no
wonder people are getting a headache trying to figure
out what they should do.

40hp Class
It doesn’t get much easier in the 40’s either. The

lightest here is again from Mercury, the MHL Light
which only weighs 69kg, for a 2-stroke 3 cylinder
40hp outboard. 

The heaviest in the 40hp class, funnily enough, is
also from Mercury, the ELPT Bigfoot which weighs
in at 120kg, although technically, it shouldn’t really
be considered in this equation because you’d never
put this type of outboard on a 4.3m tinny. 

Nevertheless, the next heaviest engine is the
surprisingly heavy Evinrude E40D which is a direct
injected 2-stroke engine which weighs 109kg with a
rec. retail of $9,660. Suzuki is close behind with its
40hp 4-stroke which weighs 104kg, and costs $7,815,  

Once again, we have the same amazing break in
cost structure – the 2-stroke T40 Parsun outboard
costs $3,495, compared to the Evinrude E-TEC 40
that will need a cheque for $9,660 – and no, your
eyes aren’t deceiving you: that’s $6,165  dollars
difference between the top and bottom of the 40hp

class! 
Of interest, and not in the AB database yet (we only

list outboards that are here, in stock and on sale) is the
all new 40hp EFi Parsun 3 cylinder OHC 4-stroke,
where the 20” model with trim ’n tilt is 102kg. 

Whilst the price won’t be confirmed until the ship
arrives in November, it is expected to be under the the
current ‘best buy’ Mercury  4-stroke 40 which is
$7,245. 

Just how much less it will be is anyone’s guess at
the moment, as it depends on so many currency
factors (as much as anything) but Parsun importer
Garry Baikovas is a hard-headed business man who
has built up the Parsun brand to be one of the biggest
in Australia now, so it’s hard to see him bringing in 4-
strokes more expensive than his competition,
especially as it will be primarily sold through the 130
BCF stores right across Australia. 

50hp Class
To complete this head spinning debate, let’s move

up to the 50hp class where we find the Mercury ELP,
EFI 4-stroke clinches the heavyweight division at
112kg, closely followed by the Yamaha F50 at 111kg,
then the Evinrude E50 at 109kg, with  – there’s not a
lot between these outboards, is there? 

Well, unless you go back to the 2-stroke 50’s when
we’ll find that Tohatsu produced the lightest 50hp
outboard at 85kg, closely followed by a couple of 2-
stroke Yamahas and the ELPTO Mercury 50 at 93kg.
Again typically, we find the gap is considerable
between the most expensive and the cheapest, but not
as much as it is in the 40’s because Parsun do not
(yet) have a 50hp engine to bring the prices down
from the rest of them. 

Here, in the 50’s, Evinrude take the mantle as the
most expensive at $10,250, whilst Yamaha’s 2-stroke
pre-mix 50 is the cheapest at $6,949.

At this point it’s probably worth reminding
readers that these prices are, of necessity, the

recommended retails.
Readers will do quite a lot better than the figures

we’ve shown, by thumping cash down on the table in
front of the dealer two or three days before the end of
the month, when the poor bugger is wondering how
on earth he’s going to clean up his floor plan, make
the interest payments to the Bank and file his BAS
return. 

Trust me, you can do much better business at the
very end of the month than you can at the beginning.
However, that will apply right across the boards to
everybody, so by using the AB database as the
benchmark, you can achieve the perspective and
parity that you need between the different outboards,
before going off to put your money on the table. 
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There is no shortage
of ally boat builders
and fabricators in
Australia, but very
few have anything
like Alf Stessl’s 40
years’ experience in
this exacting field. 
Even fewer have made the
impact on our standards of
ally building, welding and
boat design that he has -
and he’s still leading the
industry with innovative,
practical designs that reflect
his innate knowledge of
what Australian fishermen
want in their new craft. 

Based in Geelong, Alf
Stessl and his team of
highly skilled fabricators
are building an exceptional
range of high-tech
monohulls, in a huge
variety of styles and
configurations. No ally
trailerboat job is too small
(they have a terrific range
of roof-toppers for 4WD,
RV and caravan owners)
or too complex for this
exceptional team. 

Master Class Innovation

mako craft
52-54 Nobility Street, MOOLAP, Vic 3224

Phone  03 5248 0622 Fax   03 5248 0044  E-mail  stesslboats@bigpond.com

FRENZY
445  485  520  

Canyon
Runner 560  
With models ranging
from 5.20m - 7.6m,
the Mako Canyon
Runners can  be
built to the
customer’s exact
requirements, with
virtual custom
building a speciality. 

ESTUARY
TRACKER 
TOURNAMENT
381 391 421
441 491 

Much loved by both
keen tournament fishos
AND family men, the
ETT series is more
popular each year.

Mako Craft 440 Estuary Tracker Tournament 

Commander
Series
Tough, stable
commercial-fishing
& crabbing quality
open boats where
special personal
needs (Trak-Rails,
electric o/b pads,
bait tank, consoles,
etc) are met with a
smile, not a groan.  

Mako Craft 432 Commander

Mako Craft 560 Canyon Runner

Mako 445 Frenzy Side or Centre
Console (with some optional equipment)

Special Mako Craft roof-topper, 
complete with a unique lift-out outboard bracket

Everybody’s favourite
side (or centre)
console, the Trak-Rail
fitted Frenzy series is a
first class all-rounder
for the fisho running
from the river to the
sea. Class-leading
stability, deep sea
transom.
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A lot of water has passed
under the bridge since we
did the first release test of
the Parsun 25hp   4-
stroke in January 2009.
Since then, this Parsun
has proven to be one of
the most popular in the
range and a very
satisfactory, reliable
performer with fishos
around Australia. 
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Like everybody else, we’ve looked at this issue
over and over again, worrying about the capital cost
of the BMT package, its likely resale value in 12-15
months time when most of our project boats get sold,
running costs on the way through the project,
serviceability here on the Gold Coast (not as easy as
you might think) and all the other issues that our
readers have to sort through, too.

From the writer’s perspective, we’ve already
decided that the engine will have to have power trim
and tilt as I’m over man-handling 40-50hp outboards
engines up and down on the transom. This is actually
quite a bad lift for some people with a weak back
(like the writer), so power trim and tilt occupies a
real priority on my wish list. 

We also have a great deal of time for the latest
series of Yamaha 40/50hp engines, and together with
their superb tiller arm, believe they are up there with
Cazaly as well. 

And having said all of that, the sheer cash
advantage of the Parsun and the fact that it is earning
such a good reputation in the field with all our
readers and fishos that have purchased them, means
the Parsun 2-stroke 30 and 40s are certainly in with a
very big chance if we were going to buy a 2-stroke. 

Indeed, I would go so far to say that if we’re going
to buy a 2-stroke, it would pretty well have to be a
Parsun to take advantage of the cash savings for what
is proving to be a very reliable and robust engine.

However, at this point, the AB team has had to take
the  “Gary Fooks factor” into account too, because
the writer suspects he would end up with a very
squeaky voice if Gary ever found out that we were
even seriously contemplating a 2-stroke for the new
tinny. 

Time Out: It was bad enough letting him know
we’ve ordered 2 x 90hp Parsun 2-strokes for the new
MakoCraft 540 cat / camera / drone video boat
where the cash difference between TWO of the big
four brand’s 4-strokes and the r.r. of the perfectly
sound 90 hp Parsuns was almost the cost of the boat
itself. A truly ridiculous situation. Anyway, when we
explained to Gary Fooks it was only until the
forthcoming ‘big’ Parsun 4-strokes come through in
2017, he was much happier - as will be many
hundreds of existing boatowners who badly need to
upgrade their old 1980s-1990s 70-120hp 2-strokes in
the near future.  

There is a very good reason why Gary Fooks is the
Federal Government appointed ‘Clean Air
Champion’ for the marine industry. 

He is so intensely, caringly passionate about the   
4-stroke emissions benefit and the fuel efficiency,
we’re not sure we’d be game to suggest we were

even thinking about an old two stroke! And all jokes
aside, he’s passionate because he knows the science,
knows the technology involved intimately and
believes in the 4-stroke difference. 

Gary has played a significant part with both State
and Federal Governments, statutory authorities,
industry and readers as a consultant promoting the
benefit of the 4-stroke philosophy – and we’re very
proud to have him on the AB team. 

At the end of this day, we’re going to take a
‘rain check’ about the engine decision in this

article, although we happily acknowledge that the
new Parsun 40hp 4-stroke due here in late
November, is looking good, and that’s about the
perfect timetable for us to get the new rig sorted
for the Christmas break.

It looks like the compromise we need between
4-stroke ‘green’ operation (which we’d like to
endorse, ASAP), and the all-to real financial
challenges we face too, which preclude us just going
out and buying a top drawer 4-stroke from one of the
big four brands.  

We’re trying to achieve a really good balance here
of boat/motor and trailer, and whilst I would always
edge towards having more power than less, the fact is
these 4.2-4.3m tinnies are not fast boats, and this is
one time when we could almost certainly back down
to a 30hp quite successfully, if not a 25hp, if it was
only for one or two people running a couple of miles
up and down the local river or estuary. 

But that’s not going to be the case in our world
with this boat. It will frequently end up with
grandkids and rellos on Broadwater fishing trips,
camping assignments on Straddie, (South Stradbroke
Island) along with a whole bunch of other
expeditions we’ve got planned that will involve
carrying quite a bit of camping and camera
equipment. 

Under these circumstances, the writer would tend
to favour more horsepower than less, and I’m
thinking 40hp around the 100kg mark with trim and
tilt, is getting very close to the mark. If we say it
quickly, it doesn’t sound that hard – but crikey,
there’s such a lot to think about it’s a surprising
challenge. In many ways, the writer believes it’s
harder to get a really good small boat set-up than a
bigger one. 

Next month we’ll continue the series, and look at
the issues of boat handling and seaworthiness,
analysing what we can expect of a 4.3 and how
capable they can be – or are not – when the chips are
down. 

A special report – don’t miss it! 

AB



and dynamic improvements, Mitsubishi has added
thoughtful touches to the 17MY Outlander interior,
including LED lighting in the front foot wells, new
LED-lit centre console box and 12V socket in the
rear cargo area, for extra convenience.

Outlander’s dynamic performance continues to be
refined with a number of suspension changes to
enhance overall ride comfort and stability.

New shock valves advance linearity and body
control, while new rear toe link bushes provide
improved lateral rigidity.  Lower friction front struts
with new damping contribute to improved steering
linearity, while rear shocks have been tweaked to
boost stability and ride comfort.

The updated Outlander range is available from
Mitsubishi dealers nationally. 

2017 Outlander Model Range & New Features

LS 2WD 2.0-litre petrol, 5-speed manual, 5-seat:
•Smartphone Link Display Audio (SDA) •Digital Audio
Broadcast (DAB)•Dual zone air-conditioning •New design
centre console •Centre console with LED lamp •LED
lighting in the front leg space •12 Volt socket in the rear
cargo area •Shark fin antenna  
LS 2WD 2.0-litre petrol, CVT auto (as above, plus):
•Seven seats •Electric folding and heated outer mirrors
LS AWD 2.4-litre petrol, CVT auto (as above, plus):
•Electric park brake •High contrast meter
LS Safety Pack 2WD 2.0-litre petrol CVT 5-seat (as
above, plus): • Optional 2.4-litre petrol CVT powertrain
with AWD • Optional 2.4-litre petrol CVT powertrain with
AWD, seven seats • Optional 2.2-litre diesel powertrain
with 6-speed auto, AWD, seven seats
•Electric park brake (AWD models only) • Forward
Collision Mitigation (FCM) • Lane Departure Warning
(LDW) • Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) • Automatic High
Beam (AHB) • Electrochromatic rear view mirror 
• Intermittent rain sensing wipers • Dusk sensing
headlights 
Exceed AWD 2.4-litre petrol CVT 7-seat (as above,
plus):
• Optional 2.2-litre diesel powertrain with 6-speed auto 
• All Safety Pack features standard fitment
• Ultrasonic Misacceleration Mitigation System (UMS)
• Multi Around Monitor
• Blind Spot Warning (BSW)
• Lane Change Assist (LCA)
• Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
• LED front fog lamps with fog lamp indicator
Warranty and Capped Price Servicing

The 2017 Outlander benefits from Mitsubishi’s five-
year/100,000km new car warranty. The Outlander range
has Mitsubishi’s four-year Capped Price Servicing with
services scheduled every 15,000km or 12 months,
whichever comes first.

AB

l 2017 Mitsy Outlander l New Diesel for
GMC Trucks l 2017 Jeep Peek & ANCAP
Test l Nissan One-Off Rescue 4WD l Hot
New Discovery l TrailerBlazer SUV Arrives
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2017 Outlander range makes tracks with advanced
safety and technology features

Mitsubishi Motors Australia will introduce a range
of advanced safety features to the 2017 Outlander
range with Multi Around Monitor, Blind Spot
Warning, Rear Cross Traffic Alert and Lane Change
Assist fitted standard to its top-of-the-range Exceed.

When it goes on sale in September, the 2017
Outlander line-up will also introduce a new mid-
level LS Safety Pack model with Forward Collision
Mitigation, Lane Departure Warning, adaptive cruise
control and automatic high beam feature.  Exceed
also adopts these features as standard.

In addition, all 2017 models will be upgraded with
the latest smartphone connectivity technology via
Mitsubishi’s Smartphone Link Display Audio (SDA)
and digital broadcast radio to enhance Outlander’s
entertainment unit functionality, while entry level LS
2WD models with CVT gain seven seats. 

For 2017, Outlander all-wheel drive models boast
an electric park brake.

Building on Outlander’s recent design, refinement
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GMC has announced details on the new Duramax
6.6-liter V8 turbo-diesel to be offered on the 2017

Sierra HD. The new engine represents a complete
redesign and will deliver more horsepower and
torque than prior generations. 

The new Duramax will be built at the GM
manufacturing facility in Moraine, Ohio.

GMC states that the new engine will achieve an SAE-
certified 445 horsepower and net 910 pound-feet** of
torque. The new engine represents a 19 percent increase
in net torque over the current generation Duramax, with
90 percent of peak torque available at 1,550 rpm and
peak torque at 1600 RPM. Peak torque is sustained up
to 2,850 rpm.

“Nearly everything about the Duramax is new,
designed to produce more torque at lower rpm and more
confidence when trailering or hauling,” says Gary Arvan,
chief engineer.

GMC also states that the redesigned engine will be
both quieter and smoother than the current generation.
According to GMC, engine noise at idle is reduced by 38
percent.

“You’ll notice the refinement improvements the moment
you start the engine and appreciate them as you cruise
quietly down the highway — with or without a trailer,”
Arvan says.

An All-New Design
Only the bore and stroke dimensions of the current

Duramax engine have been retained in the redesign.
Similar to previous Duramax designs, the new engine

Australian Boating

block is made from a strong cast-iron alloy known for its
durability, with induction-hardened cylinder walls and five
separate four-bolt main bearings. The cylinder bore has
been maintained at 4.05-inches, with a 3.89-inch stroke.
These are the same dimensions as the current Duramax,
yielding 6.6-litre displacement.

The new engine block incorporates larger-diameter
crankshaft connecting rod journals than the current
engine, enabling the use of a stronger crankshaft and
increased the bearing area to handle higher cylinder
loads.

The connecting rods are stronger, too, and incorporate
a new 45-degree split-angle design to allow the larger-
diameter rod bearings to pass through the cylinder bores
during engine assembly. They’re forged and sintered with
a durable powdered metal alloy, with a fractured cap
design enabling more precise cap-to-rod fitment.

A new, stronger cast aluminum piston design tops off
the rotating assembly with a segment first for Duramax.
Each piston features a taller crown area and a remelted
combustion bowl rim for greater strength. Remelting is an
additional manufacturing process for aluminum pistons in
which the bowl rim area is reheated after casting and pre-
machining, creating a much finer and more consistent
metal grain structure that greatly enhances thermal
fatigue properties.

The Duramax best-in-class aluminum cylinder head
has been revised and upgraded, with six head bolts per
cylinder and four valves per cylinder. The aluminum
construction helps reduce the engine’s overall weight,
while the six-bolt design provides exceptional head-
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A new electronically controlled, variable-vane
turbocharger advances the Duramax’s legacy of variable-
geometry boosting. Compared to the current engine, the
system produces higher maximum boost pressure — 28
psi — to help the engine make more power, and
revisions to enhance the capability of the exhaust-brake
system.

Allison 1000 Automatic Transmission
Also announced as the partner to the new Duramax

engine is the proven Allison 1000 six-speed automatic
transmission. Several improvements have been made to
accommodate the new engine’s higher torque capacity,
including a new torque converter.

The Allison 1000’s technologically advanced control
features, such as driver shift control with manual shift
feature and a patented elevated idle mode cab warm-up
feature, have not changed. Also, the Tow/Haul mode
reduces shift cycling for better control and improved
cooling when towing or hauling heavy loads. The
transmission is also set up for the Duramax exhaust
brake on the Sierra HD.(pictured below). 
AB

** In Oz towing speak, that translates to a whopping 1234 nm
torque (nearly TWICE the recently departed F-250’s rating) and
it’s produced between 1550-2850 r/min through the renowned
6 speed Allison auto / manual gearbox. Awesome. If more
boatowners knew how easy it is to drive these big American
tow vehicles; how docile and safe they make towing (as much
through their huge ‘footprint’ as their prodigious power) we’d
have a lot more ‘grey pirates’ enjoying Australian highways
en-route to some of the best fishing and cruising grounds we
have - from the Kimberley to Sydney Harbour. (-PW) 

clamping strength, which is absolutely critical in a high-
compression, turbocharged diesel application.

A new aluminum head casting uses a new double-layer
water core design that separates and arranges water
cores in layers to create a stiffer head structure with
more precise coolant flow control. The heads’ airflow
passages are also heavily revised to enhance airflow,
contributing to the engine’s increased horsepower and
torque.

An enhanced oiling circuit, with higher flow capacity
and a dedicated feed for the turbocharger, provides
increased pressure at the turbo and faster oil delivery.
Larger piston-cooling oil jets at the bottom of the cylinder
bores spray up to twice the amount of engine oil into oil
galleries under the crown of the pistons, contributing to
lower engine temperature and greater durability. The new
engine also features an integrated oil cooler with 50
percent greater capacity than the current Duramax.

New Engine Management Capability
In addition to the stronger engine design, GM has

developed an all-new engine management system to
monitor and control operations. The new Duramax
employs a common-rail direct injection fuel system with
new high-capability solenoid-type injectors. High fuel
pressure of 29,000 psi (2,000 bar) promotes excellent
fuel atomization for a cleaner burn that promotes reduced
particulate emissions.

The new injectors also support up to seven fuel
delivery events per combustion event, contributing to
lower noise, greater efficiency, and lower emissions.
Technology advancements enable less-complex solenoid
injectors to deliver comparable performance to piezo-type
injectors.



Jeep Renegade celebrates 5-star safety with
free scheduled servicing

• All-new Jeep Renegade scores 5-star ANCAP
safety rating

• Jeep Renegade offers 3 years free-scheduled
servicing for October

• Jeep Renegade scores perfect results in side
impact & pole tests

Jeep Australia is thrilled to announce that the new
Jeep Renegade now joins the Grand Cherokee,
Cherokee and Patriot in Jeep’s 5-star line up.

Rated by the Australasian New Car Assessment
Program (ANCAP), the all-new Jeep Renegade was
awarded an overall score of 36.41 points out of 37 to
give it a maximum 5 stars – the highest rating in
Australia.

Achieving perfect scores for the side impact and
pole tests, the Jeep Renegade’s whiplash protection
was also described as good – the best possible
result issued by ANCAP.

Critical to the Renegade’s maximum safety rating
are a number of key safety features including driver
assistance controls such as Electronic Stability
Control (ESC), Emergency Brake Assist (EBA),
Reversing Collision Avoidance, Roll Stability System,
Speed Assistance, Electronic Brakeforce Distribution
(EBD) and Rear-View Camera.

Also available in the Renegade’s impressive suite
of safety equipment are Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM),
Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB), Parallel and
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Perpendicular Park Assist and Lane Departure
Warning (LDW). 

“The Renegade performed well in all areas of
assessment, scoring full marks in the side impact
and pole tests.  A high score was also achieved in
the frontal offset test which simulates a head-on
crash with another vehicle,” James Goodwin, ANCAP
Chief Executive Officer. 

“Head protection for occupants in both the front
and second rows is standard, as is a reversing
collision avoidance system and roll stability system.
These features mean not only is protection provided
should a crash occur but they also assist with crash
prevention.”

FCA Australia’s new President & CEO, Steve
Zanlunghi said customer safety is critical to the Jeep
brand and the company is immensely proud of the
rating.

“Customer safety is exceptionally important to us
as we come to market with our vehicles. 

“We also appreciate that safety is a critical factor in
a customer’s purchase decision and as such, we’re
thrilled that the Renegade now has ANCAP 5-Star
safety to compliment Jeep’s go-anywhere, do-
anything capability.”

To celebrate the Jeep Renegade’s 5-star safety
credentials, Jeep Australia is offering the Renegade
from $26K driveaway including complimentary 3
years scheduled servicing for the month of October.
AB
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September 27 2016

All-new Jeep Compass
Makes Worldwide Debut in
Brazil
In celebration of the start of production
at FCA’s Jeep Assembly Plant in Goiana,
Pernambuco, the Jeep brand introduced
the all-new Jeep Compass today in
Brazil.

A truly global all-new compact SUV, the Jeep
Compass will be produced with 17 fuel-efficient
powertrain options for consumers in more than
100 countries around the world.

The all-new Jeep Compass expands the brand’s
global reach with an unmatched combination of
attributes that includes legendary and best-in-
class 4x4 off-road capability, advanced
fuel-efficient powertrains, premium and authentic
Jeep design, superior on-road driving dynamics,
open-air freedom, and a host of safety and
advanced technology offerings.

The most capable compact SUV ever, the all-new
Jeep Compass will be available in Australia late
2017. Additional images and information will be
available at the vehicle’s North American debut at
the Los Angeles Auto Show in November.

AB
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Whitley, UK, 28 September 2016 

New Discovery is highly desirable with unrivalled
capability and technology like few others. It has

been designed from the outset to enable Land Rover
customers to live the lifestyle they aspire to. The
result, according to the Landrover people, is the best
family SUV in the world.
n The new Land Rover Discovery is a full-sized, three-

row, seven-seat SUV with unbeatable capability and
versatility
n It embodies Land Rover’s drive to go Above and

Beyond, combining British desirability with an
unstoppable spirit of adventure
n New Land Rover Discovery on sale in Australia from

July 2017.
n Td4 SE 7 Seat from $81,590

The Seven Wonders of Discovery
Seven principles describe the essence of Discovery

and have guided its creation:
1. The Magnificent Seven: every seat is the best seat

in the house
n Flexible interior provides seven full-sized adult

seats, instantly configurable from your smartphone using
the world-first remote Intelligent Seat Fold technology

2. A much loved member of the family: keeping you
safe for the last 26 years
n Semi-autonomous safety technology provides the

family peace of mind
n Premium interior combines leading design with

durable, high-quality materials and space for the whole
family

3. King of the hill: unstoppable on all surfaces, all
terrains and in all weathers
n Land Rover’s full-sized SUV architecture delivers

world-beating all-terrain capability
n Lightweight aluminium construction saves 480kg,

delivering enhanced efficiency and CO2 emissions from
166g/km*
n Super clean Ingenium family grows with adoption of

177kW, four-cylinder diesel engine with 500Nm of torque
n Towing king: 3,500kg towing capacity and semi-

autonomous Advanced Tow Assist take the stress
out of difficult reversing manoeuvres

4. British creativity: designed with charm &
sophistication loved by the world
n Design retains key Discovery family cues, adding

optimised proportions and sophisticated surfaces
5. Storage addiction: discover the space for everything
n Up to 2,406-litres of luggage space and clever

storage for 21st century family essentials
6. Connects every generation: Ingenious features that

make life easier
n Digital Discovery equipped with up to nine USB

ports, six 12-volt charging points and an in-car WiFi
hotspot for up to eight devices. 

Everyday ingenuity has been at the heart of the
Discovery for the last 26 years. New Discovery

signals the transformation from cogs to code with
more than 1.2 million customers with us on every
step of the journey. 

The fifth-generation model benefits from Land Rover’s
strong, safe and light full-size SUV architecture,

4WD’s, Trailers & Towing

Even More Sophisticated Disco Coming in 2017
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delivering comfort and adaptability like no other. 
Gerry McGovern, Land Rover’s Chief Design Officer

said: “New Discovery redefines the large SUV. Land
Rover’s design and engineering teams have
revolutionised the Discovery DNA to create a highly
desirable, extremely versatile and hugely capable
premium SUV.  

Revolutionary design
New Discovery was previewed by the Discovery Vision

Concept, which showcased the future direction of the
entire Discovery family when it debuted at the New York
Auto Show in 2014, and represents a radical departure
for Land Rover’s most versatile SUV. Gerry McGovern,
Land Rover’s Chief Design Officer said:

“Its design creates an emotional connection between
our customers and our vehicles. Our clear design
strategy means our vehicles are instantly recognisable
and communicate the values of Land Rover that our
customers love. New Discovery’s flawless volume and
proportions, sophisticated surfaces and precise detailing
beautifully combine with engineering integrity to create a
premium SUV that will resonate with today’s customers.”

The Discovery family has always had a spirit of
adventure and the new model provides a dramatic
reinterpretation of Discovery’s 26 years of heritage and
practical DNA with a sophisticated design that pays
homage to previous models without being restrained by
them.

Trademark design features include the stepped
roofline, which has identified each of the four previous
generations of Discovery and provides an elegant
solution to a practical need. The stepped profile optimises
headroom for passengers travelling in the third row of
seats. It also accommodates Discovery’s customary
stadium seating configuration, which sees each row of
seats positioned higher than the one in front, ensuring

every seat is the best seat in the house.
Land Rover’s design and engineering integrity ensures

New Discovery is able to accommodate seven full-sized
adults in an SUV body measuring less than five metres in
length (4,970mm). Most similar-sized competitors provide
5+2 seating but New Discovery is designed for 95th
percentile adults to sit comfortably in its rearmost seats,
providing complete interior flexibility. Both third-row seats
incorporate ISOFIX mounting points (four in total), so
families have the freedom to put child seats in the most
appropriate seat for any journey.

The interior of New Discovery continues the design
revolution started by the Discovery Sport, where
customers can specify a range of premium materials
including luxurious Windsor leather upholstery and
natural oak veneers. 

The limited-run ‘First Edition’ model showcases the
very best of New Discovery. Only 2,400 examples will be
available globally with exclusive features including unique
etched map detailing on the aluminium trim for the doors
and facia, unique badges, bold colour choices and a
comprehensive list of standard equipment.  

Connecting every generation of the family
New Discovery provides world-first Intelligent Seat Fold

technology, allowing customers to reconfigure the
second- and third-row seats with minimal effort using
controls at the rear of the vehicle, the central touchscreen
and even remotely via a smartphone app as part of the
InControl Touch Pro Services. 

The innovative feature allows owners to rearrange the
seats from inside a shop while they queue to pay for
large or bulky items, ensuring the vehicle is perfectly
configured to accommodate their purchases.

All three rows are available with heated seats – heated
and cooled in rows one and two – while massage seats
are available for the driver and front passenger to



optimise comfort on long journeys. 
Enjoying the spacious interior of New Discovery is

made easier by another thoughtful Land Rover
innovation. Auto Access Height technology reduces the
ride-height by up to 40mm as passengers prepare to
enter or exit the vehicle.

Alongside the spacious and flexible seating layout, the
other key to New Discovery’s superior versatility is
Jaguar Land Rover’s InControl Touch Pro infotainment
system. The intuitive set-up features a large 10-inch
touchscreen positioned high on the centre console,
enabling Land Rover’s designers to reduce the number
of switches on the centre console by a third, delivering a
clean and uncluttered appearance.

Crisp graphics and easy-to-navigate menus incorporate
the latest navigation and entertainment technologies
including door-to-door navigation, which can share

directions to a paired smartphone to help customers
complete journeys on foot.

Seamless iOS and Android connectivity combine with a
14-speaker Meridian digital surround system   with an
additional subwoofer, and WiFi to provide the ultimate
listening experience, whether streaming songs online or
playing music directly from a connected device.

Up to six 12V charging points ensure New Discovery is
perfectly equipped to cope with the demands of the most
connected families, while as many as seven USB sockets
(up to nine when the rear seat entertainment is fitted)
allow passengers in each row to power their
smartphones or tablets simultaneously.

Another technology feature for active families is Land
Rover’s state-of-the-art Activity Key wristband, which
allows customers to enjoy sports and active hobbies
without carrying the standard key fob. Holding the
waterproof Activity Key up to the ‘D’ in the Discovery
badge on the tailgate simultaneously locks the vehicle
and disables the ordinary key, which can be left safely
inside. This leaves customers free to run, swim, ride or
play without worrying about the security of their vehicle.

The effort put into developing New Discovery’s first-rate
cabin stowage has been matched by the thought put into
its luggage space.

The premium SUV provides up to 2,500 litres of load
capacity, or up to 1,231 litres behind row two, and the
new dual-purpose Powered Inner Tailgate provides all the
versatility expected from a vehicle wearing the Discovery
badge.

AB
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l The LATEST Towing Rules & REGULATIONS l Rebuilding
An Old Trailer To Pass Rego l Why The Rhino Roof 

Topper Loaders Work So Well l Braking Systems That Work 
An Australian Boat Mags Publication

AALLUUMMIINNIIUUMM  TTRRAAIILLEERRSS::  AArree  TThheeyy  BBeetttteerr  TThhaann  SStteeeell??  

    

TRAILERS,TOWINGTOWING
 & RooftoppinRooftopping   

BOOK 4
2014-15

$19.95

l Safe Trailerboating - With The Family In Tow! 
l The  Secrets Of A Successful  

Beach-launching Set-up
l TIPS For Hassle-Free 

Trailer Boating   

(Putting The FUN
back into 

trailerboating ! )

FULL DETAILS: How To Stop Boat ‘Twist’ on Multi-Roller Trailers

l Good News:

TThhee  BBIIGG  FFoorrddss
AArree  BBaacckk!!

TECH SPECS:

Trailers, Towing
& Rooftopping

Is an ‘offline’ PDF-based
publication that is
downloaded from our
web site
www.australian
boatmags.com.au
onto your computer’s
(iPad, tablet, etc)
desktop, after which it
can be accessed 24/7
without any internet
connection. A 75mb
download using our
hugely popular SEA
Library PDF
protocols, it has terrific,
easy to read typography,
magazine layout and
hundreds of graphic
photographs. Wonderful
just to browse.
We recommend you file it
in a convenient folder
where you can access it
as required, either to
read as reference,
inspiration or enjoyment,
or to print out as you
need.
Published in our usual
‘printable’ American
quarto 
275mm H x 205mm W,
with 140 pages grouped
in 14 principal Chapters.
$19.95 rr, available to
download now, credit
card purchasing as per
normal subscription
and shop activity.

To study the full contents properly, check the comprehensive “Previews” of this awesome new edition on the
ABM web site. To order your own OFFLINE PDF Edition, go to the web site, which you can do by just clicking

on this ʻliveʼ link bar, or if that doesnʼt work, just ʻcut & pasteʼ this address into your browser. 

www.australianboatmags.com.au

This is the biggest, most comprehensive and fearless
edition of Trailers, Towing & Rooftopping weʼve ever
produced. Itʼs taken 40 years, about as many trailer

boats, and a zillion miles to research, photograph and
ʻexperience  ̓this decidedly ʻgrey  ̓subject - which
underpins our boating, fishing and family world.   
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Nissan Navara EnGuard Concept: The Ultimate All-Terrain Rescue Pick-Up

With Portable EV Battery Power
Hannover, GERMANY 22 September 2016

The all new Nissan Navara EnGuard Concept is a
durable and tough all-terrain pick-up, designed to
operate as a life-saving rescue platform in some of
the world’s most harsh and extreme environments.

Based on a Double Cab Tekna version of the
Nissan Navara (the top Navara model grade, called
ST-X in Australia) – the current holder of the
International Pick-up Award – the Navara EnGuard
Concept features many bespoke design elements
and performance upgrades. It is also packed with
vital equipment suitable for emergency and disaster
recovery work, including an advanced drone to
provide vital intelligence about what dangers rescue
crews might face.

It also marks the world debut of a prototype
portable battery pack, designed and developed by
Nissan. It utilises the brand’s tried and tested EV
battery technology, already available on the road in
the 100 per cent electric Nissan LEAF and e-NV200.
When docked in place the battery packs are
constantly in ‘charge’ mode, using power generated
by the vehicle’s 2.3-litre 140kW / 450Nm twin-turbo
diesel engine to ensure they’re ready for emergency
use when required. Each is a 2kW unit and utilises
seven Nissan EV battery modules inside a weather-
proof machined aluminium housing.

Two input (charge) sockets and five output
(discharge) sockets are integrated into each battery
pack, which features recessed ends to allow it to be
carried easily. In a rescue environment they could be
used to operate specialist cutting or heavy-lifting
equipment, and have been specifically designed to
provide an efficient alternative to a petrol generator.

With zero emissions and no flammable fuel,
portable battery packs can also be used in enclosed
spaces such as a building or a cave. Additional
power sockets are integrated into each side of the
pick-up’s load bed.

Occupying the rest of the space in the load bed
are two pull-out fibreglass trays. The shallow upper
tray contains lightweight items such as two-way
radios, ropes and an axe. The lower tray is deeper
and narrower, storing larger items such as an
oxygen tank and resuscitation kit, life jackets and
buoyancy aids.

Key to the car’s rescue role is a drone, a DJI
Phantom 4 with an operating ceiling of 6,000 metres.
Weighing just 1,380 grammes, it can fly at speeds of
up to 20 metres per second for close to 30 minutes
and can relay images back to the concept car. These
are viewed on a pop-up HD screen hidden in the
load bed wall.

Compared to the standard Nissan Navara, the
overall ride height of the Navara EnGuard Concept
has been raised by 50mm, creating extra ground
clearance and further enhancing the vehicle’s ‘go

anywhere’ attitude. The wheel arches feature
bespoke overfenders, with new moulded side steps
between them.

The passenger compartment features a completely
redesigned roof line, which is 136mm higher than on
the standard Navara. It incorporates a powerful 360
degree LED lighting rig, with emergency blue strobe
lights fitted to the four corners and visible from any
angle.  Choice of colours and their location was
given very careful consideration during the vehicle’s
development, with special focus on its role as a
rescue vehicle. For example, Nissan research
revealed fluorescent green is the most visible colour
in daylight, and also most easily identifiable by
people affected by colour-blindness. Having it on the
wheels and side steps means it’s quickly spotted by
the headlights of approaching vehicles.

Being based on the top-spec Tekna trim grade
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means the Navara EnGuard Concept comes with
many standard features which would be useful
in a rescue situation. These include the
NissanConnect sat-nav system for finding the
fastest route, plus dual-zone climate control and
heated seats for occupant comfort. Most useful
would be Nissan’s pioneering Around View
Monitor, a 360-degree camera system which
displays an unobstructed bird’s eye image of the
vehicle and its environment on the dashboard
screen. It’s an ideal tool for rescue workers,
allowing them to navigate difficult off-road
terrain without causing delays by having to get
out of the vehicle.

For additional information on the Navara
EnGuard Concept, please visit
http://newsroom.nissan-europe.com

Click on Picture to start video

https://youtu.be/bIbLRXb7Npw


n Trailblazer boasts premium design and refined
driving characteristics
n Packed with advanced technology features

including: rear park assist and reversing cameras
standard across the range, plus Apple CarPlay® and
Android® Auto
n Trailblazer awarded five star ANCAP safety

rating with a range of impressive safety features
n 2017 Trailblazer on sale October

The new Holden Trailblazer is set to become the
4x4 SUV of choice for even more families with an
array of upgrades to technology, drivability, design
and safety.

Previously known as Colorado 7, the new Trailblazer
has received a new name and a new design to match,
providing customers with premium styling and a range of
high-tech features, complemented by a refined and
comfortable driving experience, without sacrificing it’s off-
road credentials.

Holden’s Executive Director of Sales, Peter Keley, said
with its significant engineering, feature and design
upgrades, combined with competitive pricing, Trailblazer
will shake up the 4x4 SUV market.

“The new Trailblazer blends premium styling with
impressive in-car technology, both in terms of
connectivity and active safety features,” Mr Keley said.

“The 2017 Trailblazer looks great and drives better than
ever.  To be able to add all of the content we have
without adding significantly to the price is a real win for

our customers.
“We’re also focused on providing support and peace of

mind for our customers throughout the life of their vehicle
with our Lifetime Capped Price Service program and our
Australian based Customer Care,” said Mr. Keley.

Despite a long list of technology introductions and
design upgrades, the 2017 Trailblazer pricing remains
largely unchanged from its predecessor.  

Style and Safety
Trailblazer’s exterior styling enhancements include

signature LED daytime running lamps combined with
chrome accents, complementing a stylish front fascia and
more muscular bonnet design.

A redesigned interior includes premium heated leather
seats* with contrast stitching, fresh new dash and
updated centre console design.  Additionally, Trailblazer
boasts a new eight-inch* colour touch screen, with the
latest Holden MyLink infotainment system and Apple
CarPlay® and Android® Auto**, designed for seamless
integration with the driver.

Adding to interior cabin comfort, remote vehicle start
allows Trailblazer to reach a comfortable cabin
temperature before passengers climb in.

The technology offering is further bolstered with rear
park assist and reversing cameras standard across the
range, whilst the top of the range LTZ steps it up again
with front park assist and forward collision alert.

Awarded a five star ANCAP safety rating, Trailblazer
offers an array of active and passive safety features
including additional driver’s knee airbag, Hill Start Assist,

4WD’s, Trailers & Towing

New Holden Trailblazer: Style And Refinement With Room 
For The Whole Family
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17” alloy wheels with full size spare
New MyLink infotainment system:
7” colour touchscreen
Apple CarPlay & Android Auto Phone Projection
Electric Power Steering (EPS)
Rear park assist with Reverse Camera
LED Daytime Running Lamps (DRLs)
7 Airbags (Driver, Pass., Fr. Seats, Curtain, Driver Knee)
Electronic Stability Control (ESC) System
Hill Start Assist (HSA) & Trailer Sway Control (TSC)
Hill Descent Control (HDC)
Remote window operation (via keyfob)
LTZ highlights over LT:
18” alloy wheels with full size spare (machined face)
New MyLink infotainment system:
8” colour touchscreen
Integrated satellite navigation
Integrated voice recognition
Remote vehicle start via keyfob
Leather appointed seat trim with heated front seats
Front park assist
Electronic Climate Control
Forward Collision Alert (FCA)
Lane Departure Warning (LDW)
Side Blind Zone Alert (SBZA)
Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA)
Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
LED tail lights
Heated and power folding exterior mirrors
Electrochromatic (light sensitive) rear view mirror
Rain sensing windscreen wipers
Chrome exterior details

AB

Trailer Sway Control and Hill Descent Control.  Side Blind
Zone Alert and Rear Cross Traffic Alert are added to LTZ
models.

EngineeredFor Every Day Adventures  
Developed in collaboration between Holden and GM

Brazil and alongside the acclaimed 2017 Holden
Colorado, Trailblazer blends 4x4 capability with refined
and confident on-road performance.  

Holden’s Lead Dynamics Engineer, Rob Trubiani, said
customers’ lifestyles were central to the engineering
objectives for the new Trailblazer.

“Trailblazer is such a versatile car, used for anything
from weekday grocery runs to weekend 4x4 driving
adventures so we had to ensure it performed in a variety
of situations and terrains,” Mr Trubiani said.

The extensive engineering improvements include a
revised steering calibration, co-developed between
Holden and Brazilian engineers providing a more precise
steering feel thanks to a faster steering rack ratio and
less turns lock-to-lock. 

Other key developments in Trailblazer’s chassis include
a revised set of engine, transmission and body mounts to
provide a more refined and composed ride, in addition to
a new final drive ratio (only in Australia) on manual
transmission Trailblazer which will improve drive quality,
particularly while towing.

Driver confidence is furthered with the variable steering
efforts in Trailblazer’s Electric Power Steering system,
allowing it to handle more nimbly and drive like a car. 

The 2017 Holden Trailblazer will be on sale at Holden
dealers nationwide from early October.

Holden Trailblazer Range and Feature Highlights 
LT highlights:
2.8L Duramax diesel engine
6-speed automatic transmission
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been a fantastically popular model with customers
right around Australia.

It’s not too hard to figure out why, either. The
520 models all fit nicely on a good quality single
axle trailer from the likes of Ian Mackay, and they
work superbly with engines in that critical 90-100
hp range. As well, for the high performance rev
heads amongst us all, it takes up to 130 hp with
ease – and boy, doesn’t that set the adrenalin
pumping!

But more than anything else, the 520 Bowrider
remains an unusually versatile and flexible boat.

(Continued Over) 
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They’re a clever lot the Haines family. The
reason they’ve stayed No 1 for the best part of

30 years is very evident when you look at the line-
up of models they present in their 2001 range.

From 4.6 m overall to 7.2 m, Haines Signature
have targeted just about every pocket and nuance
of recreational boating with a model that is
cleverly designed to fit the equation perfectly.

This new boat is an excellent example.
For several years now, the Haines Signature 520

Bowrider has been their biggest selling model and
although there are several other models pushing
their way to the top, the 520 Bowrider has long

When is a fishing boat a bowrider, or when does a bowrider become a fishing
boat? For the ever growing range of Haines Signature boats, defining the
difference between a bowrider and a fishing boat has become a bit blurry

following the release of the exciting new  

Haines  Signature 
530 Bow Rider



Fisherman & Boatowner FIELD TEST 
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BOAT TEST:
Unchanged, as
first published,

written and
photographed

by  Peter
Webster in

“F&B” in 
MAY 
2001



It’s ideal for social water-sking, wake boarding, or
to take out for a fang around the harbour on a Sunday
afternoon, a terrific boat to take away on the family
holidays fishing, skiing and exploring – and it does
all of these things very well. About the only real
complaint anybody ever had was that it lacked some
fishing application, although most families are quick
to point out that the bowrider section is the best
fishing spot in the boat.  

Nevertheless, the fishing image of the Bowrider
range of Signatures has always left something to be
desired, and the Haines family was determined to do
something about it.

The answer as you can see in these pages, is a
brand new model, the 530 Bowerider.

The new boat is genuinely longer, with an
increased water line length brought about by
enclosing the half pod right across the transom and
building out the hull sections underneath. Hence the
identification “530” instead of 520.

Otherwise, it remains very similar to the formula
that’s been so successful for the factory.

But why not? The whole deal is to build what the
public wants, and clearly, they like 17’ bowriders!
Now, they can not only have a 17’ bowrider, they can
get one that has real fishing application.

Design 
Now we’re not going to kid anybody that this boat

is designed as a canyon runner or for that matter a
committed fishing boat – it is none of these things.

That’s the whole point. The 530 Bowrider has been
designed for the Australian family man who does
want a boat that will do a bit of everything very well.
The 530 F fits the bill to perfection.

As you can see in the photographs, it is designed
and built in the classic bowrider configuration.
There’s a big lounge across the transom, two
swiveling high back bucket seats for the skipper and
his lady, and up front, the classic bowrider seating
set-up. It handles 2 or 3 kids with ease.

It’s not just the kids who love these forward
bowriders though, it doesn’t take very long for
fishermen to realise that this is the best spot on the
boat to fish.

Whether you’re fishing in an estuary, river or dam,
or in the deep blue stuff offshore, this bowrider lends
itself to fishing very nicely.

What the factory has done is to add in a piece of
nylon sheet that fits across the bunks of the bowrider
section so that you can now stand and cast - as the
team is doing in the attached photographs.

Provision is made for the electric outboard
mounted off the bow. Rod holders can easily be
added to suit individual requirements. 

This means the boat can be used very successfully
in the many inland lakes and impoundments around
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SPECIFICATIONS  &  FITTINGS
Signature 530BR Deluxe

Moulded length (incl bow sprit and pod) 5.1 m 
Length 5.3 m 
Beam 2.13 m 
Deadrise 21-33 degrees (SVDH˙)
Fuel  100 litres
Power (Outboard) single 90-140 hp
Hull weight (approx) 490 kg
Towing weight (approx) 1300 kg

Standard features
Anchor locker with hatch
Battery box - above floor
Bilge pump and hose
Bow Sprit
Bow tonneau
Carpet - full
Casting platform insert
Clarion Marine CD tuner with two speakers
Coaming panels and padded dash fascia
Cockpit side boxes vinyl
Cutting boards polyethylene
Dash handle
Deluxe deck hardware
Fuel tank aluminum
Ice box / glove box (passenger dash)
Lights navigation and stern
Live bait tank / stowage bin
Seating - Deluxe moulded buckets

- Deluxe aft lounge
- Bow upholstered seating

Side box panel lining - vinyl
Sliding helmsman and passenger seating
Steering hydraulic
Steering wheel (Momo)
Stowage below cockpit deck
Swim platforms and rails
Windscreen acrylic curved centre opening
Woodgrain dash and switch panel

Options fitted to test boat:
Clarion speakers extra pair
Ladder - stainless steel
Pre Rig - four cylinder
Rod holders stainless steel
Ski pole
Mackay PU5000T tandem axle braked trailer
Yamaha 130hp outboard motor
Mercury Marine Trophy propeller 17”
Minn Kota Electric outboard
Raytheon sounder

TOTAL AS TESTED $41,435.00
530 BR Standard with single axle trailer & a
Yamaha 130 hp from $31,800.00



Australia that are currently enjoying a real boom in
boating interest. 

Again, we’re not going to kid anybody that the 530
F is going to be as good in that impoundment role as
(say) a dedicated Edge Tracker from Alf Stessl or one
of the stunning new Quintrex Hornet Trophies – but
again, it’s not intended to compete with these special
purpose craft, either.

But it will fish a river or dam very successfully. As
Greg Haines was proud to demonstrate, the boat
works very well with a 42 lb Minn Kota electric
outboard, and it was surprisingly effective mounted
off the bow as shown in these photographs. Greg and
his mate Stuart fished along the edge of the Coomera
River quite happily for the best part of half an hour,
moving in and out of the structure along the edge of
the bank, and while fish were few and far between,
there was no doubt about the success or application
of the 530 Bowrider.

Both guys worked out off the front casting
platform, casting backwards and forward in and out
of the bank at will, without conflict or clash between
their rod tips.

Another angler could easily have been working in
the back cockpit, especially if the lounge had been
taken out and left back on the wharf or in the garage.

All in all, it was an impressive demonstration of the
versatility of the 530 Bowrider, and confirmed
beyond any doubt that it really does have a genuine
application to this style and type of fishing.

Performance 
Fitted with a 130 hp V-4 2-stroke Yamaha

outboard, the Bowrider was a fantastic thing to drive.
A real hoot.

As it happened, the weather was bloody awful on
the day of the test, with just a few minutes of
sunshine enabling us to take some quick photographs
before the clouds rolled across in true Gold Coast
autumn fashion. We then had to endure the rains
squalls as we completed the test under ever
darkening clouds.

What the hell – with the wind pushing up a 700-
1000 mm chop all the way back down the
Broadwater to the north arm of the Coomera River,
we either had to bump and grind our way home at
15-16 knots, or put pedal to the metal and hurtle
across the top of the waves at full noise of around 40
mph!
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Sleek, classic Signature lines with superb attention to
detail enhance this interesting bow rider’s appeal -
especially for families who want  to do ‘a bit of
everything’. 



No prizes for guessing what we did – with the rain
stinging our eyes, we hurtled across the top of the
water at around 35 knots, with a quality of ride that
would leave most tinnies floundering and banging
away in our wake.

Sure, come off the plane and down into the 12-15
knot range, this boat will bang and thump too. 

Nevertheless, that’s the whole point – with this
boat, you can put the throttle to the floor and use the
magnificent deep vee to good effect by hurtling
across the top of the waves at a speed that would be
unthinkable in a pressed tinnie, no matter who makes
it.

Build And Engineering  
The 530 Bowrider is a beautifully built craft. Few

if any GRP manufacturers in Australia can match
Signature’s standard of workmanship on gelcoat and
other exterior finishes, and although the standard of
boat building in Australia is very high from half a
dozen of the top builders, Haines Signatures are
always up there with the best.

The fit-out within the boat isn’t nearly as soft or
spoofy as many of the imported runabouts and
bowriders – a good Searay or Bayliner makes the
Haines Signature look very austere indeed.

But go down the track a couple of years, and let’s
make that same comparison again.

With just a modicum of care and a little TLC, the

Haines Signature 530 BR will look exactly the same
as it did when it left the showroom floor.

Sadly, in most cases, you can’t say this about most
of the imported craft. Within a couple of years,
Australia’s incredibly harsh UV laced sunlight goes
to work and just about destroys the interior
upholstery, carpet and gelcoat finishes on most
imported craft.

But don’t just take my word for it. A five minute
walk past any of the ‘rack and stack’ marinas around
Australia will quickly verify that what we are
speaking about here is borne out on the waterfront.

Australian manufacturers such as Haines Signature,
Seafarer (etc) have long since learnt which materials
to use that will withstand the rigours of Australia’s
harsh sunlight, and they know about Australian
attitudes to gel coat and cleaning. All of the top brand
fibreglass Australian boats tend to look after
themselves with just a modicum of care and a couple
of good wash and polishes each year.

Because they don’t have the extensive fit-out and
soft finish of the luxury-imported craft, their interior
finish is more able to deal with the fierce Australian
outdoor climate.

It’s also better able to cope with Australian
families’propensity to ignore the upholstery. I’m
referring here especially to the Under-12s brigade as
they clamber across one seat to the other, whilst Dad
and Mum load up the boat up with the wakeboards,
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near shore fishing strategies too. A pretty, stylish
boat, it looks like it’s going fast just sitting in your
driveway. 

Something I’d be very proud to own.

F&B, May 2001
AB, October 2016

skis, tubes, crab pots, fishing gear, camping
equipment and anything else that you can throw into
a boat! 

We do tend to treat our boats pretty harshly in
Australia, and Haines Signature have established a
formula that is just about spot on bridging the gap
between the absolute luxury of the fully imported
craft and the bare necessity that is required to
convince Mum that she really will be comfortable in
an Australian built bowrider or runabout.

Application
The Haines Signature Bowrider can be used for

just about anything on the water. It’s a very capable
hull, and although it’s not set-up or marketed as an
offshore craft, it’s more than capable of handling big
open bays such as you’ll find at Port Phillip, Moreton
Bay or Sydney Harbour.

It’s very comfortable to live with, very easy to
drive, a cinch to handle on and off one of Ian
Makay’s multi roller trailers, and with an all up
weight of approximately 1.35 tonnes, it’s easily
towed by a six cylinder family saloon.

Conclusion
Nice boat the 530 Bowrider. Excellent finish. Good

fit-out. Terrific design concept. Genuine fishing
application where lure casting is the principle type of
fishing, but real application to normal estuary and
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Hindsight
The last paragraph sums it up very well,

and although it was written about 16 years
ago, it is just as applicable today. 

Haines Signature were at the top of their
game at this time, and were building a bunch
of deep vee trailer boats that have all since
been filed under the ‘modern classics’
columns. 

Just look at the underwater lines of this rig:
Check the depth of the ‘vee’ at the forefoot
on the left, with the flat ‘plank’ at the transom
in the pic below - all curving out to external
chine flats . . . the pressed or plate ally
builders can only dream about building
underwater shapes like this - and it IS what it
is - one of the most sophisticated, best
performing GRP hulls in the world. 

If you can find one - thank your lucky stars!
-PW, October 2016



the year the schools of bait fish - such as herring
of various sorts, hardyheads, pilchards, etc - start
to appear. At first they are well out to sea, and
when we go out to the inner Barrier Reef and the
shipping channel, we begin to see the schools of
mackerel tuna and long tail tuna hunting the bait
fish by herding them up to the surface and then
ripping into them. 

If we see plenty of schools of bait down about
mid-water we know that there are no pelagics
around, so we don’t try for them and concentrate
on bottom fishing - but if the fish are tearing
around on the surface attacking bait, we know
that they are feeding, and can be caught. 

One tip about chasing schools of pelagic is that
if they are jumping just clear of the surface of the
water then they are usually one of the tuna
species, but if they are skimming along under the
surface with just their dorsal fin showing, then
they are one of the mackerel species such as
school mackerel, spotted mackerel, grey
mackerel or Spanish mackerel. 

If you want to get near enough to one of these
schools to cast at them, then driving close to
them will only put them down to re-appear
hundreds of metres away. The trick is to
recognise that these schools normally travel
upwind, ie into the wind so if you see a school
working bait then go around them giving them a
wide berth, and get a couple of hundred metres
upwind from them and stop, with the motor shut
down, and they will come right up to you -
sometimes swimming right under the boat. 

Once these bait schools arrive in the offshore
waters, they tend to hang around for quite a few
months, and our clue to when to start looking for
them inshore is when the north easterly winds

              
AB’s

               
Ebb &
 FlowFlow 

With

Neil 
Dunstan

Tips ’n Techniques To
Catch Pelagics.   

I am writing this around the end of
September, which is the time of the year that

the season changes from the dry season with
its preponderance of strong south easterlies,
to the wet season where the winds vary from
dead calms to cyclones. 

Most of the thousands of breeding whales are
heading south and the water temperature
changes from the high teens to about 26 degrees
and eventually getting up close to thirty degrees
at the height of summer. This is also the time of

V625 Getaway V625 Sportsfish

WHICH CAT 

WILL YOU
CHOOSE?

Voyager’s V625 Series has set a new
benchmark for trailerable cats. An
unequalled combination of ride,
stability and performance with modern
style, comfort and finish. 
Fishing and family - You’ll love it!

Hull Length........................ 6.1m
Length OA.......................... 7.0m
Beam................................ 2.35m
Power (2x) ..................75-115hp
Cruising Range ............. 250nm
BMT Tow Weight ... 2400kg (av) Phone 0417 780 600

Email    info@voyagercats.com.au
WebSite  www.voyagercats.com.auManufactured Under Contract By Haines Signature, Wacol QLD
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The method is to

choose a small barrel

sinker of a suitable weight

and wrap some firetail

around it. This can be

achieved by laying a strip

of cello tape on the bench,

sticky side up and

sticking the threads about

100 mm long of firetail on

it. Then wrap this around

the sinker with about

25mm in front of the

sinker and the rest out the

back and bind it on with a

length of soft stainless

wire trace. This has the

effect of making a sort of

head on the bait by the

front bit folding back over

the sinker when moving

through the water. 

Next pass a suitable

length of stiff wire trace

through the sinker and the

spiral hood then connect

it to the eye of the ganged

hooks, making sure that a

tag of at least 25 mm is

left sticking up at right

angles to the trace. 

Then take the mullet, or

in the case of a garfish

break the beak off, poke

the trace wire tag up

through the bottom jaw of

the mullet and push the



nose of the mullet into the

spiral hood and wind the

hood along the tag until it

is snug into the hood. 

The hood keeps the

mullet perfectly in line and

swimming properly while

the tag through the mullet’s

jaw, holds it in place. Then

slide the sinker covered in

firetail down to snug

against the hood and the

firetail covers the first

section of the mullet. 

Footnote (PW)

This is such a simple but

extremely effective rig

every fisherman starting

out in the offshore world

should practice making

until it can be created in

their sleep. 

The secret is the tag

end, and initially, it isn’t

quite as simple as Neil

implies to get the tag the

right length, at the right

angle to the trace and

hooks, up through the

mullet, slimey or gar, and

the wire hood wound on

nice and tight - in a few

seconds !  But practice

makes it easy - and once

learned it will never be

forgotten. 
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have been blowing for a week or so. The
offshore bait schools are kept on the surface by
the pelagics and the onshore winds then begin to
blow the surface water towards the shore
complete with the bait schools and the attendant
hunters. By this time, the bait schools have been
compressed into dense patches along the shore
and this is when we get after the mackerel etc.  

This preamble is a lead up to the subject of
how to catch the  fish hunting the bait schools.  

There are plenty of ways to tackle this, such as
trolling live bait, trolling dead bait, trolling lures or
casting lures and fishing at anchor using
unweighted baits such as pilchards or sennett,
our version of the Yakka. 

My favourite methods are to slow troll with
deep diving hard bodied lures or deadbaits such
as ribbon fish(wolf herring), garfish or mullet.
There are lots of ways to rig dead baits but I
have come up with a method which is so simple
that even I can do it easily and get my baits to
swim perfectly every time. 

It is a compilation of a number of different
methods I have seen, and it uses a few bits and
pieces from the tackle box which cost next to
nothing to make. The next series of pictures
show how simple this method is and it relies on a
spiral cone to lock the head of a mullet in place
and can be re rigged very quickly.  The bits
required are the aforementioned spiral cone,
which is available at most tackle shops for a
couple of cents each, a hank of a special fibre
called firetail which is the dressing used for its
ability to glow an eerie blue colour when
immersed in water, plus a set of 6/0 ganged
hooks and some stainless steel trace. 

The method is to choose a small barrel sinker
of a suitable weight and wrap some firetail
around it. This can be achieved by laying a strip
of cello tape on the bench, sticky side up and
sticking the threads about 100 mm long of firetail
on it. Then wrap this around the sinker with about
25mm in front of the sinker and the rest out the
back and bind it on with a length of soft stainless
wire trace. This has the effect of making a sort of
head on the bait by the front bit folding back over
the sinker when moving through the water. 

Next pass a suitable length of stiff wire trace
through the sinker and the spiral hood then
connect it to the eye of the ganged hooks,
making sure that a tag of at least 25 mm is left
sticking up at right angles to the trace. 

Then take the mullet, or in the case of a garfish

break the beak off, poke the trace wire tag up
through the bottom jaw of the mullet and push
the nose of the mullet into the spiral hood and
wind the hood along the tag until it is snug into
the hood. The hood keeps the mullet perfectly in
line and swimming properly while the tag through
the mullet’s jaw holds it in place, then slide the
sinker covered in firetail down to snug against the
hood and the firetail covers the first section of the
mullet. 

I don’t fasten the hooks in the bait, I just let
them tuck in alongside the bait as they tow
properly and are not very obtrusive, however if
you are fishing in a competition the hooks must
be embedded in the bait.  

When a new mullet is required, just slide the
sinker out of the way, wind the hood back until
the tag is released and remove it from the
remains of the mullet - then go through the same
procedure with a new mullet and it is guaranteed
to swim perfectly every time and take only a few
seconds to reset. 

This can be done with baits other than mullet
but if using ribbon fish then a completely different
system is used which is much harder to do, takes
a lot longer and does not always swim properly
first time so I had best leave that for another
month. 
Neil Dunstan 
Sarina Beach NQ 
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Ebb & Flow . . . .
The end game
- Neil’s fishing
mate John
Turnbull hauls
up a
magnificent
spanish
mackerel - a
superb
capture for
our resident
pensioners for
their freezers!
Caught out of
Neil’s Quinnie
445 Dory. 



most extreme conditions on the planet.”
Cobham SATCOM’s relationship with the Volvo

Ocean Race stretches back to 2001 – and the
race has become an increasingly important
platform to deliver on multiple business and
brand awareness objectives, whilst serving as the
ultimate product testing ground.

The deal means that Cobham SATCOM will
continue to supply not only the satellite
communications hardware for the Volvo Ocean
65s, but also a wide range of radio and safety
equipment.

“The Volvo Ocean Race is the toughest arena
there is, and the ultimate showcase for our
products,” said Casper Jensen, Senior Vice
President of Cobham, and Head of Cobham
SATCOM. “It is the most global event in sport –
visiting 11 iconic cities across five continents –
and is an invaluable link to our key markets
across the planet.”

The 13th edition of the Volvo Ocean Race,
starting in Alicante in Autumn 2017, will be raced
with a fleet of one-design Volvo Ocean 65 boats,
and will visit 11 cities around the globe, including
Lisbon; Cape Town; Hong Kong; Guangzhou;
Auckland; Itajaí; Newport, Rhode Island; Cardiff;
and Gothenburg, before crossing the finish line in
The Hague in summer 2018.
AB

Volvo Ocean Race and Cobham join forces
for the 6th time

ALICANTE, Spain   Cobham SATCOM has
been named Satellite and Radio
Communications Equipment sponsor for the
2017-18 edition of the Volvo Ocean Race.

It will be the sixth consecutive edition that the
satellite communications specialist has supplied
hardware to the Volvo Ocean Race, and the
announcement ensures the latest SAILOR Fleet
Broadband products will continue to be a fixture
of the world’s toughest professional sporting
event when the boats line up in Alicante in
October 2017.

“We’re delighted to continue our long-standing
relationship with Cobham SATCOM. Their
products, used in the last five editions of the
Volvo Ocean Race, are the best in the business
– and play a vital role in us bringing the story of
the racing from the oceans to the fans at home,”
said Volvo Ocean Race’s Chief Digital Officer,
Jordi Neves.

He continued: “With the Volvo Ocean Race
fleet set to sail three times more miles in the
Southern Ocean in the next edition, the
upcoming race will really put the on board
equipment to the test – and we have faith that
Cobham SATCOM’s products can withstand the
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commitment to corrosion protection and the
availability of SmartCraft® digital monitoring,
Mercury FourStrokes set the standard the
competition is still trying to match.

To see all the reasons why buying a Mercury
FourStroke is such a great idea, visit
www.mercurymarine.com.au and follow the links.

AB

Save up to $1,250* on a cutting edge
Mercury FourStroke.

Australian boaters can now save up to
$1,250 and enjoy the many benefits of a
cutting edge Mercury FourStroke.

Thanks to the ‘Live the Mercury Life’ sale, big
savings are available on Mercury FourStrokes
from 2.5hp right through to 115hp. So whether
you’ve got a dinghy or a cruiser this is the time to
step up to the best.

And to make the offer even more impressive,
great deals are available through Mercury
Finance. But Aussie boaters will have to get a
move on because the Live the Mercury Life sale
closes on 25 November, 2016.

Mercury has been perfecting four-stroke
technology for decades, always leading the way
by making its FourStroke outboards lighter,
stronger, and more reliable yet still able to
produce the power and performance Mercury is
famous for.

From the nimble and quiet portable models
through to the unbridled muscle of the larger
engines, all Mercury FourStrokes are designed to
excel.

With tougher components, reliable starting,
fantastic fuel efficiency, smooth operation,
electronic fuel injection (on select models), a total

‘Mercury LIfe’ Savings On Offer
(until November 25)

2.5hp    save $100         3.5hp          save $100
4hp       save $125         5hp             save $125
6hp       save $150         8hp             save $200
9.9hp   save $200         15hp           save $250
20hp     save $300         25hp           save $300
30hp     save $400         40hp           save $500
50hp     save $500         60hp           save $600
75hp     save $800         80hp            save $900
90hp   save $1000         100hp       save $1150
115hp save $1250

Savings are based on RRP. Terms & conditions
apply.
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State of the art luxury power
catamaran joins the CCY fleet. 

The Aquila 44 is the newest addition to
Cumberland Charter Yacht’s power
catamaran line up, boasting Aquila's
signature fresh evolution of classic boating
traditions where efficiency in design and
performance compliment her luxurious living
and was named "Best New Multihull in the
2014 AIM Media Editor's Choice Awards.

On the Aquila 44 you will enjoy the 360˚ view
from the spacious salon and galley that features
a large seating area, hidden TV stowage and
plenty of storage to make a bareboat charter
easy and pleasant. 

Galley features include Corian countertops,
fridge and freezer, electric stove, and stainless
steel microwave oven as well as a double
stainless steel sink and an alfresco breakfast bar
with window and stool seating in the cockpit.

The large staterooms each feature ample
headroom and large windows for excellent views,
each room has a private bathroom with shower.
The master suite has a full size bathroom and

study nook. 
All fresh water flush, separate shower stall and

teak flooring compliment the boat’s design and
exceptional living comforts.

Additional features include an oversized
flybridge with added all weather enclosure, shade
protection, refrigeration and sunpad seating on
either side of the central helm station and Aquila's
revolutionary bridge to bow direct access.

Alfresco dining in the cockpit and flybridge
provides two great entertaining areas. 

The Aquila 44 features 3 cabins all with
ensuites. The saloon table can be converted to a
bed to accommodate 8 guests. 

CCY General Manager Sharon McNally said
"The Aquila is the next level in luxury bareboat
accommodation. We are very excited to be the
first available in charter anywhere in Australia,
she is an excellent addition to the fleet. 

Sharon added "Power boats are gaining
popularity and we can't keep up with the
demand. The only issue we have is deciding on
the name. The name of a boat is very important!
If anyone has any suggestions we would love to
hear from them.  

Andrew McLeod, Aquila Product Manager at
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some of Queensland’s best fishing spots and
even knock back a few cold ones with cricket
legend Andrew Symonds.

Towards the end of 2015 and the start of 2016
Honda Marine ran a Facebook & Instagram
competition in partnership with BOAB boat hire
that allowed the public to post an unforgettable
fishing or boating moment for the chance to win
an all expenses paid weekend adventure in
Townsville with Andrew Symonds.

The response from the public was huge, with a
wide range of photos and videos posted; ranging
from a little tackers first catch, to the downright
wacky and hilarious. In the end there could only
be one winner and that was Ben Jefferson.

Ben headed up to Townsville on a Friday night
for a packed weekend adventure with the BOAB
boat hire guys and Andrew Symonds. (Cont
Over) 

Friday  night was a blast with Symmo, Ben, the
BOAB crew and Honda representative Mark
Suttle enjoying a few well received cold bevvies
in the balmy warm tropical breeze, and chatting
well into the night.

Bright eyed and bushy tailed at 6:30am on
Saturday morning Ben and the BOAB guys
headed out to pick up Symmo. Here Ben had the
opportunity to meet Symmo’s family and helped
him pack the boat for the long day of fishing and

Multihull Central, the Australian/NZ Distributors
said “This is fantastic for everyone, the owner
has purchased the perfect Whitsunday live
aboard power cat. 

The Aquila has the potential to be the most sort
after power cat in the Cumberland fleet as she is
the only Aquila 44 available for charter in
Australia. And for potential Aquila 44 buyers, they
try before they buy in the beautiful Whitsundays,
how good is that?”

The vessel arrives at the Aquila centre,
Brisbane in December and will be prepared for
charter work in the Whitsundays by March or
sooner- Watch this space…." 

Enquire today for availability. 1800 075 101.

August 2016

Honda Marine Winner Goes
fishing with Andrew Symonds

Ben Jefferson, father of two from the
Northern Territory, recently won the trip of a
lifetime. Ben was lucky enough to experience
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This is a very well produced and informative
video about this man’s private Aquila 44, a
sistership to the one being offered for charter out
of the Whitsunday’s next year. Worth watching
just to admire this beautiful cat’s finish . . . . A-1!

Click on picture to start video

https://youtu.be/jSOBpVj9QzE


boating ahead. Out around Magnetic Island
the boys explored untouched bays and
secluded areas that are only accessible by
boat. “I have never been to Townsville let
alone out on the water up there and it was
simply beautiful . . the sights were just
magical” said competition winner Ben. “The
places that we explored really were a small
piece of untouched paradise, and getting to
share the experience with Symmo was
second to none”.
On Sunday Ben got to enjoy the Townsville
Outdoor Fishing and Boating show, where
he created the ultimate wish list of boys
toys! When asked about the weekend he
said “It was an absolute blast, I could not
have asked for a better bunch of blokes to
go with, the BOAB crew really know their
stuff and the Honda engines were so quiet
that it did not interrupt the serenity of the
beautiful scenery”.

Murray River Refuelling Open for
Christmas

Civil works for the boat refuelling facility at
Mannum Waters Marina have commenced
and the order placed for the key
infrastructure items and fuel dispensing
equipment. 

The onriver boat refuelling facility is a joint
venture being undertaken by Unforgettable
Houseboats and BT River Fuels Pty Ltd.

Both unleaded and diesel bulk fuels will be
available with the development work expected to
take around 2 months to be completed and the
facility operational for the Christmas season.

BT River Fuels Directors, Tim McKinnirey and
Brenton Mahoney, say the facility will have state
of the art dispensing equipment, be open 7 days
and have an EFTPOS payment system for use
by anyone. “We’ll be able to dispense fuel to all
vessels, from large houseboats to small pleasure
craft. Boaties tell us they can’t wait for the facility
to be operational as there is a desperate need for
onriver fuel in the Mannum region”, Mr
McKinnirey says.

Unforgettable Houseboat’s Managing Director
Mark Flannagan says the company has secured
a prime waterfront site within Mannum Waters
and plans to relocate its fleet and operation in the
near future. Installation of the refuelling facility is
the first component of the company’s move from
its current location on River Lane at Mannum. 

The site will allow expansion of the award
winning operation and allow for the upgrade of
the company’s mooring infrastructure,
maintenance facilities and office accommodation.

“We want to be a part of the growing future of
the marina and see great benefits in the co-
location partnership of boat refuelling, the
Unforgettable Houseboats operation and the
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residential marina community of Mannum
Waters. It just makes sense to have it all in the
one place”, Mr Flannagan said. 

About Mannum Waters, SA
Mannum is a regional town located on the

River Murray around 60 minutes drive from
Adelaide. The historic river township is home to
Australia’s first paddle steamer, Mary Ann, and is
now a thriving tourist centre, popular with water
skiers, holidaymakers and retirees.

The population of the town and surrounds
swells from 2,000 residents to over 10,000 semi-
residents over the summer months. The town is
also home to Unforgettable Houseboats, claimed
to be Australia’s most accredited and prestigious
houseboat fleet.

Mannum Waters is South Australia’s newest
River Murray waterfront housing development
and largest residential houseboat marina in the
state. When complete, the 20 year project, will
feature more than 160 waterfront dwellings, over
150 houseboat marina berths, tourist

accommodation, commercial precinct, an eco
camp, leisure facilities and extensive wetlands.

For more information visit
www.mannumwaters.com.au

Riviera Apprentices Awarded For
Excellence
Riviera’s strong commitment to the future of
the Australian marine industry continues to
be recognised and rewarded through the
outstanding achievements of its high-
performing apprentices.

There are now some 50 apprentices learning
their trades and honing their skills at the world-
class Riviera facility on Australia’s Gold Coast – a
mixture of fulltime, mature-aged and school-
based apprentices.

School-based lamination apprentice Dominic
Perry feels the deep sense of pride he has in his
work stems from the hallmark ‘ethos of
excellence’ that applies to everything that Riviera
undertakes.

“Riviera is held in such high regard for the
build quality of our world-class yachts and that
really drives you to be on top of your game
and be the best you can be,” said Dominic –
recently named as the Logan region’s and
also South East Queensland’s School Based 

From left to right : Unforgettable Houseboats
Managing Director Mark Flannagan and General
Manager Barry Merrit

South East Queensland’s School Based Apprentice of
the Year – Dominic Perry (middle) pictured with
Riviera's Chief Executive Officer Wesley Moxey (left)
and Riviera Chairman and Owner Rodney Longhurst 



Apprentice of the Year.
“You often have to think outside of the box and

the training is more intense but you are
surrounded by great people who all share a
passion for quality and, of course, we build an
incredible and luxurious range of yachts,” said
the Kingston State College student.

School-based boat-building apprentice
Cameron Wilton from Helensvale State High
School was awarded the Gold Coast region’s
School Based Apprentice of Year.
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“I’ve loved boats since I was eight years old, so
much so that my cousin even bought me a boat
for my 16th birthday,” said Cameron.

“It’s amazing to have a career in the marine
industry and being able to work at Riviera is
pretty special.”

The School Based Apprenticeship and
Traineeship Awards recognise and celebrate the
outstanding achievements by students, staff and
schools within the vocational education and
training sector who strive for excellence, best-
practice and innovation.

Shaun Austin, another Helensvale school-
based apprentice boat-builder, was also a
deserving finalist in the awards, a fact Riviera
Quality, Safety & Training Manager Adam
Houlahan says reflects his commitment to
excellence on the factory floor, and in his studies.

“All our apprentices are displaying maturity,
skills, and commitment beyond their years,” said
Adam, adding that Apprentice Program Manager
Lisa Fox also deserved credit for her hard work,
persistence and progression of the School Based
Apprenticeship program.

Also in attendance at the recent awards night
were families, schools and training partners
celebrating the successes of students. Riviera
also partners with Beenleigh State High School,
Nerang State High School, Varsity College and
Livingstone Christian College for the School
Based Apprenticeship Program.
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Pictured left to right at the South East Queensland
School Based Apprentice Training Awards: Riviera
Safety & Training Manager Adam Houlahan with
apprentices Shaun Austin, Cameron Wilton and
Dominic Perry, as well as Riviera’s Apprentice Program
Manager Lisa Fox.
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